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Wn iauth §auhs Bri9qt
§rutor professor of tqr farulty.
mittistrr of tqr gospel. trarqrr of
prarr atth rigqtrousttr ss among mrtt.
worker for tqr rommou gooh. lourr
of mattltttr.as atth hr.apt.arr of sfram
atth hrrrtt. tu rrrogttitiott of tqtrtystx years of uuttrtug atth ittualuahlt
srrutrr for tqe uplift of tqr stuhruts
of 1Jowa §tatr IDrarqrr.a Q!ollrgr.
tqt.a uolumr ts rrsprrtfully atth
affrrttouat.elu hrhiratrh.
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~!Je 1912 :lDlll ~oil!

PROFESSOR D . S .1Nos \\. RIGHT when he
first entered the Faculty of the Iowa
State X o rmal School. He has the honor
of be in g the Ii rst person to cond uct a
recitation in the Institution. At th is
time he held the chair of Language
and Literature and was publishing his
Hand book of English Grammar.

l 11 1880 he was t r ansferred to the
chair of :\ lathematics, which position
he now occupi es. In 1888 he published
a H andiJook of Arithmet ic, and later
one on Geometry.

1\t the age of fo rty-five he became
wi dely known thruout ed ucational circles, was an actil'e member of the State
T eachers ,\ ssociation. and an extensive
contributor to educationa l magazines.

m:!)e 1912 9Dlll 4:fiolll

~tate lleoarn of <!l;llucatfon
9Dfficm, of t!) e 'Jlioarll
}AMES H. TREWIN, Cedar Rapids,
D. A EMERY, D es J\Ioines .

President.
Secretary

S@emberjl of t!)c 'Jlioarll
P. K. HOLBROOK, Onawa
C. R. BRENTON, Dallas Center
D. D. :vt:uRPHY, Elkader

}

}AMES I-I. TREWIN, Cedar Rapids
ROGER LEAVITT, Cedar Falls
E. P. ScHOENTGEN, Council Bluffs
f\. B. FUNK, Spirit Lake
GEORGE T. BAKER, Davenpo rt

}

Term ex pires July l, 1913

T erm expires July 1, 1915

t

T erm expires July I, 1917

jfinance (!J;ommittce
0 ffice, Des Moines

'vV. R. BOYD, Cedar Rapids, Chairman
D. A . EMER Y, Des :\I oines, S ec retary
THOMAS LAMBrnT, Sabula

jfacult!? (!J;ommittcc
}AMES I-I. TREW[N

AH. F UNK

D. D. MURPHY

'Jliuilllin(l (!J;ommittce
P. K. HOLBROOK

E. P. ScHOENTGEN

GEORGE T. BAKER

T. D. FOSTER

C. R. RRENTO N

ROGER LEAVITT

Jlnj!pector of ll:)i(l!J !§c!)ooljl
P. E. McCLENAH,\N, :'II. Di . T. S. T. C., 1899: B. Ph. 1905, M.A. 1906, S. U. I.

FACULTY

fill)r 1912 IDill <f!iolll

HOMER lL SEERLEY
B. Ph., 1873; B. Di., 1875 ; 11:. A., 187G, Iowa; LL. D., JSB8, Penn; LL. D ., 1901, Iowa.
President, 188G.

m:l)r 1912 £Din ~olti

W)tesinent's assistants

,\NNA R \\'JLD
Secretary, 1896

LILL\N G. GOODWIN
Secretary, 1898

L. llE.\TRICE \\' J L lllJR
Record Clerk, 1906

~~e

1912 ®l'tl ~o l'tl

IDepattment of ~rofessional ]nstruction

CJT.\Li1,CEY P. COLCRO\/E
B. A., 1881; M. A., 1884; D. Sc.,
1908, Cpper Iowa; M. A. 189G,
Chicago.
Professor and TT ead of
the Department, .\cting President
in case of the absence or disability
of the President, lSPG.

( ;EORGE \V. SAil ISON
I:. S .. 18i8; M. S., 1881, Simpson.
l'rofessor of Psychology, 18D I.

G. W. WALTERS
JJ. S .. 18i9; M. S., 188~, Iowa Wes·
leyan.
Professor of History of
Education, Philosophy of Education, 1895.
12
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GEORGE S. DICK
B. Di., 1887; B. S., 1888, I. S. T. C.;
College.
B. Ph., 1897, Cornell
Professor, 1906.
aminer, 1911.

GEORGE H. MOUJ\:T
B. A., 1903, Parsons; M. Di., 1905,
T. S. T. C.; M. A., 1908; l'h. D.,
1910, Iowa. Professor, 19ll.

Registrar and Ex-

EDITH C. BUCK
B. A., 1882; M. A., 1885, Grinnell
College. Professor of Elementary
Instruction, 1896.

ANNA E. McGOVERN
B. Di., 1879; B. S., 1880; I. S. T. C.
Professor of Primary Instruction,

18S0.

13
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Department of s.@atbematic$

lR.\ S. CONDIT
B. A., 1886; l\f. .\., 1889, Parsons
College; Graduate Student, Uni•
ve r sity of Chicago, Summer Sessions. 1906, 1908 and 1909. 11ead of
the Department and Professor, 1898.

D. S.\NDS \VRIGIIT
:. I .• \ ., 1887, Penn College. Senior
l'rofcssor of the F acu lt y, 1876.

EJ\11\ 1,\ F. LAMBERT
1:. Di., 1896; i\L Di .. 1897, I. S.
T. C.; B. Ph., 1904, Iowa. 1901.

CTL\RLE S S. CORY
:.\f. Di., I. S. T. C., 1900; B. S .,
190~ . Iowa.
Professor, 1907.
Examiner of Hi gh School Records .
1909-11.

E U NA ALLEN
Graduate State Normal School,
Stevens Point, \Vi sconsin; Graduate Chicago U n iver sity. Substitute Instructor, 1911-191~.
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c\DM lKISTRATIOK BwILDJKG
Pedagogy and Mathematics
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IDcpattmcnt of Jl)istot,?, <1.Economics ann 1.1:)olitics

REUBEN i\IcKlTl{J CK
Graduate, State Normal
School,
Alva, Oklahoma, 1903; A. B., 1907,
Universi ty of Oklahoma; Graduate
Student, University of \Visconsin,
190 7-10.
Professor of l~conomic'.'..

CHARLES H. l\lEYE R H0
M. Di., 1898, I. S. T. C.; Pl·
1902; M . A., 1903, Towa; A.
1905, Harvard; Ph. D., 1907,
sig. Professor of Government ,

1910.

SARA M. RIGGS
B. Di., 1885, I. S. T. C.; B. L.,
1894, Michigan. Ass istant in English, 1887-l 891. Professor of Hi story, 1S93.

HENRY J. PETERSON
A. B., 1905, St. Olaf College; M . A.,
1907, Iowa. Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1909-10.
Instructor, Government and Economics, 1910.

SARA F. RICE
M. A., 1890, Coe College.
sor of History, 1898.

16
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IDepattmenc of J0atutal §cience

E, 1'1 ETT J. CABLE
ll. S., 1900; ;\f. S., 1903, Cornell
Graduate Student, UniCollege;
versity of Chicago, 1904. Professor
of Geology and Geography, 1906.

:\IEL\'IJ\ F . .\REY
B. ,\., JSt;i ; :\I. .\., 1870, Bowdoin.
Head of the Department and Pro·
fessor of S1ructural Botany, ~Jin•
eralogy and Zoology, and Curator
of the ~\l"u seum of ~atural Ilistory,
1S90.

, \USON E. AITCIILSON

GEORGE \I'. XE\\"T0:'-1
B. Di., 188~, I. S. T. C.; D. A.,
1887 ; :i\L A., 1890, Iowa; Craduate
Student, Harvard, 1891. Professor
of Biology, Physiology, Botany and
Sanitation, 189G.

:\I. Di., 1903, I. S. T. C.; B. S.,
HI07, 1owa. Assistant l' rofessor of
Ceography, 1903.

17

L1BRARY BUILDING
l-Iistory, Politics, Library, Natural Science, and :Mu seum.

m:()r 1912 :lDiti $oln

!librarians

1IA R Y DuN ITAi\f
B. A., 1898, Indiana .
Librarian,
January, 19ll.

I\' ,\ :\I. HUNTLEY
111. Di .. 1907, I. S. T. C. Assistant
Cataloger and Accession Clerk, 1907.

ETIIEL L. .\REY
ll. Di .. 1893; i\I. Di., 1895, I. S.
T. C. Loan D esk Attendant, 1896.

19

•
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IDepartment of ®nglisb

S.\, I UEL A. LYNCH
B. L., 1892; B. P ., 1892, Missouri;
l\I. A., 1900, Chicago.
Professor
an,l TT earl of the Department, 1909.

JENNETTE CAR PE1,TE l{
B. A., 1885; 1L A., 1888, Cornell
Co11ege; Graduate Student, University of Chicago, 1893-94; TT arvard
Summer School, 190'.l-03; University
of Berlin. 1910-11.
Professor of
Rhetoric and Literature, 1899.

\V. \V. G l ST
M. A ., 1875; D. D.,
1893, Ohio.
Professor of English
Language, 1900.
fl. A., 1872;

ll E RTIIA l\lARTlN
(;1•aduate. Columbia Col lege of E.xpression.
Professor of Elocution
and Dramatic .\rt. 1905.

JOHN BARKES
.\. ll.. 1904; A. M., 1905, Northwestern LTniversity; Graduate Cumnock
School of Oratory, 1905. Professor
of Public Speaking, 1910.

L I LLTAN V. LA,LBERT
S. B., 1889; A. M. ., 1899, Penn College; Ph. B., 1895; l ' h. ,1., 1906,
Chicago; Graduate \Vork at Oxford, England, 1905; Graduate Work
in English, Bryn l\lawr, 1906-07.
Professor of Rhetoric and Literature, ]907.

20
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MARGARET E. 0 LJ\"ER
B. A., 1885; M.A. , 1888, Monmouth
College; Graduate Columbia College of Expression, 1901. Orthography and English Classics, 1901.

l\ L \RY F. HEARST
B. Di., 1883; M. Di., 1892, I. S.
T. C.; B. Ph., 1899; 1\-I. A., 1904,
Iowa. English Grammar and En·
glish Classics, 1899.

MABEL J. LODGE
English
A. B., 1908, Chicago.
Composition and Rhetoric, 1909.

EVA L. GREGG
B. A., 1910, 1. S. T. C. English
Grammar, 189'5.

21

L.\L"RA F.\LKLER
Craduate Kan sas City School
Oratory. JX95. Elocu tion, 1896.

HIRD BUNDY
ll. Di., 1898.

of

AUDITOR1Uc-I BUILDING
English , Economics, ~\uditorium, l'rimary and Kindergartt:n, Society J-Iall s,
Foreign Languages.

~ !J r 1912 !!Dill <!fiolll

IDepartment of Jfoteign !languages

FR.\NK IVAN MERCHANT

n.,

B.

Shurtleff College;
11. . . \., Ph. D., 1890, l.: niversity of
Berlin. Head of the Department and
Profes5or of Latin , 1907.

A.

1880,

111YRA E. CALL
A., 1885; M. A. 1888,

Iowa.

Professor of Greek and Secondary
Latin, 1895.

I

7

CHARLOTTE M. LORENZ
Iowa.

JOHN B. KNOEPFLER

J: . . \., 1902; 111. A., 190-l,
] n~tructor in German, J90R.

Head of Departmen t and Professor
]9(){).

23
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i:'epartment of @ocal ®ugic

C. .\. FULLERTO N
B. Di., 1889; 1\1. Di., 1890, l. S.
T. C.; Student, Univers ity of Chicago, 1896-1897. Acting Director of
the Department and Head Professor
of Public School Music and Direc•
tor of Choral Society and of Glee
nubs, 1897.

Tl l!LD,\ STEN\\'.\ LL
Student, Oberlin Conservatory. Jn02190-!. Assistant Profe~sor of \ 7 ocal
:.'l[usic , 1908.

.\:-.CS .\ CERTRUDE C l[l LDS
I: . . \., 1889; i\l. . \. , 1892, Grinnell
College; Pupil of George Ilenschel,
\\'illiam Shakespeare, and George
Fer guson. Professor of Voice and
History of ".\lusic. 1901.

".\I I SS K.\ UFi\!.\N

LO\\"ELL E. ".\I. \\'ELLES
Student. Oberlin Conservatory. Sub·
stit ut e ] nstructor of Yoice, 1911·12.

i\lISS HOUK

m:~r

1912

miro l!iio ln

IDepartment of ~bpsical t5icience

LOL'IS BEGJ•MAN
IL S., 1889, :IL S., 189,, :\fichigan;
Ph. IJ .. 1910, Chicago. Acting llea cl
of Department, 1910-1912.

\VJLLL\l\l If. K,\DESCH
11. S., 1900, Ohio Wesleyan; Ph. M.,
1910, Chicago. Assistant Professor,
191 0.

PERRY ,\. BOND
:\I. S., Iowa. Assistant
l' rnfessor. 1911.

I i. S., 1901;

S. FREEMAN HERSEY

HO I: EJ{T \\' . GETCHELL
Ii. J\., I. S. T . C.. 191l. Instructor ,

B. Ph., 1892, Beloit College.
fessor, ]89~.

rnro.

25

Pro-

LABORATORY BUILDING
Physics, Chemistry, and Laboratories.

~ !)r 1912 £Dill "1iolll

IDepattments of <Zrommetcial ®tmcation ann art

HARRY C. CUMMINS
r.raduate Valder Business College,
1,91; B. Di., 1898, I. S. T. C. Profe"sor of Penmanship and Bookkeeping, 1898.

II ENRlETTA THORNTON
Student, Art Institute, Chicago;
Academy of Fine Arts, Cincinnati;
P upil of George Smi llie and Miss
J f. Revere Johnson, New York;
Graduate Normal Art Course of
Pratt Tnstitute, 1892. Professor, 1895.

EFFIE SCHUNEMAN
InstrucStudent, Pratt Institute.
tor, 1911.

HERTHA L. PATT
ROY V. COFFEY
Graduate Michigan University. Instructor in Stenography and Typewriting, 1911.

Cummings School of ~\rt, Des
Art Students' League;
~Ioines;
Pupil of Charles \II/. Hawthorne,
New York. Professor, 1895.

~ IJe 1912

mm,
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~rpartmmt~ ot £@anual xlrt~ an'tl ~omt <!Economic~

C l l.\ RLES II. BAILEY
H. S . in C. E., 1895, Iowa; J\Ianual
Training Diploma, 1903, Teachers
College (Columbia) ; Tl. S ., 1903,
Columbia. fl cad of the Department
and Professor. 1905.

i\lRS. ALMA L. McMAHON
Graduate Oshkosh, \Visconsin, Normal School, 188G; B. Ph., 1902, Wisconsin; Domestic Science Teacher
Diploma, 1904, Stout Institute. Instructor, J901.

i\IARY L. TOWNSEN D
i\ l. Di ., 1899, I. S. T. C.; B. A.,
Wellesley College, 1896; Graduate
Domestic Science Course, Drexel
Institute, 1901. Professor, 1907.

CLARK TT. BROWN

M I SS SHEETS

Director of ·M anual Training Di•
ploma, 1908, l. S. T. C. Instructor,
190G.

.\LICE ;\ I.\ RG.\RET HEINZ

D. ,\., 1908 : B. Sc. in D. S., 1910.
Instructor in ! Tome Economics.

Teacher of Domestic Science Di1,loma, 1909, I. S. T. C. Instructor.
1910.

.:8
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IDepartment of ~raining in ~eacbing

WILBUR II. BENDE i{

\ l.\TT IE LOUJSE IIATCIIER
l'h . 11., Ed. B. , 1909, Chicago. Su-

B. Di., 1886; M. Di., 1890, I. S.
T. C.; B. Ph., 1895, Iowa. Director
of the Department, Supervisor of
Training, 1897.

pervisor of Primary Training, 1909.

IDA FESENBECK
Jl. Di., 1893; M. Di., 1894, l. S.
T . C.; B. A., 1900, Iowa; Student,
RaclclifTe College(Harvard), 1900-01.
Reading, Literature and German,
Crammar and Secondary Grades,
1901.

EL IZ.\BETII HUGHES
ll. Ph., 1S86, Eastern Iowa Normal
School: ".\l. Di., 1889; B . . \., 1908,
l. S. T. C. Geography and History,
(;rammar and Secondary Grades,

LORENCE E. WARD
Graduate
Chicago
Kindergarten
College, 1903. Sup ervisor of Kindergarte n Training, Hl06.

Nt8.

29
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EV,\ LLISE
B. Di., 1901; 111. Di., 1904, I. S.
T. C.; ll. A., 1906; M. A., 1910,
J owa. Language, Composition and
Latin, Grammar and Secondary
Grades, 1906.

l\J.\E CRESSWEL L
II. Di., 1902; B. A., 1908, I. S. T. C.
:\ lathematics and Scie1lce, Grammar
and Secondary Grades, 1908.

AllfY E. WEARNE
(:raduate Stout Training School.
H ome Economics, 1911.

FLOE E. CORRELL
B . Di .. 1904; :\1. Di., 1905, I. S.
T. C.; B. A., 19C9, Iowa. Prelim•
inary Year, 1909.

GERTRUDE D ,\NDLIKER
Graduate Normal Department, Art
Institute of Chicago, 1906. Draw•
ing and ll lanual Training, 1909.

30
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LL'LU ~I. STEVEI\S
Graduate Chicago Conservatory of
~lusic. l\Ju sic, 1911.

"'!.\ R(;L' ERlTE C.\D \\'.\LL.\DER
M. Di., 1911, l. S . T. C. (:rammar
Crndes, 1~11.

l':.\li\L\ GAi\JDLE
l'rimary Teacher Diploma, 1910, I.
S. T. C. Primary Grades, 1910.

."

(:R.\CE i\lclNTOSIJ
B. Di., 1907, I. S. T. C. Grammar
(;rndes, November 30, 1910.

K.\TlIER L.\'E X EX.\'()
Ii. Di., 1910, I. S. T. C. (,rammar

(;rades, 1910.

31

:\L\RY BARKC.\I
Crammar Grades, 1910.

~!Jr 1912 £Dill d!iolll

EVA FA L LG. \T TER

STELLA FISHER

Primary Teacher Diploma, 1911, I.
S. T. C. Primary Crades, 1910.

11. Di., 1907.

'

GRACE J{ .\ TT
Primary Teacher Diploma, 191 1.

GR.\ CE .\ IT C III SON
l\L Di., 1909, T. S. T. C.
Grades. rn11.

Grammar

32
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m>rpartmmt ot ©t!J'an anti l@iano

JOI!:-(

ROSS FR.\l\IPTOJ\

J.l. A., 1901; Mus. Bae. , 1904; M.
A., 1906, Oberlin; Colleague .\me,·i·
can Guild of Organists, 1909. I lead
Professor of Organ and Piano and
lnstructor in 1 rarmony. 1909.

CLEE :\1. \ 1,CK
B. Di., 190D; 11. Di , 1009, I. S.
'I'. C. Instrttctor in Piano, 1911.

m>rpartn1rnt ot §slcbool Clttbic~

~IRS. :\f.\1'1O)1 :\IcF.\RL.\ND IV .\LKEl{
H. L., Ferry ] lall, Lake Forest, 1880; Professor
of .\pplied English, J. S. T. C., 1890-9i; Substi tute Instructor in English. 1907-08. Dean of
Lecture r on Social l•:thics and
\.\~omen . 1908.
Faculty Visitor.

33
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EDtpartmmt ot tBbp~ical ~raining-

R. F. SEYMOUR

MARY EVELYN SAMSON

B. P. E., !90i, Y. M. C. .\. Training :ichool, Springfield, i\Iass. Head
of tl1e Department
Dirtrtor, 1906.

and

A. B., 1909, Simpson College; Phy•
sical 'I'raining Director Diploma,
1910, I. S. T . C. Fl oor Instructor,
1910.

Physical

HUMBERT F. PASINI
B. P. E., 1911, Y. M. C. A. Train·
ing School, Springfield, Mass. In·
structor, 1911.

)L\RGUERITE M. HUSSEY

HELEN RUTH HALLINGBY

Graduate Boston Normal School of

Director of Physical Training Diploma, 1909, I. S. T. C. Instructor,
1910.

Gymnastics, 1908.

Assistant Physi-

cal Director, 1910.

35
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i,epattmmt ot ©rcbe~tral £@u~tc

WJ:S:FRED MERRILL
Ur.
Professor
Violin,
Berlin:
Joseph l oachim and Professor 1\11d reas :1\1:oser; Theory, Bern l1a rd
Ziehn. Professor, 1.903.

ADOLPIJ KR.\MER
ln stn1ctor.

.\UL\ CUTLER
Instru ctor.

m:!Jr 1012 S!lltl 4'foltl

BR l. \X C. co;s:J) I T
Yiolin.

llRl'(T ll. LYB.\RCER
\'iolin.

IIE:\R\' C. Hl' J:-,,:1,E
Violin.

~ !Je 1912 ® Ill 45olll

I

F you've struck some onery luck,
Keep a-smilin'.
Lose all else, but keep your pluck,
Keep a-smilin'.
Swallow trouble like a pill,
You can win out if you will;
Don't be grouchy, jest keep still,
Keep a-smilin'.
Is your neighbor a dead-beat?
Keep a-smilin'.
Are the days too full o' heat?
Keep a-smilin'.
'Taint your fault things don't go right,
Keep the future well in sight,
Momin' always follows night,
Keep a-smilin'.

J f there's trouble anywhere,
Keep a-smilin'.
Folks can't breathe where it's too rare,
Keep a-sm ilin'.
Don't be pleasant jest by spells,
It's the even way that tells,
Be jest like t hem flowing wells,
Keep a-smilin'.
GLEE MAECK,•

I. S. T. C.,

'12.
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Hail, Seniors of yon mighty Hall !
This day a re bid the B. A.'s al l
Our Caps and Gowns to sadly don.
Bright college days are at an end ;
Soon must we to our own school wend,
Where we will hold high state, anon.

I'all Term
President
Secretary
Social Co mmittee
Reporter

JuuA H l.!RD
KARL ;\QLTE
GL,IDYS Foon:

S. ,\.

CoH ,1<;A N

/Vi11ter Tenu
President
Secretary
Social Com mittee
Reporter
Treasurer

.H . ARULD FRISBY

ETHl,L XErnl\tEYER
GLlll\'S FOOTE

S . . \.

COILI GAN

>-°ELL D1c"EY

Spri11g Terlll
President
Secretary
Repo rter
Social Committee
Treasurer

ETHEL XEl\L\LEYER

R VT II

S . .-\.

SnoE,11 ,1 KER
CoH.ICAN

GL.ID\'S FOOTE
XELL D1c"1•: Y

40
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~bt <l5mtlt ~tniot~ <15tabuation lat~olbt
(/Vordes by Maister Geoffrey Chaucer)
:\nd as for me, though that I can but lyte,
On hokes to rede I me delyte
:\nd to hem geve I feyth and ful credence
. \nd in myn herte have hen in reverence.
So hertely, that there is game noon
That fro my bokes maket h me to goon,
But it be seldom, and on the holday;
Sa \·e, certeynly, when that the ~lonth of ~[ay
Ts com en, and that I here the fou Jes singe,
:\nd that th e Aoures ginnen for to springe,
Farewel my boke and my de\·ocioun !

44
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~mior (['.la~~ SJDrganiiation
Colors
Old Gold and Purple

®fficm,
Fall Tenn

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

~ELL 1)1CKEY
,\DOLPH KR.\,IER
"\ 1.,RY

D1ci;:

Lnv rs

CL'RRHL

H. H.

"\ l .\\'NAHD

/Vi11ter Term

President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

!'LORENCE BRUMB ..\UGH
"\ f ARGUER ITE UTTLEY

ANTON F1SCHER

Spring Term
President
Vice-President
Secretary
Treasurer

GLENN DAV IS
SYREN,, ToLSTRUP

:\ l ,\RIE "\ f ULLARKY
THERES.\ (OFFM.\N
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CLARA

H.

~!ILLER

Nashua. Iowa.
:-\. B. Mathematics.
Eulalian.

P.\ULTNE UNGER

Rockford, Iowa.
Special Primary.

HAROLD FKISBY

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A. Philo.
Kansas Debate 19rr, Ames Debate
Football 19II, Track 1910.
B. A. President 1912.
Debating League President 1912.
Minnesingers.

l\fRs.

MINERVA \VHITTU~I

Greenfield, Iowa.
Special Primary.

MAUD

A.

CURRIE

Schaller, Iowa.
B. Di . Philomel Glee Club.

HAZEL GERTRUDE MOUSER

Red Oak, Iowa.
B. Di.

19II.

@lcniors
CLARA

V.

EICKHOFF

Lawler, Iowa.
Primary. Eulalian

WlLL E. HAYS

Cedar Falls , Iowa.
B. Di. Public School :\Iusic
Philo, Minnesinger

ESTELLA G. GREIG

Cherokee, Iowa
Special Primary
Chresto.

CORA STOODT

Atla11tic, Iowa
B. Di., Zeta.

GRACE CHURCHYARD

Hawarden, Iowa
Special Primary.

EDNA HAUG

Decorah, Iowa
Public School Music
Eulalian, Cecelian
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§eniot$

. \KTONI.\ .\ . lJRB.\XY

Ca rro/1. I o,,·a.
B. . \.
!'.eta. \: e,Y ma n.

ELIZ.\BETH FR .\NCIS

DLT FY

Fonda, lm,•a.
Special Primary.

DELL\ I :;DR .\

JI itche/1, lo-;,va.
Special Primary. Delphian.

J. H. Ri eu
Ja11en •ille. Iowa .
. \. B. Philo.

H .\ZEL Pon,·1"
.l11rora, fo,t'a.
Special P ri mary. Eulalian.

ErnLYN

E.

P.\/H1NGTO:v

Cedar I'-alls, Iowa.
Special Primary.

~eniot$

OLD GOLD

:\IAE MEYERS

Jndepe11de11ce, Iowa.
B. Di.

SYRENA TOLSTRUP

Jewell, Iowa.
Zeta.

B. Di.

GLENN DAVIS

Cedar Falls. lowa.
B. A., Orio, Minnesingers.
Ames Debate, 1909-rr.
Interstate Oratorical, 191 r.
:\Iidwinter Play, r9rr-r2.
Editor College Eye, 1910-r r.
Vice-President Interstate League, r9 r r-12.
Commencement Play, r9rr-r2.

:\ L \RGARET PERRY

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. Di. Eulalian.

GEORGE HOFFMAN

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Director of :\fanual Training.
Aristo.

FLORENCE

R.

PH I LPOT

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A. Choral Society.
Euterpean. Y. \ \ '. C. A..

49

PEARL

A.

BILLS

Jlarshal/tow11 , Iowa.
Public School l\Jusic Diploma.
Cecilian English Club.

AMY l\ f OORE

B. Di.

Radcliffe, Iowa.
Shake.

l\fADGE VERNON

Fairfield, Iowa.
Special Primary.

BLANCHF. IRENE YOUNG

Ri11gsted, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Y. W. C. A., Clio.

GRACE CAMPBELL

Lake City, Iowa.

B. Di.

Li LA l\IA UD \ VAGNER
_\' orthwood, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Clio, Y. W . C. A.
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~eniot$

OLD GOLD

MARTHA FULLERTON

Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Domestic Science.
Chresto.

;I f URIEL DRAPER

Waterloo, Iowa.
B. Di.
Neo Society, Choral, Cecilian,
Neosinger.

- Ev A

KATE :'IIARTIN

Fort Dodge, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Ch res to.

CA ROLYN CALLISON

B. Di.

HILDA

B.

Des Moines, Iowa.
Clio.

HAND

Da11b11r3•, Iowa.
Special Primary.

AMY :. l ,\Y G.\BRIELSON

Day/011, Iowa.
State Certificate.
Zeta.
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§cniot$

OLD GOLD

EuNICE Ht:TCHIN SO:N"

J ejj'erso11, Iowa.
Kindergarten.
Chresto Society.

H .IJ<IUETT

\\" .I TSO:N"

Gree11e, Iowa.
Spec ia l Pr im ary.
Zeta .

. \ N:N"ETTE ES PE SETH

Yorthwood, Imm.
B. D;_

Ossoli Society.

EFFIE

I.

COOK

.1/iles, Iowa.
B. Di.
D elphi an society.

H1.

INCHE

D.11·1s

0 1-:1.wi:1N, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Eulalian.

EGL.I :.\J.1 Y l lOLTOX

.\.orihwood.
B. Di.

Eulalian.

/0,-11.

~cniors

OLD GOLD
:\L11n-

L

HEL.\1 IC K

Scra11/011, Jo,L·a.
Special l"rimary.
Ossoli.

:\ f AY \\'HI CHT

Clio. Iowa .
R. Di .

De!phian.

ELSIE AHLE

Elgi11, Jl/i11ois.
D omestic Science.

VERA L E\\'JS

Tr'al111tl, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Chresto.

HAZEL ]OXES

Madiso11, S. D.
Kindergarten.
Chresto.

EDNA CA~fERON

Spri11gville, Iowa.
B. Di.
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§eniou
THEODORA GUERNSEY

B. Di.

A/non, Iowa.
Clio.

ALTA IVERSON

lnw.ood, Iowa.
B. Di.

ANNA LAKER

Wyoming, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Delphian.

VERA LEON

B. A.
Alpha.

Woon
Cedar Falls, Towa.
Latin.

\ VYNAFRED COLE

Thurman, Iowa.
Kindergarten.
Alpha.

}ULIA HURD

B. A. Latin.
Alpha, English Club.
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~cnion,
VALONA HELMICK

Scranton, Iowa.
Domestic Science.
Ossoli.

IRA BROWN

Twodot, Montana.
l\fanual Tra ining Teacher.
Aristo President, 19rr-I2.
Triangular Debate, winter I909-ro.
Basketball, I9rr-I2.

]EAN

E.

TURNER

Mt. Ayr, Iowa.
B. Di.

:vI:ARY V. DICK

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A. Alpha.

ALICE HESALROAD

Greene, Iowa.
Special Primary.

LULA

J.

PARSONS

Volga, Jowa.
Public School Music.
B. Di.
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§eniou
Nr-:VE

]OH:--rso:--r

iVashua, Iowa .
Public School :\lusic.
Keo, Cecilian, '\ eosinger.

ESTHER BECK

Be/lev11e, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Eulalian.

FLORENCE EDlTH ORl{

Wan/1011, !owe.
Domestic Science.

MYRTLE E . :'.V[AH0KEY

Scra11ton, Iowa.
Primary. Ossoli.

STELLA QUALLY

Decorah, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Eulalian.

ETHEL NIERMEYER

Kenwood Park, Iowa.
B. A.
Chresto Society.
Y. W. C. A. President.
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~eniors
LYDl.\ El,STA~f

Jlaratho11. Iowa .
Special Primary.
Zeta.

LUCIE

J.

HARRIS

Lewis, I o,c•a.
Director o f Physical Trai11ing.
~eo.

EDITH SENSE

Fairfield, Iowa.
Special Primary.
~eo.

LILLIAN \ VHITE

Mason City. fo7.c•n.
Kindergarten.
Clio.

ETHEL

:-J.

CLARK

Orchard. /07.vn.
Public School ~r usic.
Ossoli.

NELLIE HINKSON

Stuart, J own .
Domestic Science.
Clio.

57

~eniors

OLD GOLD

HENRIETTA ] UNCK

B. Di.

D11buq11 e, Iowa.
Neo.

BERNJCE MORGAN

Aurelia. Iowa.
B. Di.

ESTHER MnCilELL

Sidney, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Eulalian.

GERTRUDE TESCH

Mitchell, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Delphian.

EMMA

L.

PRIEBE:

Charles City. Iowa .
Special Primary.
Neo .

.\fARY GOODNER

Sidney, Iowa.
B. Di. Mathematics.
Eulalian.
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~cniors
:u.

RUTH OSLIN

Winnebago ,
B. Di., Eulalian.

1': ebras/w.

lNEZ PARKS

Oaliland, Iowa.
M. Di.

Eulalian, vVoman's Oratorical.

EVELYN MARIE RYDER

Dubuque, Iowa.
B. Di.
Secretary Newman.

U.

EARL WILD

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A., Orio.
Kansas Debate, 19rn.
Ames Debate, 1911.
Editor-in-C hief Old Gold.

NELLIE

E.

}ONES

M. Di.

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Chresto.

ANNA FARRELL

Fonda, Iowa.
B. Di.
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1912.

§eniot~

FERN FITZSHIMONS

Ft. Dodge, Iowa.
B. A.

LILIAN

X.

B. Di.

HOTTMAN

Dubuque, Iowa.
Xeo.

ERNA H. PLATH

Le ,11ars, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Chresto.

FERN LUCILE OLIVE

Scran/011, Iowa.

B. Di.
Ossoli.

ERTEL GARNETT SHAT\VELL

B. A.

Clinton, Iowa.
Latin.

GERTRUDE KERR

Waterloo. Iowa.
Domestic Science.
Shake.

6o

§cnior.s
VIDA NORMAN

Logan, Iou:a .
Home Economics.
Eulalian.

OLE

J.

KIRKETEG

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. Di. Philo.
Track Team, rgro- r r.
Reserve Football Team. 191 r.

l\IATTIE

E.

CHITTENDEN

McIntire, Iowa.
Special Primary.

OLIVE

M.

BAINS

Alta, Iowa.
Primary. Ossoli.

FLORENCE LEININGER

B. Di.

Afton, Iowa.
Chresto.

:-frnL~M RonERTSOX

B. Di.

6r

TVaslita, Towa.
Shake.

~eniors
ZELA \'JETH

Oakland, Iowa.
B. Di . Eulalian.

HAROLD H. ~faYNARD

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. :\. Philo.
Y. ~r. C. :\. Cabinet, 1910-12 .
Gospel T ea m.
Triangular Debate, 19 11.
Presi dent of Senior Class, 1912.
Ames Debate, 19II .

THERESA COFFMAN

M. Di.

Eeota, Iowa.
Chresto.

MARGERY H ILTON

Osage, Iowa.
Publi c School ~1 u sic.
Zeta. Cecili an

EMM A

S.

GREEX

Jlissouri T'al/ey, Iowa.
Public School ~[usic.
N eo, Cecilian .

JEA N

A.

Sn:PHEX

B. Di.
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Keota, lo,c•a.
Clio.

~eniors
ELIZABETH IlISBEE

Ellsworth, J{a11sas
°'\eo.

B. Di.

i3 LANCHE FULLER

Perry, 1owa.
Public School :\ lu sic.
Cli o.

GLADYS \ \'JLLI.\MS

i\ f.

.e\U[.\

Di.

T.

Sheldo11, Iowa.
:\Jathematics .

STENSEND

Lake Mills. Iowa.
S pecial Primary.

CLARK

E.

B.-\ LDWIN

Prairie City, Iowa.
13. Di . Orio.
:\ Iinnesingers.

i\ LABE L H1i\:KSO;\/

B. . \ .

Stuart, Iowa.
Science.

~eniot$
E.

C\LLA

STONE

Charles City, lo,,·a .
Domestic Science.

::\JcDoN ALn

HAZEL

ill 011te:::u111a, Im.,•a.
Public School ::\Iusic.
Zeta Society.

STELLA

R.

STADHDI

Lake Mills, I o·: rn.
Special Primary.

LYDIA BURGARDT

Britt, Iowa.
B. Di.

Delphi an.

FRANKIE ]RENE (ROL'CH

Le Jfars, lo,ca.
Special Primary.
Chresto.

CORA

J.

STOLT

Ode/Jolt, Imva.
El. Di.

§eniou
ESTELLA HOFSTETTER

Mitchell, S. D.
Special Primary.

T1•:N ,\ BODHOLDT

TVaterloo. Iowa.
R Di.
Shake.

IN ,\

B.

FRY

Logan, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Delphian.

:\!.\ JUE

:\f.

HANSON

St. Ansgar, Iowa.
H. Di. Zeta.

CLYDE \\TORKMAN

Birminghalll, Iowa.

B. A.
Director Manual Training.
Philo.

ELSIE SISSON

Whiting, Iowa.
B. Di.
Eulalian.
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§eniors

OLD GOLl!J
G.

C.

HAMERSLY

Age11cy, lo'wa.
B. A. P hilo. Y. ~l. C. :-\. Cabinet.
Kansas Debate, 19II ; :-\mes, 191 r.
Basketball T ea m, 1910-rr.
l\li nnesinge rs.
r9r2 Old Go ld Bu siness ~lanager.
Gospel Tea m.

ET H EL '\VHITTEN

Charles Cit3•, I owa.
Kindergarten .

ALICE DIXON

X ashua, Iowa.
B. Di.
English, Eulalian .
English Club.

ETTA

G.

HILL

E llsworth, I owa .
Domestic Science.

NELLE DICKEY

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Domestic Science.
X eo. Championship
Basketball Tea m, 19rr.
P resident Senior Class, Fall.
Y. W . C. :-\. Cabinet.

RENA GASTON

Sioux Cit y, I mm.
Kind erga rten.
Chresto.
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~eniotJ
BERTHA

0.

FINCH

Pomeroy, Iowa.
B. Di.

LUELLA GNAGY

f!Vaterloo, Iowa.
Kindergarten.
Eulalian.

FAYE PALMER

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Primary. Shake.
Orchestra, Band.

MAMIE

E.

CARRIE

B. Di.

Schaller, Iowa.
Mathematics Club.

LEA CHASE

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A. N eo. Cap and Gown.
English Club.
State University.

STELLA M . FISHER

Waterloo, Iowa.
B. A. Alpha.
English Club.

~eniot$

OLD GOLD

[ IDs\ \'OORIIEE~

Valley .T1111ctio11. Iowa.

n.

Di.

:\ I. \RY YOUNG

She11a11doah. [ o·wa.
Domestic Science.

:\ l. \i\ l E URRANY

B. A.

Carroll, lo ·wa.
Zeta.

HE LEN CHR ISTI.\NSEX

S pri11gfield, .\' ebraska.
l(inclerga rten .
Shake.
Y. \\·. C. A . Cabinet.

ETHELD.\ BURGE

Mt. Vernon. loiva.
Special P r imary.
Ch r esto.

:\ I .\UD SCHENCK

Algolla, Jnwa.
R. Di . E ul ali an.
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tsieniot$
EsTl!ER ..-\x1 r., HL"H\\'JCH

ff ' aterloo. Iowa.
B. ..-\.. Clio. President Clio,
Englis h Club.
Schiller Verein.
:\ liclwinter Play. 19rr-r2.

B EHNICI: :\JJTCHELL

Cedar Falls, Jo·wa.
Domestic Science.

FoRYST K. HL-wr
.\·1111,a,

Iowa.

Domestic Science.
Clio.

RUTH L\l,K

Gah•a. Iowa.
Special Primary.

EL11L\ G1nc1: T1-:xx1s

Oslwloosa, Ioz,,a.
Domestic Science.
Clio .

..-\,·i s HoY~l.\x

Slall'wood, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Clio.

1912.

19II.

~eniou

OLD GOLD

FREDA BILLINGS

Storm Lake, Iowa.
B. Di.

ELOJSE DAKE

Mason City, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Shake.

Run-r

LOHR

Osage, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Chrcsto.

GrnnrnDE

T.

l\IAGOON

North English, Iowa.
Special Primary.

MRS, GRACE ROEMER

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Primary.

FLORENCE BRUMBAUGH

Memphis, Missouri.
Special Primary.
Ch res to.

1912

~eniors
ORAL DALE

Centerville, Iowa.
Domestic Science.
Clio.

l\IoNJCA

B. \ VJLD
Cedar Falls, Towa.

B. A P hysical Training.
Neo.
Captain of Cl1a111pion Basketball Team, r9rr

:\f.-\RGUERITE CAD\\'ALI.ADER

Waterloo , Iowa.

B. A.

Alpha.

EVELYK RAW

B. Di.

Dubuque, Iowa.
Shake.

;\ [ ARGUERITE UTTLEY

B. Di.

ETHEL

H.

Dubuque, Iowa.
Shake.

B.\LD\\"JN

Gladbrook, J owa.
A. B. :\Teo.

71

OLD GOLD
:\[ARY

D.

REED

Garner, Iowa .
Special Primary.
Clio.

LEWIS CURRELL

Rockford, Iowa.
A. B.
Track Team, 1903-4-:;.
Football, 190-1-5.
Gymnastic Team, 1903-4-5.
President of .-\ risto. 1902.

RUTH :\[ALUIN

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Ch res to.

JVA

\VILLL\MS

Hal/lf,/011, Iowa.
Domestic Science.
Clio.
Y. \V. C. .\. Cabinet.

i3ES SLE

f

::\J lTCll ELL

Cedar Falls, Iowa. _
Primary.

BEULAH

I.

STREETER

Lake j\llills, Iowa.
Public School Drawing.
Alpha.
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§eniotS'

ELSIE T .\YLOR

1/'aterloo, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Eulalian.

VLORENCE STERLIN(;

B. Di.

.-\NNE

G.

Prairie City. Iowa.
Dclphian .

BL'Cl,~l.\N

Harla11. Iowa.
Special Primary.

BENJ .-\MIN

l-111.L

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
:\ I. Di .

. \ risto.

LAURA

M.

B. Di.

S. A.

Troubador.

P .\TTY

l<edjield. 1 owa.
Chresto.

CoH.\c;AN

Blakesburg, Iowa.
A. B. Philo.
Triangular Debate.
Normal Eyte Business :\Tanager.
r912 Old Gold Business l\Ianager.
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet. Gospel Team.

73

•

~ eniou
EMMA G.\MDLE

Rumbolt, Iowa.
Zeta.
Course for Critic in Primary Grades.

HERMAN K .,1: nrAN

Leer, Ha11o·ver , Gen11a11y.
A. B. Orio.
Schi lle r Verein.

Av rs CoLE
A111es, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Alp ha.

RES.\ POWERS

Lohrville, Iowa.
J\J. Di.

Eng lis h Club.
>fewman.

EvA FALLG.\TTER

Parker, S. D.
Course for Critic in Primary Grades.
Clio.

GR.\CE

:\I d

:\'TOSH

Harrison, Arka11sas.
Course for Critic in Higher Grades.
Alpha.
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~eniot$
DOROTHY

R.

SHOEMAKER

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A. Clio.
Physical Training.

ANTON FISCHER

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
B. A. English. B. Di., r9ro.
English Club.
Lecture Course Committee, 19u-12.
Debating League, 1910-12.
Treasurer Senior Class, \ \"inter Term.
Mathematics Club.

FLORENCE

A.

F.t\LLGATTER

Parker, S. D.
Home Economics.
Clio.

HARRIET MAE BYE

Special Primary.
Neo.

KATHLEEN GRACE

Adair, Iowa.
Kindergarten.
Clio.

LEILA

C.

BUTTS

M ontezmna, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Alpha.
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet.
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~eniotz

OLD GOLD

LORNA Ft.AGLER

Cedar Falls, Iowa .
B. A. Clio.
English Club.
College Orchestra.

WANDA CRISMAN

Cedar Falis, Iowa.
M.Di.

HAZEL

iVJrx
Cedar Falls, Iowa .

B. Di.

Roy

SHEARN

Cedar Falls, Jowr.
Football Team, 1909.
Captain 'Varsity Basketball Team , 1909-10-rr.
Captain Senior Basketball Team, 19rr.
Captain Orio Basketball T eam, 1912.
l\Iinnesinger.
Athletic Board, 1909-10.

KATIE

M.

BARNETT

Wiston, Iowa.
Delphi an.
Grammar Grade.

J ESSIE PAULGER

Cedar Falls, Iowa .
B. A. Alpha.
Latin.

FH.\NKIE FAt.:L

/)e11:so11. Iowa.
l(i nclergarten.

:\J \'RA

(KUi\l

Cedar Falls. Iowa.
8. Di . Clio.

V. L.

CRUM

Cedar Falls. Iowa.
B. ,\ . '.\J in nesingers.
\ ' . :\f. C. .c\ . Orio.

HE LEN SCHENCK

C e11/e1Tille. J owa.
Kindergarten.

Lcc11.LE RIGGS

Ce.,1/er,•ille. Jowa.
H ome Economics.
Clio .

. \1rnE N YOUN<;

S 1111111er, Iowa .
H. Di . . \ ri sto.
Y. :'If. C. .c\ .
1Jorningsicle Debate. r9r2.
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~eniors

OLD GOLD

FLORENCE COLLINS

Rock Rapids, Iowa.
Domestic Sc.ience.
Shake.

l\ f ARGUERITE BENNETT

TVaterloo, Iowa.
Piano Graduate.
Chresto.

AMY BRENNECKE

Marshalltoir.m, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Neo.

WINIFRED l\JORTON

!ii ontezullla, Iowa.
Special Primary.
Shake.

]UNE YouNG

Clarion, Iowa.
Public School ~Iusic.
Alpha.

l\ f ARJE ~[GLL\RKY

B. Di.

78

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Shake.

§enior~
EDWARD HUNTER

Cedar T-a/1s, Iowa.
;1Ianual Training.
Aristo.

l\fABEL HENDERSON

Tingley, Iowa.
Course for Critic in Higher Grades.

CATHERINE XENNO

Jleh•i11, Iowa.
Course for Critic in Higher Grades.
Zeta.
CHACNCEY HousT1L1N

Olin, Iowa.
B. A. Philo. English Club.
Minnesinger. Philo Presiden:, I'.)! I.
Triangular Debate, 1910.
Midwinter Play, r9r1-r2.
Commencement Play, 1912.
Kansas Debate, 1910: Ames Debate, 1910.
President Debating League, r9ro-rr.
Editor of College Eye, President Y. M. C. A.
BLANCHE GOLTRY

N ewe/I, Iowa.
Alpha.
Primary.

:\1ARY BARNUM

B. A.

79

Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Clio.

~eniorg

OLD GOLD

R ,\LPH SH.\RP

Barr_\'l011. Jfichiga11.
:\Ianual Training.
Philo .

. \JJOLPH KR .\i\lER

Cedar Falls, Towa.
B. A. Philo.
Cap and Gown .

FLORENCE

GoOJJNER

Oslwloosa, Iowa.
B. Di.
KARL XOLTE

Cedar Falls. IO'i.va
13. A Philo.
2\Iinnesinger.
. \m es Debate, 19 r 1.
Kansas Debate, IJl 1.
Cap and Gown.

:\ IR S. LoLA H i;crrns
/iVashi11g:·011. Iowa.
Primary.

Cli o.

So

«!)r 1912 !IDl'O dliolll

Jk
1r

IBl
1L
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.a t@agc of ~aptaini3

ANDERSON-Football.

LUDEMAN-Baseball.

ROBINSON-Basketba ll.

~ !)e 1912 llDI'O 60l'0

Baseball
l-1. \\'.

BOLTZ

F.

RICHARDS

L.

COTTON

w. \\'.

PATTY

Il. G. Ll'DEMAN
0. \\'INGER
1L L. IlIGBEE

J.
T.

:\LIRTIN

Track
:\J. BEGAMAN
'vV. C. SCHLUTER
G. DUNPHY
C. FRYE
R. 0. BAGBY

J7ootball

T. P.

C.

Raske/ball
ANDERSON

FRYE

W.W. PATTY

L.
C.

TOOMEY
B. WORKMAN

R. GLASENER

A. MILLER

M. A.

H.
H.
P.
C.
T.

A.

SHEFFIELD

CLEVELAND

SrnoNTON

G.
L.

HUSTON
G. LuDnIAN
DAVIS
KRAlllER
RICHARDS
:\IrTCHELL
SCALLON

<!5pmna~tic '<ll:cam
T. P. ANDERSON
C. KRAMER
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L. S 1-IEFFIELD
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(ARINGTON
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llusTON

T. P. ANDEl<SON
I-I. G. LUDEMAN
l. BROWN
:-\. BRYSON
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1fr" HE season of r9II was the most remarkable in many respects of
\tj,/ old championship days of 1898-99. The Teachers' College Team,

any season since the
suffering from many
,easons' reverses, the loss of great ·p layers, the discontinuance of football, and the
,uli-equent re-adoption with its dearth of good material. took the greatest stride this year
t01rard its old place among the state tc:.ims of any year in this century.
Beginning with most of the old team and some good Freshman material, and a good
fighting spirit, Coach Pasini developed a machine that carried the purple and gold to some
notable victories. Beginning with tl1e practice game with East Waterloo High, we rolled
:ip 27 points in a sea of mud, carried off Ellsworth's scalp the next week to the tune of r7
'u 5, the 5 being accidental, and-well, just here a slump occurred which resulted in Clark
College getting away with a 6-o victory, the head linesman having one moment of wakeiu!ncss long enough to ruin the one touchdown we made. This slump also resulted in some:hmg else. It resulted in "The Paddle." But to resume: The Big Blue Team went on the
warpath again, pushed the Cornell team to their limit during t'he second half, scored on them
by ,traight football, and narrowly lost two other touchdowns. The following week St. Joe
11as rncounte red in the middle of ' the ::\Iississippi at Dubuque (at least that is where the
boys thot the game was played). This game resulted in no score. Both goal lines and goal
po,ts were under the water to such an extent that the officials couldn't see that any scoring
was done. Then followed those two glorious home games in which we took Simpson and
l'pper Iowa into camp by II-5 and 6-5 "respectfully.'' Respectfully is the word. So t'hat in
spne of the inclement weather, and the typhoid situation, the season was voted immepsely
,ncce,sfnl. It demonstrated a new problem for the mathematical fans which ran something
like this: If x equals that indefinable something known as college · spirit, then Pasini plus
the Paddle equals x.
,\ fair idea of the ranking of our team may be had by considering a few special facts.
\\"e were the only team in the state outside of Ames to score on Cornell. Captain Frye was
,elected as tackle on the ALL-STATE team. Because of the good showing made during the
year we have been placed on Iowa's 1912 schedule, a coveted place that has not been ours
for senral yea rs.
To distribute t11c credit would be an impossible task. Captain Frye and his warriors
battled wel! and pass down a reco r d that we can all be proud of. We're glad that Pasini
has come down to drive, yea, to Paddle us to victory, and with most of this year's eleven
back and the promising Freshmen, Capt'ain-elect Anderson will have the opportunity of
1eading the best Teachers College football team that ever donned the moleskin.
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Jiashct Jiall
the football team won most of its games but ended heaYily in debt, the
basketball team lost most of its games but ended with all its bills paid and then
,orne. \\Tith Captain Robinson, the only former player back, Coach Pasini was
obliged to spend most of the season in teaching the rudiments of the game to raw material.
The first game with Lenox College was won easily, but the other games proYed too rough
for our inexperienced men. Then, too, the officiating has been hardly twice alike, and that
demoralizes team work more than anything else. To those of us who watched the entire
schedule, some great examples of developmen t were to be seen that look good for next year.
And to all who saw the closiog game with Iowa on February 29, when we led the last five
minutes of play and then only lost by five points, must have come the thought, "The season's
work has not been in vain."
Playing one of the strongest schedules ever arranged for a Teachers College Team, our
men would battle to within _a few points of victory, and the victors knew in each case that
they had been given a battle royal. Coach Pasini has shown the men real basketball, and
n~xt year's team ought to show the benefit of this year's work.

j'1]7l)t HILE
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December
January
January
January
January
February
February
February
February
February

15
13
19
23
27
2

3
9

23
29

Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers

College ........... . 36
College ........... . 21
College ........... . 25
College ........... . 17
8
College ........... .
College ........... . 19
College ........... . 16
College ........... . 17
College ........... .
9
College ........... . 16
184

Lenox ........... ...
Coe ........... .....
Clark ........... ...
Charles City ........
Iowa ........... ...
Clark .......... . ...
Cornell ............ .
Cornell ............ .
Coe ........... .....
Iowa .......... . ....

II

24
32
40
28
13
so
32
35
21
286

Huston was elected captain for 1912-13, and with the most of this year's team back,
Coach Pasini will have some good material to start with, and a stronger team should result.
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&ascball
ffl' l-JE spring of

19rr saw the best baseball team during the past five years. With only
thirteen candidates, it was necessary to invite the local High School team to come
out and practice with us. but a hard fighting team was developed. Coach Seymour
and Captain Boltz worked hard on the material, and the team work smoothed up in good
shape. A summary of the games shows a creditable record to hand down to the 1912 team:

\CJ,,'

April
April
April
:\lay
:\lay
:\Iay
:\fay
June

22
28
29
6
12
20
?"

-:,

3

Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers
Teachers

College ..............
College ..............
College ..............
College .... . .... . ....
College. ·.. . .. .. ... . ..
College ..... . . . ......
College ..............
College .. .. .. . ....

3
3
8
8
2

3

Ellsworth ...........
Cornell .............
Clark ..............
Ellsworth ..........
Upper lowa ····· ..
Clark .. . ...........
Cornell .............
St. Joe .............

29

3
5
3
4
9

8
2

8
42

H. G. Ludeman was elected captai11 for the 1912 team and at the opening of the season
it looks like he would haYe the best team that eyer represented the college. A strong staff
of pitchers, together with some experienced men for support and the best schedule ever,
ought to mean a winning team. Coach Pasini will handle the baseball team this year. The
follo11·ing schedule has been adopted for this season and will test the mettle of our team:
April
April
April
i\Iay
i\Iay
j\fay
:\fay
:\lay
:\lay
i\Iay
i\Iay
j\[ay
:\lay
June

26--St. Joe al Dubuque.
27-Upper Iowa at Fayette.
30-Grinnell at Grinnell.
3-Ellsworth at Iowa Falls.
4-H ighland Park at Des i\Ioines.
6--Clark at Cedar Falls.
9-Coe at Ceda r Rapids.
10-Cornell at :\ It. Vernon.
II-Clark at Toledo.
18--Grinnell at Cedar Falls.
21-Highland Park at Cedar Falls.
24-Coe at Cedar Falls.
28--Upper Iowa at Cedar Falls.
r-St. Joe at Cedar Falls.

With four such pitchers as R ichards, Huston, Ludeman, and Higbee, this schedule ought
to give our team the best opportunity to make a name for itself that we've ever had .
•\ncl with Coach Pasini and his "paddle" we can confidently look for a fine record.
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~rack
1f'(" HE season of rgu in track athletics proYCd to be a good one for Teachers College.
~

The performances were fuily up lo the high standa rd of for mer years. The Home
::'IIeet, occurring 1Jay 6, brought a new record for the discus throw, Carl Frye heaving the disc 114 feet. Summary:

100 yd. dash ... . ..... Begeman rst, Sheffield 2nd, Grosz 3 rd. Time u½ seconds.
Mile run .......... .. Schluter rst, Kirketeg 2nd, P ray 3rd. Time 4 :57½ seconds.
High hurdles ..... . .. Glasener rst, Cleveland 2nd , Bagby 3rd. Tim e 191/5 seconds.
440 yd. run . ........ . Dunphy rst, ::'IIagee 2nd, P. DaYi s 3rtl. Time 56 seconds.
Low hurdles ........ Glasener rsl, Begeman 2nd . Time 28½ seconds.
Half mile run ....... Kirketeg rst, Dunphy 2nd. Time 2 :33½ seconds.
220 yd. dash . ....... . Klacker rst, j\Jitchell 2nd, DaYi s 3rd. Time 25½ seconds.
Shot put. ......... .. Frye rst, Toomey 2nd, i\litchell 3rd. Distance 32 feet 6 inches.
Discus throw ........ F r ye rst, Toomey 2nd, Patty 3rd . D istance r q feet.
High jump .......... Bagby and Cleveland tied. Height 5 feel 5 inches.
Pole vau lt. ......... . Boltz r st, ::'IIcDonalcl 2nd. H eight 8 feel.
Broad jump .. . ..... . Begeman rst, Johnson 2nd. Distance r8 feet -J. inches.
Society relay ...... .. Won by Orios (::'IIitchell, Dunphy. Begeman. Sheffield). Time I :41½.

W ith this preliminary perfo rma nce, our team got down lo hard work and took the
Upper Iowa Dual by the sco r e of 83 lo 39, taking JO first places. Summary:

<Ill. ] . <Ill. b~. ]~. ~- qr ,, £@a~ 13
100 yd. dash ......... Sheffield (TC), Begema n (TC), ::'llatthe\\'s (UIU). Time u½ sec.
Shot put ....... . .... F rye (TC), i\lille r (UIU), i\litchell (TC) . Distance 32 ft. 4 in.
Mile run ............ Schluter (TC), Dunn (UI U), Kirketeg (TC). Time 5 min., 3 sec.
Pole vault. .... . ..... Sanford (UIU), Boltz (TC), Sheffield (TC). Height 9 ft.
High hurdles ........ Sanford (UIU), Glasener (TC), Taylor (UIU). Time 19 sec.
440 yd dash . .... . .. . Dunphy (TC), Young (UIU), ::'l lagee (TC). T im e 19 sec.
Discus throw ........ Frye (TC), Patty (TC), Mitchell (TC). Di sta nce ro5 ft. 7 in.
Lo11· hu rdl es ......... Begeman (TC). Glasener (TC), ::'l latthews (UIU). Time 28½ sec.
Half mile run ..... .. Taylor (U JU), ::'llagee (TC), Ki rketeg (TC). Tim e 2 :161/5.
220 yd. clash ... . . .... j\[atthews (UTU), Sheffield (TC), P. Davis (TC). Time 25 sec.
High jump ..... ... .. Cle1·eland (TC), Bagby (TC), Sanfo rd (1J TU). Height 3 ft. 3 in.
Two mile run .... ... . Sch lu ter (TC), Ryan (U l U), Grubb (TC). Time II min. JO sec.
Broad jump .. . ...... Begeman (TC), Sanford (UIU), G. Da1·is (TC) . Distance 22 ft.
IIalf mile relay ...... \\' on by I. S. T. C. Time I min. 31) sec.
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The Cornell Dual, occurring May 27, was broken into by a cloudburst. At that time,
eleven events had bee1~ pulled off, and Cornell was somewhat in the lead. No records were
broken, the weather not being conducive to real classy work. Summary of the eleven events:
roo yd. clash ......... Ramharter (C), Sheffield (TC), Hovey (C). Time ro½ sec.
Shot put. ...... •.. .. Kramer (C), Frye (TC), Carhart (C). Distance 34 ft: 6 in.
Mile run ............ Schluter (TC), Tucker ( C), Finger (C). Time 4 min. 45¾ sec.
Pole vault. .......... Ross (C), Wieclerecht (C), Boltz (TC). Height 9 ft. 6 in.
High hurdles ........ Lusted (C), Clinton (C). Time 18 sec.
440 yd clash ......... Jones (C), Latt (C), Dunphy (TC) . Time 5475 sec.
Discus throw ........ Frye (TC), Kramer .( C), Carhart ( C). Distance III ft. 3 in.
Low hurdles ......... Lusted (C), Glasener (TC). Time 26½ sec.
Half mile run ....... Stevenson (C), Tucker (C), Magee (TC). Tit'ne 2 min. 14½ sec.
220 yd. clash .... . .... Hovey ( C), Sheffield (TC), Rarnharter ( C) . Time ·24½
sec.
High jump .......... Bagby (TC), Cleveland (TC), tied. Height S ft . S in.
At the State Meet held at Grinnell, i\Iay 19, Captain Begeman won first place in the
running broad jump, clearing twenty feet. George Dunphy was elected captain for 1912,
but did not return to school.
The summaries show that Coach Perr ine's men did faithful work. The best performers
are still in school and with these as a rn:cleus, :\ fr. Seymour l1opes lo build up a team that
will eclipse all of our recent teams.
Begeman is here for the low hurdles and broad jumps, Schluter is on deck for the
distance runs, ready to make some records, Cleveland is here for the high jump and high
hurdles. Mitchell is in for the sprints, and Frye is ready to heave the cli,scus out of the lot.
In addition. Fearing and Heironimus give promise of adding strength to the team, while
Lenhart, Scallon and othe r s begin to show form in the various events. The 1912 schedule
comprises the Individual Meet, April 20, to the Home Meet, April 27, Cornell Dual, :\/fay 4,
Highland Park Dual, May 11, State Meet, May 17, and a dual with the Iowa Freshmen,
l\Iay 25.
With these contests in prospect the men will get down lo real work and the coach will
have plenty to think about.
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'Clrcacbcr~ <ltollc!JC '<!ream 1912
OvE CHRISTIANSEN

LEWIS SHEFFIELD

CHAS . KR .\MER

MYRON BEGE MAN

T.

B. ANDERSON

1'IT"' HE

Fourth Annual State Collegiate Gymnasti c l\Ieet occ urred on :\larch 9th in conThe entries
included Iowa, Drake, Luther. and I. S. T. C. Drake's team failed to materialize
rapidly enough to warrant their coming, and Iowa's team was prevented by lack of funds,
altho their team was ready and in fine condition. They were picked as the logical winners.
The Luther College team appeared in their customary "Pea-Greens" and were apparently
about as strong as in previous years. The Teachers College team, however, was the victim
of a series of setbacks. l\ fr. Seymour had planned on building his team around Sheffield,
the star of former years, and Hoxe, the new star from Vinton College. On January 1st,
Sheffield became the Physical Director o f the Charles City Y. M. C. A. and left school.
Soon after, Hoxe was called home because of the sickness in his sister's family, and on top
of all this, ::\Iiller of last year's team was stricken down three days before the meet, and had
it not been for the volunteering of And erson, the team would have been hopelessly outclassed
by the loss of one man in three events. However, Anderson was in good condition, and
with two days' practice, mad e a yery creditable showing. Two practice try-outs were had
previously with the Waterloo Y. :'\I. C. A. which gave a fairly good idea as to the condition
of the team , and by the day of the meet, every man was in th e finest condition, as is evidenced
by their score of 263.6 points wh en their best previous performance was 235.
~ junction with the );<:xhibition of the Department of Physi cal Education.

Every man arose to the situation and fairly out-did himself in form and execution, and
when the battle was over 3½ points wer e all that separated us from our two years' title of
State Champions. That means that another year will see that title returning to us, for four
of this year's team return. and Hoxe is exp ec ted back to fill th e fifth place.
S U MMARY:

Horizontal Bar .................... .
Rings ....................... ,................. .
H o rs e ............................................................ .........
Parallels ....... ........................................................
Tumbling ............................................... ............. .

Luther
52.15
51.25
53.675
55-4
54.7

T otals ...............................

I.S. T.C.
48.65
51,625
54.675
54.5
54.15
263.6

lNDl\'lDL' AL SCORES OF THE FIH ST THR EE MEN :

Hor.
Gorder (Luther)
Christian sen (T. C.) -·-·· ···
Kramer (T. C.) ·--- ··········-·

16.775

H orse
18.4
18.275
18-45

Para llels
18.7
18.3
18.95

100

Tumblin g
18.325
18-4
18.3

Total
55.425
54.975
72-475

Average
9.23
9.16
9.o6
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CeP-

I.

s.

X ovember r7,
C. ······················ 5

1911

I. S. T. C. ················ r

QUESTION:

Resolved, That State and Federal Legislation should be passed
embodying the principles of the Canadian Industrial Disputes Investigation
Act of 1907, Constitutionality granted.

l\lay

IO, 1912

QUESTION:

Resolved, That the Tariff Schedules of the United States should be
determined by a non-partisan Board of Tariff Expe rts, Constitutionality
granted.

DEB .--\ T l:-(G LE:-\GUE,
ro4
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.attirmatibt 1(1[,tam .amt'3 E,tbatt

u.

EARL \rVILD

Third Speaker
"The Gentleman's System"

KARL

F.

NoLLTE

Second Speaker
"Any one could easily imderstand this"

GLENN

w . DAVIS

First Speaker
"These facts tend to prove"
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] OHN P.\RTINGTON

First Speaker
"The opposition has not proved"

H.\ROLD

1 L\ \"N. \ RD

Second Speaker
"You fellows will ha-z•e a hard time proving it"

H.\ROLD l'RISBY

Thi rd Speaker
"Snch a·re the facts of the case"
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\ \ .\ LTER KOESTER

"This speec/1 will apply to a11~• question"

•

Pnrn J H.,N~FN
"Such a s_,•s/e111 will destroy our De111ocratic
Co,,enu11e11t _, .' _, _, .' .1 ' '

1-lo :\lER \ 'Ic. \TCH

"Cm1gress ca,wot decide this 11101/er"
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LEN TOOMEY

"We can saf e/y ad11iit all that has been said"

ARBEN

YouNG

"But then, gentlemen"

\V.

w.

PATTY

"TVe have proven co,iclusively"

I08
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College is a member of the I nte1:state
"-l..,, Normal School Oratorical Association composed
of the following schools:

1IT"' HlS

\ VIscoKSlN
ILLINOIS
MISSOURI
KANSAS

Tow A

OR ,\ TORI CAL ASSOCIATJ OX
OF1'1CERS
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CARL I. ERICKSOS
J nterstate Oratorical Representative.
"The 111ild, 1111ass11111i11g lad from
the tall grass of Pocaho11tas County.'

BRIAN CONDIT

Second Place in Preliminary Contest.
"The Boy Orator of the Cedar."
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DRAJ\IATIC CLASS

~r.en.e,a Jfirom tq.e momm.enr.em.ent 1flay 1911

Sm PETER TEAZLE-"l\Iercy on me: there is the whole set! .\ character dead at every word."

C.\HEl.l•::--s- ·•That won't do! l\Jr. Pren1iu1 11:
you ha,·c dcnnu-r ed at the toast, and 111ust drink
it in a pint bun1pcr .''
Sn.! l--IARR Y-"Give l\loscs a quart glass."

Sm PETER-"Lacly T eazle ! Lady Teazle ! I'll not bear it."
LADY TEAZLE-"Sir Peter! Sir Peter! You may bear it or not, as you please."

:!lih-lWHutrr Jlay ~reurn

:\ l1<s. O:-1 ll lt;o J oNEs-'"T h c \\·o r iel is disgustingly atro cious. \ \" h attelsay, lea\·e the room.
name is no t \ Vh atte lsay, 1 l rs. O ndigo J ones. nor am J a but ler."

TED-''?l [ y

:.JRs. 01-mrco JoNEs-"Oh ! here it is."
ALL-"Yes; do go on."

m:1Jc 1912 m)Ill i!!iolll

Under the spreading chestnut tree,
The young, green freshman stands:
The fresh, a lanky man is he
\\'ith long and lanky hands .
. \ncl the checks upon his country suit
c\ re broad as iron bands.
11 is hair is crisp and reel and long,
l-l is iace is like the tan.
1--1 is brow is wet with frightened sweat.
Surveying whate'er he can.
He looks the whole world in the face,
For he knows not any man .
.-\ncl children corning from training school,
Gaze at the freshman green,
They lo\'e to see the flaming head
A ncl face before unseen,
.\nd catch the wondering words that flow
Like pearls with a scholar's sheen.

l-J e goes to chapel on each morn
,\nd sits among the boys;
His bright-hued socks and neckties gay
Vie making all the noise,
,\ncl a group of ll'Ondcring freshmen bold
\\'ould a painter's heart rejoice.
Toiling, growing, blooming,
On thru the year he goes;
Each morning sees new colors donned,
Each e,·ening. a change in hose.
Something to ll'eep at, something sad,
He's the object of all our woes.
Thanks, thanks to thee, our freshman friend,
For the lesson thou hast taught.
\ \' e see ou rsel \'CS as "·e were seen,
Before our wisdom was wrought,
, \nd so fer\'ently pray that we in those clays
Caused no harrassing thought.
ESTHER HURWICH.
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so 1.9ttt'~ 1m:o ~II ot !!Jou
The Eulalians are the youngest crowd,
\ \ "ith a future most propitious.
The Alphas win in e\·erything,
The Alphas are ambitious.
The Clios are an optimistic,
Happy, jolly set.
The cordial Chrestos are the kind
You're always glad you've met.
The X eos are the winsome bunch,
And they a re right Yi\·acious.
The Zetas are the stately girls
\ \'ith mien demure, yet gracious.
The Delphians have energy
And they are self-reliant.
The Ossolis are gentle maids
Too kind to be defiant.
Shakespearean and dignity
Have always meant the same.
The ancient, honorable Philo boys
In eloquence have fame.
Aristos are self-confident,
And persevering, too.
'Tis said the brilliant Orios
From sparks of bright wit grew.
Comments now of each and all
You've heard in praises roy:.il;
It's simply up to you to say
To which you're to be loyal.
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jfitlotto
" T he higher we ri se, the grander the view"

q['.olot~
Oli\'e Green and \ Vhite.

jflottitt
:\ larguerite.

<!Embltm
Crescent and Feather.

l@tt~tbtnt~
Spring
i\L\E SWEARINGEN
XELL KRAMER

Fall
GLADYS ELSER
:\IAYME STRASSER

Winter
ZEL.\ VIETH

Eu ..,

vVILLIAMS

PLEDGED EULALIAN
122
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Name

C..,"l
~

':!J

~TT
J;i

Alias

Crime

EULA BOLTON

Innocence

Her too ( ?) studious habits.

CLARA BRAUER

Klaus

Play ed in the reel-headed band.

Dixy

She takes Domestic Science.

ZADA KINYON

Vanderbilt

Her ghostlike appearance.

STELLA QUALLY

Quality

Inattention to duties as a trustee.

l\1AGDALENA Run

Mig

"I are Brown."

ZELA VIETH

Bobby

Her fondn ess for Omaha.

EDNA HAUG

Eric

Her jarring ( ?) laugh.

~ELL L UCAS

Saint

Her careless manner.

ELLA \V ILLL\MS

Satan

Her need for dignity.

DOR.\ THOM SEN

Tomm y

.-\ £raid in the dark.

D eacon

Still loves 1\me s.

ALICE

DIXON

\'ill.I

NOR1L\ N
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alpba ~ocictp
ORGANIZED 1877

Motto
"Guard Well Life's Beginnings"

Colors
Pink and White

Emblem
Greek Letter A
OFFICERS

Spring Term,

19II

i\ f ARGUERlTE

Presidents

\ \ ' .\DS WORTH

HELEN SM.ITH

Critic

CORA DILLY

Fall Term,

19II
EDlTH RIL\ND

Presidents

:\ I.\RY DICK

Critic

;\] RS. BL.\ NCHE

Wintei' Tenn,

\ \',I f.TERS

1912
JuLr.1 HuRD

Presidents

HELEN SMrTH

ACTIVE

::.IE.'\1BERS,

Rock Rapids
Webster City
Cedar Falls
Montezuma
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
Cedar Rapids
Olin
Rolfe
Rolfe
Ames
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
Grundy Center
Osage
Cedar Falls
~ewall
Moline, Illinois
vVaterloo
Cedar Falls
\ Vaterloo
\ Vaterloo
Cedar Falls
vVaterloo

L OUISE ANDERSON
, \ LTA BAILEY
:\IAE BATES

.

L EI LA Buns
.'\ [ IR I AM

BENDER

:SE\'A DowoiAN
ETHEL BRUNER
FRANCES

BLANEY

i\ L~E BRTNKMAN

•

r\NNA BRINKMAN
~, \'IS COLE
;\fARY DICK

I9II-r2

.

;\f ARGARET DICK
ZADA DICKERMAN
ALMEDA DAVJS
R UTH FRTEDLAKD •
GLADYS FOOTE
B LANCHE GOLTRY
R UTH GOLBERG
H ELEN GATES
J ULIA HURD .
FERN HOSTETTER
Z OLA HOSTETTER
.'\[ ARGARET LAMBERTY
FLORENCE LANGRAFF
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ELIZABETH i\IcDONALD
LIDA MUTCH
HELEN OLSON
i\fARION FREESE
MILDRED PACKARD
] ESSIE SH!LLINGLA W
INEZ RADELL
HAZEL SHILLINGLAW
ROSE SMITH
HELEN SMITH
BcELAH STREETER
ORA SISLEY .
AUDREY STRAYER .
VERA \ \loons
EVANGELINE \ \THITE
i\fRS. BLANCHE \ VALTERS
KtTTY \ "1IESBARD .
MARJORIE WHITNEY
]UNE YouNG
]ESSIE PAULGER
PAULINE FRALEY
EDNA THOMAS
\VINIFRED COLE
FRANCES LUSE
MARGUERITE CADW ALL~DER
BESSIE LITCHFIELD
ESTHER DUNKEL .
ESTHER CAVANAUGH
EDNA OGLEIN
] OSEPHINE DODGE
MARY McKEE
LILLIAN ROBINSON
EmTH R1LAND

Cedar Falls
Grundy Center
Rock Rapids
\ Vaterloo
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
\ \" aterloo
Webster City
Lake :dills
Cedar Rapids
\ \' aterloo
Cedar Falls
\ Vaterloo
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
\\' aterloo
Clarion
Cedar Falls
Albion
Ottumwa
Thermon
Thermon
vVaterloo
vVaterloo
Gilman
Glendive, Mont.
vVaterloo
Cedar Falls
Casey
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls

jfacult!!
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss

Miss
Miss
Mrss
Miss
Miss

AREY
PATT
THORNTON
RIGGS
TOWNSEND
EMMA LAMBERT
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FESENBECK
CHILDS
LORENZ
HATCHER
McGornRN

~lpJ.Ja !5locittp
Name

Course

Hobby

JuNE YouNG .................... Public School Music ...... l larmony??
JESSIE PAULGER ................ B. A. ··································C ramming
\VINIFRED COLE ................ Kindergarten .................... Making ideal kindergarten programs
FRANCES LusE .................. Special Primary ............. ,\dapting children's
stories to High school fellows
.-\1,TA BAILEY .................... Special Primary .......... . Studying hu'm en'
nature
LEILA BUTTS .................... Special Primary
.. 13eating aro und th e
"Bush"
.. Bumming
Avis COLE .......................... Special Primary
"Frizz"ing
i\ J ARY DICK ...................... B. A

Faz•oritc F.xprcssio11

f'11t11re

''O ! you weenie!" ......... ·• [ f cllo girl" in Dr. C.'s office
"Aint that dumb?"
at Eagle Gro,·e.
"Land O'Pancakes !" ...... Returning to Hedrick after the
third wedding.
'·O, yo u: I do not" ......... Steering "Ley"ward.·
"Curses" ......

.............. Head of a matrimonial agc11cy.

"Say, kiddo" ......

.... : .. 1

l' s hard lclli11 g.

"Oh, hca ,·e ns " ................. Reading ( Reeding) eve rything .
''Say, I don't kn o w'' ....... Vocal star (on short not ic e).
'•Great hat! Shoot it '' ... To be a suffragette when l'm
old enu f to vote.
...................... '· You 'll come back.
GLADYS FooTE .................. B. :\. .................................. Singing
Life in an English i\Iansion.
Ha! ha!
BLANCHE GOLTRY ............ Special Primary .............. Taking life easy .............. "r\h, ma deah child" ....... Soc iety belle of gay Paris.
"Laws sakes, hon ey"
JuLIA HURD ...................... B. f\. .................................... Hopping to it.. .................. "r to 27 inclusive!" ......... To find a house and a man
( H.oustman).
................ \ Vearing "Gilbert"
" Oh, go lly' ' ...................... Finding the o n e and o nl y.
ELIZABETH McDoNALD .... B. Di.
shoes
.\ stanch suffragette.
RosE SMITH ...................... Public School Music ...... \Vorking others .............. "You'd bette r lrnstle
up"
HELEN SMITH .................. B. A. .................................. Leaving by the window .. "That's all right". ............. Beauty Parlors.
BuELAH STREETER ............ Art ...................................... Boosting Sigma '\Ju ........ "Just wait a minute" ...... Head o f A rt l nstitut e.
VERA \ VooD ...................... B. A ................................... Going "Wild" .................. "If I only had that ring Post-graduate wo rk al :\linn cdeal settled"
sota University.
Ev ANGELINE \VHITE ........ Kindergarten .................... Giving advice .................. " \Yell say, I tell you
High monkey-m onk at kind e rwhat-let's do"
garten conventi o ns.

m:!)e 1912 !!Dill 4:Solll
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PRES! DENTS, 1911-i 2
Fall Term

/f'i11ter Term

ESTHER HURWlCH
F1.0RENCE :\fcCoRK 1NDALE

BLANCHE Yoc.;NG
FumDrcE FALG,\TTER

CLIO DEGREES
~ELL HtNKSON, A, B, (A. Baker)
:\1·1s HOYMAN, :\J. Di, (Distracting Maid)
i\L,sEL HINKSON, A, B, (Awaits Bert)
HAZEL BurrERFIELJ\ Ph, D. ( Phonograph of Dorothy)
ESTHER HURWJCH, i\L A, (Artful :\Ianner)
H.,zEL FLAGLER, A, B, (Acceptable to Begeman)
Euu TENNIS, D, S, (Duain's Specialty)

~ho latcipt
First take ha! f a day off to attend the Clio Society, then 1·cmo1·e all traces
of care and anxiety from your brow. Take the well-known walk to Clio Hall,
filling your lungs with oxygen and your heart with sunshine. Pour into the
door, shaking hands at the same time. Acid to this mixture sociability and habits
of industry. Acid sepa rately equal quantities of oratory and pleasure, mixing
to the proper consistency. vVhen these ingredients have simmered down, recess
may be thrown in w ith a relish . After which a generous portion of business
should be stirred in . Variety being the spice of life, season with parliamentary
drill. Co,,er the mass closely with charity, taking care that no malice gets in.
Garnish with co111111on sense and serve e,·ery Friday.

~~£
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~hltntp:tittb ~nnibtt~arp
COLLEGE At:DITORIUM , OCTOBER 20, 191 I.

7

P. 1:1.

S ce11e: l\Jount Olympus.
Ti111e: The celebration of Clio's twenty-fi. fth birthday.
Characters: The nine muses, attendants, pages, etc.
Sy11opsis: The muses are assembled on the mountain to hold a revel in
onor of the twenty-fifth birthday of Clio, the muse of history.
Each muse, representing a society, pays her tribute to Clio.

~bt Jatbtl ot tbt

rologue
lio-::-Iuse of History
alliope-:i\Iu se of Epic Poetry
[halia-::-lus e of Comedy
rrato-::-Iuse of String Music
olymnia-::-I use of Oratory and sacred song
erpsichore- l\Iuse of Choral song and dance
Ielpomene- Muse of Tragedy
~rania-l\Ius e of Astronomy .
£uterpe-l\Iu se of Song and Lyric Poetry

~u~t~
Clio Attendant
Cliosophic Society
Eulalian Society
Ossili Society
Delphian Society
Chrestomat hian Society
Zetalethian Society
Alpha Society
Shakespear ean Society
X eotrophian Society

m:~r 1012
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annual Cliorio Banquet, usually given in the winter term, was held
last Saturday evening in the gymnasium. The occasion was the twentyfirst anniversary of the Cliosophic Society, the Orios, wishing that they
might in some degree express their high regard for their sister society, which
has received many congratulati ons in the past few days. The gymnasium was
artistically decorated with chrysanthem ums and carnations, together with ferns
and palm. The tables, arranged symbolical o.f an unbroken wheel, were decorated
with yellow and white chrysanthem ums, carnations and ferns.
~

Reading
Violin Solo
Selection

ESTHER SHOEM.\KER
BRIAN CoNDlT
CLJORIO QUARTET

Then followed the grand march. Clark Wilson, Orio President, gan the
address of welcome and introduced the following toasts:
Response to Address of Welcome
ESTHER · HuR\\·1cH
The College Girl
Ou: CHRISTIANSEN
The College Boy
BLANCHE You'.\'G
Confessions of a College Professor
PROFESSOR Bi:GHfAN
Conclusion of the vVhole Matter
GRO\'ER ALDERMAN

<lt'.lto ~ong
Dear Cliosophic,
With glad hearts
We drink to thy sacred name.
Pouring our gifts
Be fore thy loved altar
vVhere our love leaps to flame.
Our' hands fo rm a chain
vVhich binds us to thee;
Our hearts are anchored fast,
Bound for alway
By thy crescent and star,
\Ve drink from thy flowing glass.

TeNE- '·Dri11!, to J1e 011/y with Thine Eyes."

138
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\\"hy can't we and the Orios have more
joint

meeti ngs.

CAROL YN CALLJS ON .

Then, too. girls need the boys to guide them.
(Deba te on "Co-e ducat ion.")
HAZE L FLAGL ER.

On the whole, the progr am was ve ry good
today .
CRITIC .

(Asid e) :No wond er Blanc he Youn g has such
white hands ; her muff "Shie lds" them.
Dear Masco t, I bestow on thee the sweete
st
thing on earth.
THE INITIA TED ONE.

Well, Miss Presid ent, I think ESTHE R HURW JCH.
CLIO CUJ\VN

I was talkin g to one of the Orios lately andLYLA 'vVAGNE}{.

\\' e will have an overfl owing treasu ry at
the
rate the girls are payin g their assess ments
.
TREAS URER.

l move we dispen se with parlia menta ry
drill.

A. Cuo.

~~£
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<ltbrrstomatbian ~ocirtp
FOUNDED 190 I
.11 oflo
"Jch dien"

Colors
Cream and \ Vine
Society Yell
Hobbelty, Gobblety, Zip, Zoom, Zar,
Chrestoma thian, that's who we are.

PRESIDE ~TS
Spring Term,

I9II

Fall Term, I9II

/Vin/er Ter111 ,

19n-12

ELIZABETH BIERMAN

ERNA PLATH

FLORENCE LE ININGER

STELLA :\lcGUIRE

FLORENCE BRUMBAUG H

FRANKIE (ROUC H

.\1D1BER S
P.\L"LJI\" E
.\ )! Y

,\x DER SON

BEECHER

FLORENCE BRUMBAUG H
,\LIE BEATTIE
.\NNA BUCKMAN •
ETHIE BURGE
HENRIETTA BUDDE
.\IARTHA BATEMAN
FREDA BILLINGS
THERESA COFFMAN
J [ARTHA FULLERTON
RUTH FITZSIM11 0NS
EVA FINSON •
RENA GASTON
ESTELLA GREIG
EUNICE HUTCHINS ON
HILDA HAND
HAZEL ]ONES
NELLIE ] ONES
VERA LEWIS •
FLORENCE LEININGER
LENA LIVINGSTO N

Cedar Falls
Oxford
Memphis, Mo.
Le .\Iars
Harlan
l\It. Vernon
Mt. Union
Atlantic
Storm Lake
Keota
Fort Dodge
Fort Dodge
Central City
Sioux City
Cherokee
Jefferson
Danbury
Madison, S. D.
Cedar Falls
\ Valnut
Afton
Xewton

RUTH LOHR
KATE MARTIN
HELEN l\JcGouGH EE
EDNA LOHNES
ESTHER MoRS CH
ETHEL ~IERMEYE R
ELSIE 'OTTOSEN
ERNA PLATH
LAURA PATTY
MINNIE SAGE
AMY SHEDD
GRACE VINCENT
ETHEL V,,TALLACE
IDA vVENTLAN D
ZULA WILLIAMS
FRANKIE CROUCH
BERTHA WEISS
LYDIA MAST .
NELLIE VINCENT
LTZA TOWNSEND
VERA LOWE
RUTH MARTIN
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Osage
Fort Dodge
Chariton
Cherokee
Sioux City
Kenwood Park
Fort Dodge
Le Mars
Redfield
Cherokee
Cedar Falls
Keota
l\Iarion
Charles City
Hedrick
Le Mars
Manilla
Grundy Center
Keota
Traer
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
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and wine, all honor be to you." Just why the lines of a song, the glimpse
of a pennant, or the echo of a society yell should call up a long train of memories
is more easily felt than explained. OYer ten years ago our bancl-j ust thirty thenbegan its journey. Kow as it marches in imagination before us we count them by the
hundreds. Here and there in the line, faces of clear comrades are seen and are gone. Can
we recall some names from the classes of each year, There is
Case, Clark, Cross, Craney, Chase, Coffman, Chambers.
Hunter, Hiclclleson, Huntly, Hoffman, Hughlim,
Rippel, Roberts, Rice, Roebuck, Robinson,
Ellis, Eighmey,
Stuart, Schneckcloth, Sterr, Sandager, Sherrebeck, Shedd,
Thompson, Taylor, Townsend, Turner,
Oleson, Overman, Ottosen, Oetting,
Minnich, i'.Iercer, :\faclsen, 1JcCarn, Maeck, Morgan,
Armstrong, .\rns, Anderson, Andrews, Amburn,
Talbot, Turn land, Townsend,
Hroneck, Hastings, Heiner, Heffner, Huntzinger.
I ---, - - - , - - - ,
A mold, ,-\ rgenbright, :-\lyw 9ocl, Allen, Alderson,
Nye, "\Tash, Xorris, Noon, :\"iermeyer-Oh, yes, we could keep on for an hour more.
But what significant facts are shown by an alphabetical study of ·all th e rolls? Chresto
knows no "J," "lch clien" has been realized. The only ego present is that mighty force
underlyin g service for others. And where are the representatives for X, Y, Z ?-none can
be found. No Ch res to is found at the foot of the class. These names are merely representatives. Hundreds o f others there are, as worthy. Thus would we answer the question,
"Who are we?"
Our goal is summed up in the meaning of our name, Chrestomathians, searchers for
things higher and more useful. Our hopes are led on by the significance of our colors,
cream denoting purity tinged with the richness of life, wine for its fruit tested by heart
throbs. Our stay is the anchor twined with the myrtle sacred to Venus. Thus would we
answer the question, "\Vhere are we going?"
The golden dreams of our first sisters are being realized. Many air castles have become
real castles. Our social ideals are drawing us toward ideals more eleYated than we could
attain alone. In the friendsl1ips here formed, treasures for life are being stored. The
sharing and bearing with others is bringing joy never to be forgotten. Thus we are working,
helping, cheering, serving: yes, and we are having a jolly good time doing it. too.
~

"So here's to the Chrestomathians, we sing,
Her songs of praises ring,
Her loyalty still we bring.
So here's to the Chrestomathian colors true,
The crea m and wine, all hon o r be to you."
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''Lo,·ing ly, Mae B."?
Did you know that one of the Chresto girls ends her correspo ndence
drug store for "dates."
the
to
goes
She
?
Frankie
on
joke
latest
the
heard
you
Ha,·e
Do J smell campho r? Hush! that's Vera Lewis's perfum e,
red beca use it was 111
Do you know what happ ened to Pauline 's thumb? It disappea
such constant demand.
:\J. crosses the Aoo r so
The Chrestos may need a new carpet before long, for Kate
.
meeting
business
much during
isn't cute, and I tell you
Florence said, "She looks old; she has lines in her face; she
her."
right here I won't vote for
l. S. T. C. isn't Henriet ta's choice but her mother's .

"FAMJL I.\R QUOTA TIONS "

"Goody"-Lena L.
"Say, kids"-Th eresa C.
".\lay 1 cross the Aoor ?"-Kat e M.
".\lay Pauline and I be excused from
business meeting ?"-Euni ce.
"Reasons"-Lena.
"flow much is it going to cost ?"-Haz el.
"Te, he, he, eeee"-H ilda.
"Louder, louder"- Ethel N.

QGEST IO.\'S ? ? ?
\\'ho does Dorothy Chase?
\\'hy does Frankie Crouch?
Can .lfartha Hate- man with her smi le?
Is Rertha \\' eiss?
Does .\my Shedd her hair every year?
\\"11y is Lena A. Livingst on?
To \\'horn doe s Hilda Hand lemons?

--

,r

THERES .\ COFFMA N

O rato rical Represe ntative
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jlcotropbian
O RGANI ZED 1891

Motto

Colors
Corn and Blue

":\f ulla Vestigea Retrorsum"

E111ble111
The Laurel Leaf
PJrnSlDE:--:TS.

Spring,

19rr-12

il' inter,

I9II

Fall,

lowA CHASE

1911

Spring,

ANNE MEllRIEi\I

:.\ l E:.\ l HEl{S.
IRA BABCOCK
ETHEL B.\LDWIN .
ELIZABETH BISBEE
AMY BRENNECKE
MARGARET BUSHNELL
HARRIET BYE
MILDRED COLE •
lowA CHASE
~ELLE DICKEY
l\fURIEL DRAPER
AGNES GALLOWAY
JEANETTE GILKER SON
HELEN GRAWE
DOROTHY GRA \VE .
GREENE

Lucy H ,IHRl s .
:\[AYE HENRY

•

LILLIAN HOTTMAN
AnlNA JENNINGS
NEVE JOHNSON
l\L\RJORY JOHNSON
HARRIET JONGE\VAARD
HENRJETTA JUNGK
CLARA J UNGK .
DORIS KLINEFELTER
S ,\DlE LEET

•

•

•

LUCILE LO CKWOOD

19r2

:.\ [ ADGE VERNON

NELLE DICKEY

E~Ii\IA

19II-12

ETHEL BALDWIN

ETHEL MEYERS

Waverly
Gladbrook
Ellsworth, Kan.
l\f ar shalltown
Algona
\\ 'a 1·erly
\Vayerly
Cedar Falls
Cedar Falls
\ \" aterloo
Reinbeck
;\lagnolia
\ Vaverly
\\' averly
'.\ lissouri Valley
Lewis
Lowden
Dubuque
Beaconfield
Nasnua
Xashua
Orange City
Dubuque
Dubuque
Ceda_r Falls
Cedar Falls
Union

1')11-12

BE NA LUDEMAN
ELMA i\lAASER
GENE\'IE\"E i\IcLAUGHLIN
ANNE l\ l ERRIAM

.

FLORENCE :.\[ERRIAM
LULU ;\l ETHFESSEL
'.\f.\RY l\JITZE
l\L\RG.\RET :.\fuNSEY
l\ l INNIE OPPER
FRANCE S PHILO
lRENE PIFER
EMMA PRIEBE
ANNE PUL\' ER
lOLA QUTGLEY
M .IJ.;DE RAINS
Oornso RrrcHISON
PEARL ROBINSO" .
GRACE ROGERS .
GRACE S CHOONOVER
EDITH 5ENSE

••

FLORENCE TENANT
SOPHIE THOENE
M .\OGE VERNON
ETHEL \ VEHRER
MONI C. \

\ VJLO .

DEi.i.A \\ ' !TTER
\TTN ,\ YOUNKER

Cedar Falls
\Va1·erly
Dubuque
Coggan
Coggan
Reinbeck
Cedar Falls
Jesup
\ Vaukon
Sioux Falls, S. D.
\ \ "hite Church, Mo.
Charles City
Cauton, l\iinn.
M cGrego r
Whiting
Modals
Mt. Ayr
Cedar Falls
Osage
Fairfield
Mt. Ayr
Cedar Falls
Fairfield
Sioux City
Cedar Falls
l\farble Rock
Cedar Falls
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years have passed since the )J eotrophian Society was organized, and each
year ">; ew Laurels" have been added to her crown of success, as the loyal girls with
"~o steps backward" !1a1·e carried her banner onward and upward.

Xeotrophia has ever stood for the highest in literary attainment and many honors have
·omc to her. In the second year of her existence occurred the first oratorical contest, the
first place going to the :--Jeotrophians. A little later, in 1896, the honors of the first
Pentagonal Debate came to us, and again in 1907 the vVomen's Oratorical Contest was won
by our orator. In athletics ai'so, "new trophies" were gained when our basketball team last
year won the shield in the inter-society games.
The fall "rushing" season was a merry time for all of us with its spreads, picnics, and
receptions, and closing with a party up the river at the McAh·in Cottage, where our
"fre5hies" were properly initiated. About the miclclle of February, the annual Neotrophian
Banquet was held in the gymnasium with the Honorary N eo as guests.
Then the Honorary J\Jembers, who have ever been an inspiration to the girls to work
for the honor of the "Corn and Blue", are: Miss Rice, Miss Hughes, i\fiss Kaufman,
?i liss Fargo, Miss Houk, Miss Stenwall, Miss Wilbur, Miss Nolte, :\ Ir. \Vilbur, Prof. and
:\Irs. C. A. Fullerton, Prof. and ::\frs. Robert Fullerton, Prof. and ::\Trs. Cable, Prof. and
:\Irs. Frampton, Mr. Adolph Kramer, l\Jrs. H. C. Oleson, Dr. and J\frs. \Vesley vViler, .and
Dr. and J\Irs. W. L. Hearst.
Pledged Neos are: Rurneclina Kruger, Margaret Fullerton, Jean J7rampton.
\\'e are proud of our post and hopeful of our future, confident of the loyalty of our
girls who "wave aloft the corn and blue, our colors clear", and happy in the memory of the
rlays we passed together, we all join in the shout-"LO:t\'G LIVE "\'EOTROPHTA." ·
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NEOTROPHIAN SO CIETY
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THE NEOSINGERS
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Cold Storage Plant, 326 \V. ;.,th St., \Vaterloo, Iowa.
J\Ionica Wild.

Inquire of ;s;elle Dickey an<l

Edith's "Sense" of "Joy" is quite acute of late .

.a l!Drama-]n ~wo .act~
Setting:

College Hill
ACT

I.

Girls-Whe re are you going, Lulu?
Lulu-To Gray's book store.
Gir ls-\Vhe re shall we meet you?
Lulu-On the corner. (Exits.)
First Girl-Oh, girls, she's going down Twenty-fourth st reet.
Second Gi rl-Why is she going that way?
Third Gi rl- I thought she was going to Gray"s book store. Let's follow her.
ACT

II.

Lulu ( entering what was formerly Gray's book store)-"Give me the 'Danube \\'altz'."
Fellows ( rising hastily from the bed)-A pipe or a deck of cards would be more appropriate here. But you seem to hav e the joker already.
(Lulu exits hastily, with this ringing in her ears)-"She walked right in and turned
around and she walked right out again."
;\ foRAL:

It pays to keep up on current events.

l\Ir. Arey-"l\liss Schoonover, name some of the best known Scottish tribes.'·
Grace-"M-M-M-M-l\Jc-Donald. "
K. D. and M. \N. offer the following advice to members of mid-winter house-parties:
After thorough refrigeration has been secu r ed, sit on top of the warm (,) radiator for
from two to three hours. J f this proves unsuccessful, tuck your feet snugly in the gas oven.
Reliable credentials may be obtained from us as to the efficiency of the latter method for
thawing-out purposes.
"Generally speaking, Sadie Leet is-"
"Yes, sh e is-"
"Is what?"
"Generally speaking."
Oh, Lillian, in yo ur black eyes
You couldn't ·conceal the surprise
\Vhen down on the landing
You saw Samson standing
\ Vith a look wise and-otherwise.
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towns fo r r es id ent purpos es."
Nelle D.-"C eda r Rapid s excels all oth er Iowa
ction. "
Grace R.-"l t was ce rtainl y an inter esting produ
":\:ier meyer , ' r3-4, reads thus: "Langu age' sho uld be more earnes tly conEthel B.-"T he 'U ni,·e rsa lity of t he Englis h
sidered. lt is not a laughi ng (?) matt er."
Clara N. (Ge rman Prof.) -·'Ach , du li ebe 1·."
pill."
Iowa C.-"L ord help us: here co mes that o ld
l\fona vV.-" vVh at was 1 about to say?"
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ZET ALET HE. \); SOCIET Y

ZEL\LETHEA~ NEW ).lEMBERS

Zatalrtbran ~ocirtp
Organized 1893
Rose and Gray
"We seek the truth"

Ca/ors
,llo//o

.®tticcr~
Spring
I'all
/Vin/er

Spri11g
Fall
/Vinter

PRESIDENTS
SYRENA TOLSTRUP
HAZEL "i\IcDoNALD
1\ iff GABRIELSON
SECRET ARIES
STELLA Ross
LYDIA EKSTAM
EDITH YATES

~di
Rose and Gray, Rose and Gray,
Hoorah, Hoorah ! Hoorah, Hoorah !
Gray and Rose, Gray and Rose,
Zeta! Zeta! Who do yo' 'spose?

G.\lNET VoLLERTSON
ELSIE \\ 'JLLL\MS
FERN LALAN
(OIL\ STOODT
). f ARJORIE HILTON

CELESTA KURT

~!Jc 1912 :!Dill ~olll

l\oll <lCall
PEARL BILLS
HAZEL BILLSBOROUGH
ETHEL BOLES
LUELLA BROWN
LUCILE DOUGLAS
LYDIA EKSTAM
EvA EKSTAM
ANNA FUNK
MARIE HANSEN
MARJORIE HILTON
CELESTA KURT
FERN LALAN
CHARLOTTE LOONEY
HAZEL McDONALD
l\1 ILDRED MEREDITH
MARGARET MAGUIRE
HAZEL PLUMLEY .
FLORENCE RODINE
MAUDE SHELTON
EV,\ SMITH
LAURA . SUHR
CORA STOODT

Marshalltown
Little Rock
Prescott
Morning Sun
West Liberty
Marathon
Marathon
Cedar Falls
St. Ausgar
Osage
Belleveue
Cedar Falls
Knoxville
l\i[ontezuma
Victor
Rockwell City
Rockford
Stratford
Cedar Falls
Keosauqua
\ Vestside
Atlantic

RUBY SCHUYLER .
SADlE Tow
SYRENA ToLSTRUP
ELLA TosTLEBE
:MAMIE A. URBANY
ANTONIE URBANY
HARRIET \V ATS0N
ELSIE \tV ILLIAMS
ALICE \ VYKLE .
ED ITH YATES
GLADYS YOUNG
AMY GABRIELSON
HANNAH CORDES
l\IADGE DUNCAN
E~UIA N ICKOLS
RUTH :'.\l"ICKOLS
LELA SNOW
ZOLA BROWN
]\f ARIE :\fERRlMAN
RESA PowERS
ELLEN CORBETT

XE\ V ME:\IBERS
;\LIBEL \\THtTNEY
J ENNIE CL\RKE
l V.\ H ,\LLOW AY
H.IZEL SELZER
lRENE SIMPSON
DOROTHY :\1CCLENAHAN
RUBY SHANNON
K .\THRYN KENO
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Osage
Xorway
Jewell
Cedar Falls
Carroll
Carroll
Greene
Milford
Redcliffe
:\Janson
Cedar Falls
Harcourt
Kamrar
Columbus Junction
Minerva
l\finerva
Blakesburg
Lohrville
Milford
Lohrville
\'into n

ZEL\ OCTETTE

FERN L\L\N

Oratorical Representative
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i!Dt~couragtng i@rogrr~~
"You are not making it as well with your Dutch as you ought to be, Fern," said ~Ir.
Knoepfler. "At the age of sixteen your sister Grace was half way through 'Lieber'."

l([:rue i!Dtbotton
"Do you Joye me, darling>" asked Hazel Mc. "Sweetheart, I lo\·e eyery hair on your
bureau !" he reverently answered.
Lost: The point.-Edith Y.
Why doesn't Anna F. cry any more since tl1e Christmas tree?
Amy is a bright and smiling girl in whom some young men have taken great inte rest
and looked up her history in the catalogue.

A graphic story of modern times is :\1adge D's newest offering, featuring a new star
with a brilliant future.-Hiram.
We hear Cora Stoodt is already getting desperate and started leap year by falling at
the feet of a young man. She also thinks that the young German lad is mighty nice.
Dear Mrs. \ Va Iker: \ \'hen young men are presented to me should I arise and extend
my hand ?-Eva Ekstam .
Answer: l t would be better to kneel if you can do it gracefully. Young men are scarce
here and you don't want them to think you are too distant.
What is the r e so strange about the fact that Anna Funk is continually talking to another
girl of an Ames man? J s it possible t hat she is beating a sister Zeta's time?
Papa: \ Vhat work are you taking Hannah?
Hannah : Physics.
Papa: \ Vh at teacher do you like best?
Hannah : Kadesch.
A beau in the parlor is worth two in the hair.-:\ladge Duncan.
Lucile's highest ambition-to get rich.
T,Ve wonder:

If Gladys will always be "Young."
\\' hy Cora S. would like to be Young.
\Vhen ,\ntonia will get enough sleep.
\Vhy Luella won't have her pictnre taken.
How much Hazel B. and Hannah spend for board.
lf Jennie hears from Hagan.
If Pearl is interested in mind-reading.
If Anna will take advantage of leap year.
\ Vhy Gladys Young wears her diamond on her right hand.
TVouldn't we be surprised to sec:

Ethel Boles hurry.
Emma ).Jickols at home Sunday• nights.
Syrena stay till society is over on Saturday nights.
Irene Simpson in a rage.
Martha Olson be quiet.
Sadie Tow talking to a man.
Antonia Urbany elope.
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How dear lo 111y heart arc the times we hm:e spe nt,
At work or at play when societ:y met.

~ UCH

is the feeling of each Zeta girl as she looks back to the many good time, she
has had this year. The picnics and the parties made each girl feel that she wa,
indeed fortunate to be a Zeta.
A picnic was given at The Springs, where an uninvited guest-t h.e rain, hastened tis
home. Later the newly pledged members were delightfully entertained at the Lalan home.
How well do we remember the initiation at Hostrup's cottage. As the ad\'anced guard
explored the surrounding count ry, they were delightfully surprised in finding hosts of
violets in full bloom which heralded to us good fellowship, and happy times to come. Good
luck to any one else who finds violets in October! Here, after the new girls had taken the
pledge to become loyal Zetas, they were compelled to perform yarious stunts which \'aried
from "climbing the inclined plane" to "washing in the 'Fountain of Youth'." Can any Zeta
ever forget the journey homeward which, for lack of boats, had to be made overland, Such
a journey could only be appreciated by our forefathers as they traYeled westward acros;
the continent.
At Christmas time a party was held in the Old Gymnasium. Here a beautiful Christmas
tree was laden with gifts for all the members. \Vith each present was an appropriate ver,e
which caused much merriment when read.
One event of the year to which all the girls will look back with pleasure and satisfaction,
is the party the Ossolis gave in hon or of the Zetas and their honorary members. Surely the
Ossolis proved themselves royal entertainers, and the happy evenin g spent with them has
done much to further the friendly, sisterly spi rit which exists between the societies.
The above are only a few of the many good times we have had, and as the year rolls
by, the Seniors have a feeling of deep regret that this is their last year, while the Juniors
look forward with pleasant anticipation for the coming year.
~
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1.Brlpbtan
Colors
Tan and \\"bite

Society Flower
\ \ "hite Carnations

.l/otto
Fit Yia Yi

Society 1·ells
\\ ·hang! Rang! Zip-1'.ie ! lite 1
\\"a hoo ! Wahoo! Rif ! Rah! l<.ite !
Oxas, Sox as, Polly \V o ily N ox s is!
Delphians, Delphians ! Tan and \ \ "hite !
Cantana ! Ca ntana ! Ca ta ta ta!
Gazula ! Gazula ! Ga za za za !
Canta cata ! Gazula ga za !
Delphians ! Delphians ! Rah! Rah! Rah!

~orttt!? ~ongCome and sing all ye loyal Delphians.
Come and sing o ur Delphian song.
\\ "e' II sing till it fills the air
\\"ith eshoes sweet and clear.

ChornsTan and \\'bite, Tan and \\"hitc:
They're ou r co lo rs! They're all right!
\ Ve are true a nd will always fight
For o ur co lo rs. Tan and \\"bite.
Her Yi rtu e3 rar e are fo un d,
.\ fault she ne,·er kn ew:
She is the best in all the land.
1n her praise 11·e'II all unite.

Chonts-
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DELL.\ 1ND~.\

i\foy

.

\VRlGHT

.

GERTRUD E TESCH •
MAYBEL LE }ENSEX
MILDRED ~IcKERC HER
HAZEL EATON

.

1'IYNNE PIEPER
GRACE CAMPBE LLE
CHLOE ~IEIR
ANN,\ LAKER
\\'I"1NIFR ED LE\\"lS
LYLE ~IURRAY .
S,\R ,\ H

BAEK KEN

GERTRUD E EATON
MYRTLE CLARK
EDlTH SWEET
LA If.A JEN SEN

N EJ.Ll s

.

THO,IPS ON

i\JrnTLE McEwE N
D,\ISY McLEOD
F,\YE BROCH
LULAH BENNET
AxN.\ BENNET
l'\ELLTE :!\f!TCHE L

i\IYR.\ Juuus
L YD!.\ BURGARD T
FwRE"1C E Co01-::
EFFIE COOK .
INA FRY.
ANN.\

SPECK

FLORENC E STERLIN G
i\JABELL E RH,\TES .
C.\ROLTN E SHIRK

.

EuZ,\BE TH BoMGAR DTZ
ErxE DUDLEY
i\I1LD.\ ExrsoN •

KATIE BARKETT E
ALICE PADGU~I .
i\JARIAN TAYLOR
FLORENC E INGRUM

A ,n:"1ELL
Aurn LARSON

A vE

.

--Jist fer fun.·•
"It's too lonesom e at home."
..A case still to be decided. "
"To determi ne her destiny. "
"To ·Cap' he~ friends."
··Becau se-that' s why.•·
"To make herself heard.''
--To help the Faculty. "
.. Recause it was the family habit."
--r don't tell secrets."
··In search of a great tomorro w."
.. To steal your face .' '
"To get a \·iew from the heights. "
"To plenumi ze the brain with convolu tions."
.. To join the band."
"O \:o Siree-l 'll ne\·er tell."
··I was too modest to thri\·e at the college I attended before."
--To ad\'ertis e my smile."
"Becaus e I. S. T. C. wouldn' t come to me."
.. Don't ask me such question s."
--To tame down.''
"Becaus e 111y sister can1e."
··Becaus e he wanted me to.''
'·To find out what T didn 't know."
'·Becaus e Caesar said so."
·'To get uph ill work."
'·To be a better cook.''
"Becaus e father went to the \Torth Pole."
"To help the 'Cooks'. ''
"Eyery little 'Speck' helps."
''To assimila te the library."
"To he anxious ly awaited ."
'·To oppose work.' '
··To gin kindly suggesti ons."
'·.-\ sk your grandm other.''
"Promis e me you won't tell."
"To help the Delphia ns. ·•
·'Ask me next year.''
"\ \"ho wants to know?''
"Becaus e T. S. T. C. is the best College in the land."
"To teach spelling. "
''To 'illumin ate' the way."
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j1lflargaret jfuller ~ggoli
Colors

Jlotto

Light Green and \Vhite

"Re to the best thou knowest ever true"

0----------h
Sciptlai, Pompeei, fou, 1 fou, vas i,
Ossoli, Ossoli,
Rah, Rah, Rah!

£Dfficrri.;
Spring

Fall

J HAZEL

.

D1EIIL
Presidents I Ou\"E DIEHL
Critic .

Presidents

i1L1um: TH01L1s

Winter

j :\L\UDE THOMAS

FERN Oun
Presidents {
:\hirn.E :.Ll1.0i-.EY
FLORENCE NICKOLAS
No1u ,\s 1rnv

l VIE

UFFORD

S@ernbrri.;
ANNETTE ESPESETH
OLIVE BAINES
WILMA l\lcCALLU:,{
V ALONA HEDilCK
EDNA MALIN .
i\IYRTLE MALONEY
FERN Oun
VIE UFFORD
NELLIE CASEY
ORPHA ALFORD

JosE 80SLEY
ANNIS :\lcKrnBIN
XoRA ASHBY
E1·.1 \\/ ATERS
ETHEL COMBS
ETHEL CLARK
E,nr.1 0. KERSTROM
Lois HECKER
:\ I.IE \ \ 'lL\RUM

;\J ARY HELMICK
HELEN CAMPBELL
:\L<\BEL LARSON
S.-IDIE Krous
JESSIE CULVER
i\LIBEL J\UDRITT
RUTH \\'HISTLER
lREKE COULSON
, \ DIA :\'icCORMICK

;\lABEL Ih:XDERSQ);
HELEN ]AROL01.1:,
l\LIRY TURN ER
LETTIE WALSH
RUTH CKIFFEE
CLARA BAILEY
i\L\Y BYRNES
FREDA HERROLD
DOROTHY \\' ATERS

qcalmbat tot 1911,12
Septemher 8
9
22

October

:JO
6
10

20

28
Kovember :i
IO

17
25
December 8
l

January

5
5

II
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Hello! 1\ r e you glad to see J\J ary's missionary box?
Ossoli girls liave a picnic at the stone quarry. \Ve'll know where it is next
time.
Orpha frightens us with a burglar story.
Parliamentary Drill.
l f you want to know what lemons are good for, ask Nick.
\\"hoel'er heard of using cheesecloth for pennants?
Ossolis enjoyed initiation games.
:\lyrtle-\\'hat is your favorite fruit, :\Iaude,
:\laude-\\'hy, potatoes, of course.
\ \ ' 1ho is Florence's Bill?
Ca ndy spread.
Language vs . Slanguage. L'nanimous ,·ote in favor of slanguage.
Someone-sobbingly: "\Vhen are we going to have parliamentary drill
again?"
Election of officers.
\ \"h at is el'e ryone thinking about? Turkeys and cranberries, of course.
Thanksgiving recess.
'· I didn't want to come back.
Did you?" "Ko; but we have to elect the
rest of those officers."
Santa Claus visits all the Ossoli girls, before they go home. He wears a
plush coat and an aviation cap.
Osso Iis resol l'e to have parliamentary drill every week.
Resolution kept. Ask :\fiss Okerstrom about it.
X o one ought to read the Ladies' Horne Journal in Society-especially if she
is judging a debate.
Resolution of January S broken .
Every Ossoli decides to vote for Champ Clark-if she votes.

r~
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Members

A 111bitio11

Probable Outco111c

AKKETTE EsPESETH .................... Graduate ........................................ :\larried.
OLl\"E BAINES .............................. Succeed :i\liss Hatcher ................ Dressmaker.
VxLON.\ HELMICK ........................ To be an acrobat .......................... Hroken neck.
'.\fYRTLE :\L'ILONEY ........................ \\ .eigh one hundr ed thirty
Fi,·e hundred pounds.
pounds
FrnN O1.1\"E .................................... :\ n eloc utioni st ............................ :\lissionary.
\"1E Cr-FORD .................................... To sleep ........................................ ;dodel chaperone.
KELr.11: CASE.Y .............................. Grand Opera s inger.. .................. :\Iember of Cherry Sisters.
ORPH.\ :-\LFORD ............................ Play \"iolin accompaniments .... >/ o one to accompany.
JosE BOSLEY .................................. i\lural decorator ......................... Ca rt oonist.
l\01n :-\smw ................................ To get r's .
. To get one.
E,·.\ \\" ,,TrnS ................................ Ha,·e h er name m the Old
:-S:uf sed.
Gold
DOROTHY \\',HERS ...................... De swell
...................................... Strong-minded wife.
ETHEL Cb~rns .............................. :-\ blonde
................................ Brunette.
EMM.\ OKERSTROM ...................... :\ simpler name ............................ Gonorowski.
ETHEL CL.\RK .............................. To please be excused .................. 23.
Lois BECKrn ................................ To "fuss'' ...................................... An old maid.
:\J..,1<v HELMICK .......................... Less work .................................... Teach three grades.
TTELl,N C.\l\IPBELL ........................ Find her diamond ........................ A s ub stitute.
:\f.\BEL LARSON ............................ To make dates .............................. Stenographer.
SAD1 1: Kroes ................................ To stretch things .......................... To be stretched.
]ESSIE CULVER .............................. Go to Ames ..•................................. Suffragette.
J\fABEL ALDRITT ............................ :\fove to Grinnell... ....................... Finishes at I. S. T. C.
ALMA McCORMICK ...................... Advocate dress reform ............... '?'???'''?
HELEK J AROLB!AN
Col lecting rare chin a .................. J unk
i\L\RY TURNER .............................. To be good .................................... Presbyterian.
LETTIE \VALSH ............................ Curly hair ................................... Smoked lamp chimneys.
RuTH CHAFFEE ............................ To reform Clinton ...................... Temperance.
CLAR,\ BAILEY .............................. To live long .................................... To live alone.
IlfAE BYRNES ................................ To cool off .................................... Cold feet.
FRED.\ HERROLD ............................ Actress .......................................... Actress.
IRENE COULSON ............................ To run a drng store .................... Pinched.
]ESSIE \\'ENGER ............................ To grow up .................................... Still a kid.
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@ttictt~
Spring Term,

I9II
CL.\RA CAVANAUGH

President
Vice-Presiden t
Critic

GRETCHEN GREEN
HELEN RAU

Fall Tenn,

I9II

l\1 ULLARKY

Presidents

·{

:\!ARIE

Vice-Presiden ts

.J

EVELYN RAU

:\L\RG.\RITE UTTELY

PAULJNE LICHTY

I

l\lERRJAM ROBERTSON

Critic

Ili~t ot 9@tmbtr~
:\]ERLE BAKEH

El' EL\"N R.\U
RonERTSON

Lois BALLOU

:\J rnRL\M

:\ f ERCY BENTOC'f

J oy

TEN.\ BODHOLT

LOL" I SE SMJTH

Lo,s BRONSON

ETHEL SrR_\GliE

:\!.\BEL ANDERSON

H .\ZEL STR .\ YER

Si\L\CK

l\Jrn NIE AKDERSON

:\ f .\RG.\RITE LJTTELY

Pxrn C\R.-\DINE

FLORl:NCE CL'RTIS

FLORENCE COLLINS

ROZELL.\ ELLIS

l-'fELEN CHR[STIANSEN

i\I!i

DRED D-\LEY

ELOISE DAKE

Brn

Ro_\cH

-:-S:ELLIE FRY

Ri:;-ru

EDN,\ GrnBs

.\GEZ

EuZ.\BETH H.\Ri\10N

VER.\ H.\D\'

ZOE H.\Ri\lON

HELEN H.\CEi\"

:\ l cEu_REE

I-l.\ YT

NETTIE Hrx

l\L\RIE Gooo

GERTRliDE KERR

:\ L\RI E :\ i l:LL\RKY

PAULINE L1CHTY

DOROTHY Ono

\ ,\"J NlFRED :\f.\RTIN

FAYE PALMER

A ~IY

l\foORE

BL\NCH

A LICE

i\J ARTIN

:\ [ cGurnE

EXlE l\fcQurLKEN

GLADYS PALMER
] EAN PROTZMAN
CoR.\ LrNCOLN
EMi\T.\ Ron
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~bake alpbahtt
A

is for A my, a doctor she should be
Because she cured some "homesickness" on Sunday night, you see.

B

is for Bid, who got so excit ed,
Said "Sister A ristos", and at that we were delighted .

C is fo r Curti s, a gymnastic ~fiss,
1\nd the way she can dance is certainly bliss.

D

is fo r Dake. who is very precise,
,\ \\' aterloo man is her only price.

E

is for "Ev." one, two, three, four.
1Vas there e,·e1· such rosy cheeks seen before,

F

is for Faye Palmer, you know,
\\' ho on the trombone is indeed not slow.

G is

for Gertrude, a domestic dear,
Bewa r e, gentlemen, this is leap year.

H

is for Hazel, the \\' ate rl oo gi rl
\\ 'ho sin gs "Goin' to Col lege'' and sets hearts awhirl.

I

is for all of the Shakes. don't yo u know,
They're not the o nes who go 'round and blow.

J

is fo r J ean, who received a proposal
S h e answered, "X ay. I'm not for disposal."

K

is for Kady, a new gir l you see .
. \ ncl suc h as green she will not be.

L

is fo r Louise. who was once caught to say.
"\\'h en ] get (Ric h ), I'll get it some day."

M is

for ~Jerle, who once said "Oh, my!
To-morrow night it is 'Dasher.' the next night 'Frye'."

N

is fo r ?\ellie, the Shake chaperone.
\\",ho would if she co uld , but she coul dn 't so soon.

0

is for our mascot, "The Owl" so st1·ong and true,
He is always with us. in everything " ·e do.

P

is fo r Patty. a girl so good and true,
And when she left us it mad e us all blue.

Q

is fo r Question, a word which is used
\Vhen a motion is stated and all is co nfu sed.

R

is for Rozella, by every one adored,
Her address will be left on a big sign-board.

~ !Jr 1912 SDin dlioln

S

is for Smack, once so green, it is said.
She forgot her sewing and went home to bed.

T

is for Tena, who thinks, she's so ,·ain,
Can get her B. A. because she takes "Dane."

U

is for Uttley, \ Vho has the great notion
Of saying "l\Iiss Secretary, please state that motion."

V

is for Verna, t he "Basketball Gi rl,"
And wh en she once gets the ball, she sure makes things whirl.

W is fo r \Vinifred, at "\\'elsh Rarebit" met her fate:
\ Vhat happened at the party would be frightful to relate.

X

is for "Xie," who by this one thing swears.
Is the "Soldier Boys" ·'53'' pin that she wears.

Y

is for "Y's", what we don't know , you see.
Y is the "Y'S" ,,·ord and we sure make things go.

Z

is for Zoe, and it's rumored about
That she is a Airt without doubt.

~H.\1--:E J-L\LL
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Red and Black,
TVhat do we lacll f'
Xothing.

".J"(

OOKlXG here and there among the students of T. S. T. C. we see many girls 11earm,
J4, a small S. C. monogram pin. Our interest is immediately aroused and ,1·e ask,
'·\\"ho's who?" The answer comes back, "\\lhy, those privileged young ladies are the
Shakespearean girls, for short called 'Shakes'." Xow, to an outside obsen·er, the only way
to know exactly who the 'Shakes' are, is to visit society hall some Friday a[ternoon ,,hen
society is in session. Here you find some forty girls or more, presided over by their clignitietl
p1·esiclent and more dignified critic, in the act of giving their weekly program, consisting of
a literary and business meeting. Shakespeare himself could scarcely ri,·al the genius and
the executive ability that is displayed in one of these· literary programs.
i\fuch credit is clue :\Jiss Lambert, our faculty advise r and crit ic, for her untiring effort,
in furthering the interests of the Society. Our motto is, "The Encl Crowns ,\11," and by her
help we are endeavorin g to make our future a nearer approach to the ideal we have in mind.
Aside from the regular work of the society, part of the time is devoted to social clinrsion . Each year there is a joint initiation with our brother Aristos, for the new members,
rush spreads, a Christmas party just before the holidays, and an annual banquet. But
between these affairs are interspersed many impromptu "Privates," making the whole year
a mixture of literary and social obligations.
Spirit and enthu siasm is a characteristic of the Shake Girls and a shake from a "Shake"
is one of the many things that· help along the spirit of S. T. C. The snapshot shows the
girls to be a jolly bunch, all wide-awake and full of fun.
To you who are reading this now: l f ever you are subject to attacks of despondency,
there are these words of enco uragement:

Co111e to S. T. C.
Shake!
See the Shakes!
Be a Shake!

18o
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Oh! if you ask us for our nam e,
Gladly we will tell the same.
Shakesperian, Shakesperian !
\ \"ith our colors red and black a-Aying.
Our brothers j oin us wit h good cheer,
To g reet our many friends so dear.
You friends so dea r, you friends so dear,
. \ncl may we e,·er be so cle,·er
.\s to stand by you fore,·er.
Aristo and S hakesperian.

ChoritsShakesperian, .\risto ! Hooray, Hooray!
. \t S. T. C. we take our stand,
The best society in the !and.
Hooray! Hooray! Shakesperian, Aristo !
Hooray! Hooray! Shakesperian, Aristo !

..\IR- Dixie.

r8z
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_-\RENDS, JOHN

I,R.\)I rn, CH.\RLES

ARY, LESTER

KR.\111 ER, RUDOLPH

B.1RNETT, R.ILPH

:\L1sT, lv ,1N

BRJNK~l ;IN, CLYDE

:\] AYNARD, H _\ROLD

E.

BROWN, EmnN

H.

:\lERNER, PAUL

:\Irnrn, \\' ORTH S.
X OLTE, K ,\RL F.

CoH.IGAN , A1nHuR
COOLIDGE ,_\.

J

N.

DEAL, DON

P .IRTIKGTO N , JOHN

DEG~L\K, JA~IES

PF,\LTZGR .\FF, LLOYD

L

ERlCKSON , CARL

RrcH, HANOLD

F,\RLOII', P .1 L:L

ROGERS, ROBERT

FE .11nNc. RonERT

Sc.1LLON, Furn

FRISBY, HAROLD

ScALLON. Lours

GLENN, JOHN

SCHLUTE R , \VnL1AM

GLENN, \ \' ,\ LTER

SHEDD, HARRY

L

GROSZ, GEORGI':

SHrnn, JESSE
SH .\RP, RALPH

GRVJ3B, AUBREY
GUNNERS ON, GILBERT

L

SMITH, LwN

HAIGHT, BcRL

STANDERS , ARTHUR

HAIGHT, REX

SL\~IPS . DONALD

HAMER S LY. GRO\'ER

ST. JOHN, LEONARD

C

J

HANSON, PETER

THOMPSO N, JASPER

HAUSER, CARL

Too111 EY, FLOYD

HAYS, JOHN

Too~1EY, LEN

HAYS,

W.

C

\\TI-L \RDI, JOSEPH

E.

\VHITE, HUBERT

HARRIS. VERLIN
HOKE, VIRGIL

\\THITE. \ VENDELL

HousTINE N. CHAUNCE Y

\\ ' HlTL\CRE , HAWLEY

HOGAN, ALBERT

\\' TLLEY, FRANK
\\' ILSON, JOHN

KNOBBS, THOMAS
KIRKETEG ,

0.

J

\\' 0R1or.1N, CLYDE

KRA~fER, ADOLPH

[\)onorar!? l]:)!)ilo~ of t!Jr jfacult!!
CHARLES H. i\ f EYERHOLZ

HOMER H . SEERLEY
GEORGE

s.

HEKRY

DICK

J
C

\\'rrnru H. BENDER

HARRY

D.

CHARLES

S,\?-IDS \ \'RIGHT

CHARLES

S.

PETERSON

REUBEN i\fcKITRIC K

GEORGE H. i\JouNr

CUMMIN S

A.

l'ULLERTO N

RonERT FULLERTO N

CORY

\\'TLLL\M H. KADESCH

CHARLES H. BATLEY

GEORGE \\ '. AE\\'TON

LOWELL
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Toomey, reciting the ··Charge of the Light Brigade'' in the preliminary declamatory
contest :
'Alf a hincl1, 'alf a hinch,
'. \lf a hinch honward,
'A mpered be 'obble skirts,
'opped the "400."
Annie: "And would you really put yourself out for my sake?"
Sister Brown: "Indeed I would ."
Annie: "Then do it, please. You've been here since dinner and it's nearly supper-time."
LEATHER i\IEDAL DEB,\TE.-Res ol·ved, That my hair should be centrally parted.
Affirmative-A dolph Kramer.
K egative-Pete r Hansen.
Cohagan's favorite poem:
"lch wciss nicht was soil cs bedeuten,
Das ich so dumme bin,
:\Ieine Aufgabe fuer der ::\Iargen,
Sie kommt mir nicht in den Sinn."

C. H.: "Dearest, you're the goal of my affections."
H. (removing his arm) : "Five yards for holding."
\VANTED-A treatise on "How to Blush Becomingly."
H. H. MAYNARD.
Information given how to join a pro,·isional society.
PROF. FR.\NK STOVELL \ VrLLEY, D. D.
Peter: "\ Vhat is my office in this society?"
Toomey: "Democratic leader of the house."

J.

:\fast: "l\1adam. may l sell you a vacuum cleaner,,,
:'If rs. \V. Hays: ":--Jo, sir, my husband has a vacuum but it doesn't need cleaning."

mllotkman. <15ibing tbt qi::tttic'il llltport
The program was very good on th e whole.
"Swede" should not stand on one foot only.
"Deutscher" should refrain from sucking his thumb.
"Lief" should cease playing with his coat button .
"Ole" should keep his hands out of h is pockets.
Peter should not keep his eyes so f-ixed on the girls.

mllonbtttul mllonbttil
\\'onde r
\\'ondcr
\\'onrler
\\. onde1·
\Yonder
\Yonder
\Yonder
\\ronder
\Yond er
Wonder

why J\ry is such a good Dodger.
if Shaqi is really getting G1·een.
if Schluter is enough to go around thrice.
why Too111ey hangs around the Shedds.
whe1·e Chauncey boarded during spring vacation.
if '.\laynard is as harmless and innocent as he looks.
if Peter Hansen believes in Leap Year.
if Scallon is a good :\fix-er.
how Alphas found out that Kirketeg is easily caught.
if Chris has lost his heart.
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PHILO DEBATE RS

ffl" HE Philos

stand vi,rtually for two things: the de\'eloprnent of literary ability and the
promotion of the social well-being of student life. ln the former, Philo has made
no little achievement and for the past two years has made an en viable record in both
debating and oratory. On the inter-collegiate debate it was able to furnish ten out of twelve
men in 1910-rr and one-half the total number in 19IJ-12. ln the triangular debate of the
spring of r9II, five out of a possible six points were won by t he representatives of the pink
and white. Again, in oratory does Philo come to the front. During the past year its representatives have won places on every oratorical and declamatory contest held in the school.
In two of them it was a Philo who captured first place, besides winning the honor of
representing the school in the inter-state contest held at Emporia, Kansas, on 1Iay 3rd.
Such are the achievements of a society that stands true to its motto. "Vita sine litteris
morp est."
~
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1Ju ilrmnriam

1£rslt.e 31. <trnmptnn
1897

Hlll
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artstotelian ~ocietp
FOUNDED 1886
Colors
Red and Black
Motto
"); on Scholae Sed Vitae"

Fall Tenn, I9II
{ \ VILLARD P.\TTY

1

Presidents

ARB[N

Secretary

L

YOUNG

H.IRM L l_;DE1LIX

TVi11ter Term, 19JJ-12

i

Presidents
Secretary

LEWI S CL'IHlEL

J,n

BRO\\'N

Br-:NJ ,\MIN HILL

11,-

HE Aristotelian Society since its organization in 1886 ha.:' always striven
to develop intellectual, moral, and social culture. They have always
endeavored to attain the highest standards by engaging in all the activities
that are the means of development both mentally and physically.
The literary ability of the A ri stos has been recognized by all. Through the
spirit of co-operation, and by d iligent work, they have kept abreast with their
rival societies by placing two men on the Morningside debate. The outlook for
a victorious triangular team for the spring term is very hopeful.
Besides taking active part in public speaking activities, the Aristos are noted
for their superior athletic abilities. In the spring of r9rr they were victorious
in the inter-society h;iseball con test, defeating the Orios 9 to o, and the Philos
r to o. They have also held the basketball championship pennant for the past
four years.
~
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©rio
ORG AN IZED 1893
Jlotto
'·E,·er onward. step by step"

Colors
White and Gold

!!Dfficrr~
Spring Ten11, I9II
PARKS-1\'ILD

Presidents
Vice-Presidents
Secretaries
Critics

\\ '1LD-BANK
CoN01r-Bi-:cE~1.\ N
B.\NK-KOESTER

Fall Ter111, I9II
\ \'ILSON-BEGEMA N

Presiclc.nts
Vice-Presidents
Secretaries
Critics

:.fILLER-VEATCH
CONDLT-':\TEVELIN
On: M -HusToN

TfTi11ter Ter111, I9II-I2

Presidents
V ice-Presidents
Secreta r ies
Critics

KOESTER-VEATCH
\\ ' rLSO:-.-SHEARN
\'E.\TCH-CONDIT

H USTON-BEGEM.\N
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Literar y Societi es of
organiz ed pri111arily for literary purpose s, the 1Ien's
all school end ea ,·or
lly
practica
which
center around
~ I. S. T. C. have come to be the
athletic , it has been
and
al,
oratoric
,
forensic
the
of
int
standpo
the
swings. From
her full share in all acti,·iti es of the
the aim of Orio to presen· e a pedect balance ; to do

7i17ll:t HJLE

school.
he has been or has done, but
lt has been our policy to take a new man, not for what
in relation to his fellows ,
place,
best
the
fill
fnr what he can do, ;rnd to give him the chance to
of which he is capable .
this policy has brough t.
Our record is the best testimo nial of the success which
the 111en's societie s. Orio
between
debates
ular
In 1893 was held the first of the Triang
ing number of margin al
increas
an
with
ned
maintai
since
has
she
took the lead, one which
points.
cal against five states. Two
Last year it was an Orio who won the ] ntcrsta le Oratori
school this year were Orios.
the
nting
represe
of
honor
the
for
ing
of the three men contest
taken leading parts. In
ha,·e
Orios
plays,
In dramati c work, and the casting of the school
quota.
full
her
ed
furnish
inter-collegiate debates Orio has
Eye and The Old Gold and in the
Orio is well represe nted in the staffs of The College
school.
the
of
musical organiz ations and religiou s wo1·k
idle in school athletic s. An Orio
Xor haye the wearer s of the Star and Crescen t been
tackle. ,\nothe r Orio took the
Towa
all
captained the football tca111 and was selected as
the track team. Four of the
ed
captain
another
still
and
hroad jump at the state meet,
wore the Yellow and \\'bite.
basketball squad are Orios. Six of the football team
has done much to relieYe the strain
Clio,
society,
In a social way, Orio, with the sister
"wienie " roasts, the annual Cliorio
parties,
e'en
Hallow
n,
initiatio
of continu al work. Joint
banquet have been occasio ns of pleasur e and value.
to bring out this best. Our record,
Orio stands for the best in men. It is our purpose
nial. To the old men, a word
testimo
our
is
work.
ent
consist
and
nt
~ained through persiste
the doors swing in to Cliorio
C.
T.
.
S
T.
from Orio is not needed : to the new 111en coming to
us.
for
clone
has
it
what
you
for
do
will
Hall with the hope that Orio
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OIUO DEB .\ TEr~s

ORIO DEB .·\TERS
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ORIO QUART ETTE
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'·Faith, women are riddles," I muttered one day,
As I sat by my Ethel for a spell.
It seems ve ry queer that whatever they say
Their mooning no mo rtal can tell.

l knew that she loved me, by man y a sign
That sen·ed her affections to show,
But when I suggested that Ethel be mine,
Con found her, she answered me "No."
'Tis the way wit h the sex, so often 1\·e heard,
And th us they assert their ex press.
But I couldn't but think it extremely absurd
That a ''no" \\'as the same as a '·yes."
So ] asked her again with my hea rt in a whirl
And said, '·Do not answer me so."
\\ 'hen twice ·n succession that mischie,·ous girl
Repeated that odious "): o."
Then she said, with a laugh, "lt is certainly plain
That your hearing is not o,·cr nice,
Or you wouldn't haye forced me to say it again,
For I think I haYe spoken it t\\'ice.''

''l see," I exclai med, as I clasped in my 0\\'n
The hand which she h ad possessed.
'·I recollect now \\'hat the gram ma r has shownTwo negati\·es equal a 'yes'."
203
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U. E.\RL \VILT)
Editor-in-Chief

.·/ d,•isory C o'111111 i flee

:\J ISS
:\I 1ss

.i\lR. :'dcK1rn1cK
.\IR. :\lrncH \NT

THORNTON
C\RPENTER

:\JR. \\'.\LTERS

Contributors
1\

DOLPH [( R.\ )1 ER

.i\]AHLE HINKSON

R i.;T H

HALL1Ncnv

PROF. S1:y MOUR

HAROLD FRISBY

PROF. HENDER

H,\ROLIJ ;\L\YNARD

EDITH R1UND

CoR,\ Srnont

GLENK D .\\"IS

Hi:u:N S~1 ITH

FRANCIS PHIi 0

Artists
BEJ.:L.-\H

\\" . •-\. Cf: PERLEY
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S . . \.

(.\H.\(;,\N

Busin ess .\fanager

G. C.

H .\MEl<SLY

Business :\ lanager
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Young :\Len's Christian .\ssociation has a three-fold aim, the development of a
physical, mental, and spiritual man. At I. S . T. C. it has been our purpose to make
religion a practical, e,·ery-day help to the men of the school. ] t has been our policy
to give a social side to the daily routine by furnishing an occasional social hour, where the
men may meet and learn to know the other fcllo"··
Twenty-five years ago, the Young :\Jen's and Young \ Vomen's Christian ,-\ssociations
were organized at l. S. T. C., then the State ); ormal School. From a small beginning.
they have come to p lay a most important part in the life of the school, and the inAuence
for Christian education going out from it. lt was deemed best to giye three clays for the
commemoration of their t"·enty-tifth birthday. Speakers of national renown, programs
fraught with earnest and helpful thought made the occasion one ne,·er to be forgotten.
As a fitting close to a quarter century of work. a deep impression of the worthiness of it all
was indelibly stamped upon the student hod>··
~
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Y. M. C. A. GOSPEL TEAM, 19rr-12

~oung ~m·~ <lrbti~tian ~~~ociation
1886-1887
1887-r888
1888-1889
1889-1890
1890-1891
1891-1892
1892-1893
1893-1894
1894-1895
1895-1896
1896-1897
1897-1898
18g8-1899
1899-1900
1900-1901
1901-1902

G.
G.
C.
M.
C.
R.
T.

Spring
Fall and Winter
Spring
Fall and ·winter
Summer

1902-1903
1903-190--1
190--1-1905
1905-1900
19o6-1907
1907-1908
19o8-1909
1909-1910
1910-19IJ
r9n-19r2

S.
S.

DICK,

B. S., '88

DICK

.:\I. Di., '91
B. s., '90

RAY AuRNER,

0.

ROLAND,

RAY i\u1rnrn

C. ADAMS, .:\I. Di., '92
U. .:\Jcl\IAN us, .:\I. Di., '93
J. H. FELLlNGHAM, .:\I. Di., '94
L. H. MINKEL, .:\I. Di., '95
R. .:\I. WYANT, l\1. Di., '96
E. L. HOLLIS, l\I. Di., '98
H C. CUMMINS, B. Di., '98
W. B. BELL, l\I. Di., '99
L. I. REED, M. Di., 'oo
R. l\1. ESTES, YI. Di., '01
F. H. FIGERT, B. Di ., '01
H. T. PORTS, YI. Di., 'og
H. 0. KornsAu, l\I. Di., '02
.:\1. S. NELSON, l\I. Di., '01
JAY

J.

H . L.

J ONES

YI. Di .. '04
Di., '05
E. C. WISSLER, B. Di., '06
PAUL COLGROVE, M. Di., 'o8
F. BRUINS, M. Di ., 'o8
T. P. G. BERGER, B. A., 'II
R. 0. BAGBY, B. A., 'II
F. R. GLASENER, B. A., 'II
EELLS,

JOHN LARSON, l\L

CHAUNCEY HousTMA:-;
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:-(E of t he greatest factors in the religious and social life of the College is the Young
\ \'omen 's Ch r istian c\ssociation. This has been one of t he best years in the history
of the Association, some of the leading events being the College Carnival and the
celebration of its Tll'enty-fifth Annive rsary.
Miss Elizabeth \ \.heeler, our General Secretary, who came last fall, has been great help
and has meant much to each girl who knows her.

\Cj;;1

a
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Y. W. C. A. CABINET,

19rr-12
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!!?oung mrtomen'!l' <t!)ti!l'tian ~9'9'octation
1886-1887
r887-1888
1888-1889
*1889-1890
1890-1891
1891-1892
1892-1893
18g3-18g4
1894-1895
1895-1896
1896- r897
1897-1898
1898-1899

B. S., '88

S.\RAH PETERS,

B.

J ENNIE HUGHEY,

LUELLA Sl, I MONS, B. S.,

IDA ::\ L

SHA IV,

1I.

i\I. Di., '92
'93
VINNlA ::\J ARSH, :\ f. Di., '94
ADELINE FELLINGHAM, B. Di., '95
MINNIE EDWARDS, :\1. Di., '96
EMMA LAMBERT, :\I. Di., '97
:\I ATILDA BYERS, B. Di ., '97
ELIZABETH \ VYANT,
:\J AE LOON AN,

M.

Di.,

LJBBIE ANDERSON

:\I.

ELLA DANSKIN, :\ I. D i., 'or
EFL\ REED,

B.

'02

Di.,

HELEN DAV ISON

'03
'05

EDNA THATCHER, ::\ f. Di.,
GRACE

OTT, B. Di., '04

EuZABETH NEWTON,

1905-1906
1906-1907
1907-1908
19o8-1909
1909-1910
I9IO-l9TI
19rr-r9r2

'99

Di.,

FAITH STUNTZ, 11. Di., 'oo

::\fINNA 11£RR1A:\1, B. l)i.,

1903-1904
1904-1905

'90

'91

Di.,

::\J ARTH ,\ HUTCHINSON,

1899-1900
1900- 1901
1901-1902
1902-1903

'88

Di.,

B.

FLORENCE Cow1E,

B.

Di .,

Di.,

'05

'05

GRETCHEN DELAHOYDE, B. Di.,
>[ AN BALDWIN,

B.

Di .,

K.HHERTNE MARSH ,\LL, S. P.,
C.,RoLTNE HART,

B.

Di.,

'07

'08
'09

'ro

Ru:rH BRENNER, Teacher of Domestic Scic:1ce, '11
ETHEL YlEl<MEHR,

*Deceased.
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NEWMAN
CATHOLIC.
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~emman <!tatpolic il9'9'ociation
1Tr" HE

Kewman Catholic c\ssociation has been in existence in its present form only about
nine years. Pre\·ious to this time there had been an organization among the Catholic
students, but in 1903 a charter was obtained, and the Association began systematic
work. This year new conditions, and increased membership necessitated the re\'ision of
th e constitution.
This year specia l attention ha s been given to church history and church doctrine.
In r9u an auxiliary of the Catholic Extension Society of the United States was formed
for the benefit of home missions. It is the intention of the members to contribute money
for the building of a chapel in some out-of-the-way place·. The Catholic Alumni have given
hearty co-operation in this matter. This division of the work is in charge of :-Iiss ,\nna
~

Doffing.
The Association has a library of several hundred volumes and a reading room which
some of the friends of the Association have kindly helped to furnish. A number of current
magazines and weekly papers keep the students in touch w ith the prominent monments
in the Church.
A number of very successful social events have been h eld during the year to bring the
members closer together.
The Presidents for the year were Robert Ettiene, Leonard Toomey, and Celeste Kurt.

216
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Editor-in-Chief

co_LLEGE EYE STAFF
L AMBERTY
Local Editor

MARGARET
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PAUL Dwrs

Business l\',anager
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Art League has been in existence seventeen or eighteen years. Since that time no year has passed
At the beginning of the school year 19ro-19r 1
began the more active reorganization of the League. Its members decided that they could best carry
out the work of the League by having a literary program once each month. This plan was carried out through
the year.

~ without the work being carried on by its members.

When we organized this year we modified the above plan by ha \'ing work from a posed model twice
each month.
After the holidays, when the League again took up its work, we had grown so enthusiastic that we made
still further changes. Now we meet once each week. On three consecutive vVednesdays, from half past
three o'clock till half past five, we draw from the model. On the last Thursday evening of each month we
have a literary program and usually a sort of spread.
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Colors
Black, Reel, Gold

l!Dfficm,
~Vin/er Term,

I9II-I2

President

HFRMANN KAUFMANN

Secretary

;1I1ss ANNA DOFFING

Treasurer

;1 I Iss

VIE

UFFORD

~ ctibr S@rmbrri3
VIE

UFFORD

CLARA ScHR,\G

ANTONIA URBANY

X AOJ\II

MAMIE l'RR\NY

FRANCIS 8.\RTELS

STONE

LOA SI.i\IONS

\\ 'ALTER KOESTER

ELSIE OTTOSEN

MRS. CORY

ESTHER HUR\\' JCH

ANNA SPECK

BENJ. XEVELN

ADOLPH KRAMER

PEARL BILLS

1\NTON FISCHER

SYLVIA COCHRAN

;1J ARY p ,\GLSEN

HERM.\NN KAUF.i\IAN.'1

;1lARY HUNTER

ANNA DOFFING

ESTHER ;1J ORSCH

CELESTE KURT

JGNEZ PARKS

ZOF:

CLARA LORENSON

LL'N JlT

~ ono ra r!! jfacult!! S@rmbrri3
PROF.

J.

B.

KNOEPFLER

l\llss C,RPENTER

Honorary President

;1lrss FESEN BECK

;1J1ss \,.I LD
PROF. S.\~lSON
PROF. CH .\S.

S.

PROF.
(ORY

;1 ] ,ss LORENZ

;1 l 1ss D.\NDLIKER
PROF.

L. HEGDI ,\ N
F. I. ;1[ERCH ,\NT
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PROF. CHAS. H. l\IEYERHOLZ
A:OF. \\'. ;1lfERR!LL
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T is now four years since this Club came into existence. Several years of agitation
resulted in the formation of the organization in 1908. A number of things combined
to call it forth.
For a number of years graduates of the State Normal School at Cedar Falls have been
gladly welcomed into the advanced work of the Un iversity. In the midst of the new and
varied life of the University, this large body of students felt a desire to do something to
preserve the memories of earlier student days and to weld together the traditions and
influences of the two great state schools. A Ithough interested in different courses in the
University and coming from different yea rs of the co urse at Cedar Falls, they still realized
that they had much in common from earlie r days that should not be allowed to pass out
of their lives. Another element entering into the plan was the desire for the inspiration
and enla rgement of vision to come from the annual meeting with President Seerley and
such othe r members of the faculty from Cedar Falls as might be able to attend the meetings
from time to time. These early ties and the enthusiasm for both the old and the new were
the prime interests that brought about this organization.
Up to the present time the Club has attempted no definite work excepting to conduct
its business meetings and to hold an annual banquet at which its members, members of the
faculty at Cedar Falls, and members of the University faculty are present. The membership
of graduates at present is about a hundred, and the fourth annual banquet held February 13,
1912, was an enthusiastic and successful gat hering, as the former ones have been. The
interest and influence of t he meetings are increasing.
The officers having the last meeting in charge were:
R. F. CLOUGH, M. Di., '07 .
PROF. B. J. LAMBERT, M. Di., '07
JOHN S. HILLIARD, B. Di., 'o6 .

President
Vice-President
Secretary-Treasurer

The outlook for coming years is very bright and promises something greater for
education in both the institutions represented and in the state at large.
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JBomt~tir ~cience ~rniors.

jf

ROJ\I all the corners of the state, the Domestic Science Seniors ha,·e. come to spend
two delightful and thoughtful years, learning those thing_s _that make for happiness.
They go not to the state alone but to all parts of the Urnted States spread111g th e
gospel of clean liness, economy and method.
The years have been full of fun and good times, and a jolli er, more congenial gro up
of girls is not to be found in schoo l. Our fun and pleasure has to be judiciously mixed
with work and study, and we arc loyal enthusiasts of our course. W ,e do not want the
privilege of electing our own work. \V e much prefer to study advanced Physiology and
feel that we could not perform our office as teachers without at least six terms of College
Chemistry.
A new department of Domestic Science has been established in the Cent r al Gracie School
of the city, and we have gained much valuable experience as teachers there. \Vhen our
advanced pupils tell us that one of the principal proteids in meat is adenoids, we realize that
fields are waiting for us all over the world.
'\Ve have establi shed our reputation, our capacity for concentrated thinking, and our
ability as good cooks, by serving scientific meals on small amounts of money. With two
years of the most thorough training, we have been able to evo lve from as small a sum as one
dollar and seventy-five cents, a pretty and nutrit ious four-cou rse lun cheon so planned that
the relation of food principles is ju st what it should be according to the latest conclusions
of the foremost scientists.
As demonst rators, we have clearly exp lained to our audiences that, by utilizing all the
parts of the food ingredients, we are able to live much better than we do. On the other
hand, we have tried to prove that there is a scientific reason for everythin g in cooking and
our work has the theoretical as well as the practical side.
Our work has covered fields wide and var ious. So there is the knowledge of hygiene,
sanitation and physiology we hav e gained under Professor :Jewton's instruction that, during
the recent epidemic, not one case of typhoid appeared among us.
As we go out from this institution we deem it proper to whisper a few things into the
Junior ear. If your room-mate is a Domestic Science girl, make you r sewing samplers, etc.,
just alike. In case you get real busy you can hand in h er work. This scheme never fails.
If you are working with explosives in the laboratory, at the first sign of danger jump quickly
and gracefully into your locker. It will save your sh irt-waist. '\Vhen sen·ing a luncheon,
look carefull y at the bread and butter spreaders to be sure they are not the fruit knives in
disguise. Finally, when you are ready for yotu- house plan, do not sneak it from "The
House Beautiful." You will find there are others with the same thought in mind. :1foreover,
:\fiss Townsend has looked over them and would recognize them even in disguise.
Then here's to th e Domestic Science girl! l\ray her coffee and slander against her,
alike be without grounds!
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~pctial ~rimarp
•
Colors-Old Gold and Black.
PHYSICAL ArM-A little more air, please!

RECIPE FOR SENIOR PRIMARIES.
Leall Ones-Keep your mouths open and your eyes slrnt.
Fat Ones-Keep your eyes open and your mouths shut.

\rVhen you are teaching in second grade,
The worries do soon fade.
When l\Iiss Raite
By chance or fate_
Calls not upon you, but another maid.
The heart of a girl
Is in a whirl
If she hears :\1iss Gambol say,
''You may take the class today."
From :\Iissomi there came a young girl
With a hop, and a skip, and a twirl,
Her hard work plan,
So the tale ran,
Was declared to make her !1ead whirl.
A merry young :\diss named Butts
Got into some very bad ruts
Of scanning a plan
Just before class began,
But she had to make up for the cuts.

A primary girl defines a rabbit as a small animal with a short, invisible tail.
For Sale-A fetching, languid air.-l\lrss TEELE.
For Sale-A jewelry store.

See Amy Brennecke.

For Sale-Complete information on how to keep the boys guessing.
tion guaranteed.-EDITH SENSE.

Absolute satisfac-

For Sale-Superfluous avoirdupois, by ounce or pound.-HARRIETT WATSON.
For Sale-Lesson plans.-:\IARGARET BUSHNELL.
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Miss Whitn ey-Give a sentence about a cow.
Harley-A cow has two la rge eyes and so metim es have ho rn s on them.

•

Edith was a maide n modest,
And with bluffing she was blest,
Forever she wo uld sigh and sigh
As the te2cher passed her by
Till they said, "Oh! do go home and r est.
Fair Frankie was c,·e r spry,
But in the fall was heard to sigh
\,Vh cn she had to spend the day
Catching .. bugs'' along the way.

WANTED-Som e way in wh ich to dispose of my surplu s energy-LoLA H LGHEs.
WANTED-To kn ow if co rri dor wo rk may be taken as an elective.-i\ [,\DG E

VrnNON.

lvliss H atc her stro ngly recommends Penmanship as an electi ,·e for Senior Primarie~.
For particulars co nce rning .. :\ l eth ods of Studying L esson Plan s," see Leila Butt,.
Winifr ed :\Lo rton ha s decided to change from the primary to the mu sic course.
expect to h ea r of her as a prima donna in grand opera.
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J!augbg jfrom 11.\inbergarben
Jo e (building up his bl oc ks carclessly)-"Guess what I made.·•
J\liss Whitten-''! don 't beli eve I can. J oe."
J oe-"That's an automobile.''
l\li ss \Vhitten-"l do n't believ e l eve r saw an auto like that, J oe."
Amy (s miling) -".i.\laybe it's like ::\lead' s auto."
Joe (cxcitedly)-''Yo n mak e fun of my father' s auto-well, I'll see you a ft er school."
.i.\li ss Riland was having the child ren draw something they wanted Santa Cla us to bring
them.
l\liss Riland (holding up her drawing-a doll)-"No w. children. wh at do you think

I wan t?"
Edward (gravely)-'' T fink you want a man."
::\li ss v\/ard- ''Chilclren. hav e you noticed how bright the moon has been these last few
11ights '"
Bernice-''Yes and it's poli shed so much better than it used to be."
::\Tiss Smith (handing notes to cbildren)-"-:-S:ow take th ese to your mothers.''
:\Jargaret-'' I onl y have ju st one mother.''
Miss Anderson wore a P. E. 0. pin to Kindergarten one clay.
Amy-".i.\Jiss Louise, did you get that star from I:-1 ea ,·en?' '
l\l iss W a rel to ld of a funny expe rience that happened on her way to school.
Richarcl- "1 guess you got stung. :\li ss \V arel."
'.\fargaret-"I got eve ry thing l wanted for Christmas but oni on s.''
Cha r les-'':\ lamma, l want to take a fish line to Kinc!Lrga rten today to catch the fish
that glass bo wl."

111

Fulton- "! don't like ::\liss 'Ward.''
Fath er-''Why not, Fulton?''
F ul ton-"Well, today she came right into the circle a nd skipped with one of the little
boys before he asked her-and mayb e he would have asked me.' '
Father-''vVell, you know thi s is L eap Year."
Fulton-"No, si r, it isn't Leap Year in the Kindergarten, for th ey haven't said a word
about it.''
No differ ence what happ ens in the Kind e rgart en, ::\ largaret 1s always ready with "Whoa,
Bill.''
R oss (to hi s father)-" ! think if .i.\l iss Smith stays long eno ugh, she'll make a real polite
boy o ut of J oe."
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!5,rnior J!imrrichs
There \\"as a little girl named \ Vhite
vVho sometimes stayed out late at night.
But she ne,·er die! shift
ln ~lather Play or Gift,
And her work al\\"ays came o ut just right.
There was a young damsel named Jones,
\Vho was not q11ite all skin and bones.
vVith so much to do
You wou ld think she'd get blue,
But belieYe me, this maid neYer groans.
There was a young girl named Goode,
In whom. let it be understood,
.Her particular trait was coming in late
\ Vith work, and all things that she could .
There was a small girl in Kg.
\ Vho in the class picture wou ld be .
She made great haste
In changing her waist.
To fol low ~Jiss Wa rd's decree.
There are two young girls in our ranks
\Vho. though certainly far from cranks,
Luella and Helen-of them we're tellin',
\Vould ne,·er play any pranks.
A Grand Rapids student named Starrett,
She came-Oh! how could she dare it°
To lighten our Yie\\"S
With Kindergarten news\\ ' e wonder how long can we bear it.
There is also a young lady from Drake,
\ 1/ho came to us for education's sake.
Kathleen Grace
W ith he r roguish face
Needn"t th ink that Drake views will take.
A third has lately joined our class,
A bewitching, dark-eyed lass.
From Waterloo she came,
Shutts was her name.
Will she stay with us long, Alas!

m:!)r HH2 llDin 4i'iorn

There was a young lady named Harriet,
vVith such a hard course- could she carry it,
But she left not behind.
Her capable mind,
She ne,·er intended to bury it.
Another young girl named \ Vhitten
\,Vho with nothing but hard work was smitten .
She conned her tasks o'er
And over them did pore
Till she left us meek as a kitten.
\1,/ e knew a girl named Gaston,
\,Vho, in talking, sure was a fast one.
vVhenev er in hearing
You could tell she was nearing
vVith stories to tell by the ton.

A Eunice there was in Kg.
As merry as merry could be.
With giggle and wink
And cheeks rosy and pink.
You could tel1 she was a Kg.
There was also an Edith in Kg.
\Vho captain, leader, and ··sub" could be,
At piano and table
She was equally able.
So without her we couldn't be.
There was a young girl named Faul,
vVho never could keep still at all.
In every discussi on
To the front she'd go rushing.
And through endless lectures could cra\\·l.
There was a girl, Vange White,
\Vho did things just about right,
Giving advice,
At any price,
Now, wasn't she awfully bright?
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A recent friendly contest in the Junior class showed the following results:
The prettiest . ......... .. .... ......... . ............... Fifteen tied for first place.
Lightest weight ....... . .. . ................. ........... NEVADA 'vVILCOX ( ?)
HeaYiest weigh t ... .... .... . .............. . .. . ........ GLADYS PESO£ ( ?)
:\ fost solemn ................. ... .. ..... . .... .. ... .. . . . CLARIBEL vV ALKER
:\ lost fri\·o lous . ................. ........ .... ...... . ... CAROL .L'OGY
Greatest bluffer ........ . ..... ...... .. ............. . . .. H AZEL ANDERSON
Fastest walker . ..... . .............. . . . ........... ..... ABB LE NEERBERRY
\V eakest dispos it io n .. .. ...... .. ... . . . . . . ........ . .. . . ELLA VAN DELLAN
:\ lost exc itable . ................ ... .. .. .. . . . ....... .... FRANCIS BLAYNEY
}.Jost boisterous ....... . . .. . . .... . . . .. .. . . . .. . ... . .. . . ELSIE BURGESS
]\fost con firm ed m an- h ate1· . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... . .... HELEN GATES
l\ [ost sa rcastic ............ .. ................. ....... . . XELL Luc As
A g r eat dea l of fun was derived from t hi s contest, and while we were gat h e1·ed together
the following snap-shots were taken:
COi\lMON EXPRESSION
Cll ,\ R.\CTERISTICS
NA1\ IE
................ "S o wise, so young" .......... '·Now. I don't thi nk so."
HAZEL AN DER SON
"What do yo u s uppose we are
JEANETTE BALKEMA . .. ...... . ." Th e w isdom of m a n y,
going to do next?
the wit of o n e."
"Oh, my, don't we have the
FRANCIS BLAYNEY ............ "All li\·es may k now her
m ost to d o?''
ge n t le n ess and grace."
ELSIE BURGESS ............ .. ."Serio u s of mi en." .......... ..
CAROL FoHGEY ......... .. ..... '·D eep-ve r sed in books.'' ...... " Tt' s not in my creed."
HELEN G.\TES . ......... . ..... ''Pleasure she seek s." .......... "]\ I iss Ward. do you have an
extr a pencil,.,
gi rl s, have yo u got your
"Oh,
fancy
:\L\RION LEATHERBl'RY ... . .... "In m aiden meditation
psychology,. ,
free."
"Gi rl s, I don't believe they
NELL Luc.,s ................. " J l er blue eyes are turned
n1eant to.''
towards the \N est."
"Oh, ,vait a n1inute."
GLADYS RESOR ........ . . . . ... "A sweet. attractive kind

of grace."
ELLA VAN DELLAN ........... "There's n one like her.'' ...... "Oh, I've lost
CLARIBEL v\1 ALKER . . ......... . "She is an extensive talker."
JANET \ iVATSON ....... . .. . ... "I am the very pink of
courtesy."
NEVADA \ VrLcox ..... . ........ "Her stature tall."
"Composure in thy cha r m."
INEZ WILSON
EMMA Bu 1rns .............................. "Sweet-hearted. of manner
gentle."
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Eng li sh Club of the Iowa Stale T eac hers College was o rgani ze d October 7, 1910.
hon o rary o rganization, the membe r ship consisting of th e faculty o f the
Engli sh and Publ ic Speaking D epartment s and thirty studen ts. The st ud ent memb ers
arc elect ed by the Club.
:\ feelin g s are held eve ry mo nth at th e hom es of the member s, a nd ve ry in te resti ng and
instructive program s a re gi,·en. The Club, loo. ha s been the m eans of bringing seve ral wellknown lect urers to the college. Th e general st udent body ha s had the privilege o f hea r ing
Professor Sloan of the University of l o wa on .. The Pitfalls o f th e :\lodern Reali stic Novel,''
Dr. Joseph Newton of Cedar Rapid s on ''Th e P e r sonality of George E li o t.'' "Th e W o rk s of
George Eliot. .. and .. Shakes pea re...
O n April 1. Prof. S. H . Cla rk of th e Uni,·ersity of
Chicago, in a readi ng of Victor Hu go 's .. Les :\I iserables''-a ll und er the auspices o f th e Club.
~ Tt is an

T he first o ffic er s o f th e Club were:
Pres id ent
V ice-President
Sec re la ry-T r eas urer

:\ l, ss Liu.JAN L.,~rnE lff
DR. W. W. G1sT
:\J,ss ETHEL N1E1D1EYER

Th e present office rs arc:
P r esident
Vice-President
Secretary- Treasure r

DR. v\·. W . G1sT
:\liss Ill.\ l7 ESEI\ l11sCK
:\l rss LORN ,\ FL.IGLER
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ifflanual ~raining
..J1ll1' ANUAL Training as

a part of the public school has had a remarkable
growth and de\·elopment in recent years. This fact has brought about
an unusual demand fo r competent, well-trained teachers, and the supply
of such teachers has been far too small to meet the demand.
The Towa State Teachers Co ll ege 111aintains specia l courses for the p,1rpose
of preparing young men and women to beco111e teachers of :\lanual Training
in the public schools. Three different courses are offe r ed: r. For those presenti ng first grade uniform county certifi cates for ent rance, a three-year course
leading to a spec ial man ual training diploma .. 2. For those graduating from a
four-year .1-1 igh School, a two-year co ur se leadi ng to a specia l diplo111a. 3. For
those meeting the regu lar co ll ege entrance require111e nts, a four-yea r course
leading to the degree of Ba.::helor of A rt s.
Exce ll ent rooms and equipment ha \·e bee n pro\·ided for the ca rrying on of
the special wo rk of the i\lanual Training Depart111ent. Tnst rucdon is given in
a ll the i111portant lin es of this work now fou nd in the pubiic sc hools, in clud ing
thr specia l forms of work fo r the primary and intermediate grades as well as the
more a d va nced work fo r grammar g rad es a nd high school. Courses in the theory
and method are aim g ive n.
'f he practical and inte resting nature of the manual training work. the formative stage in which the work is fo und , the good sa la ries paid to special teachers,
and the prospect for advance ment. are features which 111ake it a n unusually
atlrac(i\'e field for teachers and one which any young ma n o r wo ma n may profitably consider as a voca tion.
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~rue to !Life
J nto physiology class
As each student takes his place
.'\ look of blank despair
J s w r itten on each fac e.
Awaiting the last bell summ ons.
Prof. fills the air with gloom,
\ Valking like a caged lion
up and down the room.
The class soon comes to o rd er.
As you hear him sternly call,
And th e room becomes so qui et
Yo u could hear a pin-head fall
"l\Jiss So-and-So, arise,
The circulation describ e."
But apparently from Rettger
She nothing did imbibe.
Xow down the lin e they answer.
Some boldly, others not.
F o r each recitation gi,·en
Prof. makes a little clot.
" \ \ 'hat mean t hose ominous markings ?"
The new students always say.
Viewing the little reel class-book
\ \'ith faces ashen gray.
The mystery we cannot solve,
But guessing we' re allowed to.
?- lethinks the clots interpret
. . \ "four "thre e" or '"t,vo."
1 ''
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m,cbicatcb to tbc jfacultp
Miss Gregg: "Why is it that Professor Frampton keeps his youth so well?"
Professor Pasini: "You wouldn't expect solid ivory to wrinkle."

jfaboritc <Iftprc~~ion~
Seerley-"Plague on it."
Martin-"Crack of doom."
Gist-"Now isn't that rightw
Fullerton-"Sally ]\[aria Perkins."
Pasini-"-x ?- !- !"
Samson-"l\1y young friends."
Meyerholz-"T hese are the aC!tual facts of the case."
Dick-"Goodness me."
McKitrick-"Do yo u see that Miss-?"
Colgrove-"Just like sixty."
Professor Seymour: "If I would run so me of the waists the girls at this school wear,
through Mr. Fullerton's pianola, it would sound like a Ge rm an opera."
A certain Professor, still single in state,
Has M ormon ized tendencies. as shown of late.
He once made a date
vVith ten girl s plus eight,
And took them to church at a very good rate.
There's a teacher at l. S. T. C.
Afra id of J ack Hugger is she.
\ Vhen she goes o ut at night
Miss H. holds quite tight
A hatpin, to stab if need be.
A lady Professor of absent mind
Does queer things, we oftentimes find.
The folks on the car
l\Iiss T. once did jar;
Her hat was on front side behind!

~~c
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:\fiss Childs: "i\Iiss l\J., how do you spell tl1e name of this Russi-an composer?"
Miss l\J.: "Sneeze twice and say 'ski'."
Baldy (at dinner): "l\[adam, I l1aye asked you twice to pass the milk."
"\Vaiter," called the lady, "pass the milk to where the calf is bleating."
\Yhy does Professor Samson talk to a sensible man,
r. He likes to talk to a sensible man .
He likes to hear a sensible man talk.
2.
\\·hy does "Shady" part his hair in the middle?
To keep his head well balanced.

~otict
In the springtime Campustry is substituted for corridorology. This may be had at any
t ime in the schedule. It is practice work and no instructor is needed.

Ilong 3IDi~tanct :{0bone
\\"ould like to know:
I.
2.

3.
4.
:,.

6.
i8.

\\' here Hus ton got his .. Boots."
If :\ 1r. Bond curls his hair on an iron.
l f Professor Seymour likes pickles.
\Vho is going to get "Rich."
If l\fr. l\lount has his collars made to order.
\Vhy :\1yron called so seldom during the winter term.
If it is night work that makes :\Jr. Getchell cross.
If Carl ever phoned :\Iiss "Ratter."

~n SlDbt to "jfro~tt ·
Blessings on thee, h·osty lad
You're rather silly, but not so bad.
\\' ith thy turned-up pantaloons
•\ncl thy merry whistled tunes.
You must be most wonderfully bright
For at the library, night after night,
You wander aimlessly around
To see and hear what might be found.
Do you have no fear of flunking
\\"hen you are thus foolishly monkeying?
Ped1aps you seek popularity to gain,
But T fea1·, clear Frosty, you're not quite sane.

P. F.
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1latt~t ~ong ~it
As sung by E-- C-To tune of "Coming Through tlze Rye."
If a girlie
Has a test, she"ll
Study by-and-by.
If the girlie
Gets a caller,
Need I say 'tis Fry?
If the caller
Stays quite late, then
Study hours will fly,
Despite the fact
The girlie urges
Him away to hie.
Saying, "Really,
I must cram some,
Else, oh me, oh my!
I may flunk or
Get a 'four,' then
I would surely die."
But the caller
Eased her when the
Parting time drew nigh:
"Never mind, we'll
Find some way; don't
Turn your face away.
I've a sudden
Inspiration.
Please, dear, cease to cry.

Do just what l'm
Going to tell youBright will seem the sky."
:\' ext day, quiz time,
J nto class-room
Girl came with a guy.
"Prof. K., meet my
Only brother."
Then she heaved a sigh.
"He surprised me
Quite last evening.
Xo st udy hour h ad I.
Please, Professor,
Let me be exArnined by-and-by."
Char ming girlie
Looked as sweet as
Boarding-house peach-pie.
"Of course," Prof. said,
''1'11 let yo u go.
vVhy sho uldn' t I, now why?"
There's no moral
To tack on h ere,
Though craft we ought decry.
All I say is,
\ Vith best actors
Girli e sure could vie.
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.at f. ~ . Reception
Professor \\"elles: ··\ \'here is Houstman?"
Cohagan: '·Out to see his girls."
Professor \\"elles: ·'Engaged, The faculty understand it that way."
Ti11le-\Vinter term.
Place-College street near Campus.
Circ11111sta11ces-A fruit and a philosopher happened along just as Helen fell on the
icy walk. Homer stopped and helped her up. "Strawberry" later remarked, "Gee, kid.!
How did you have the nerve,,,
":\ Shield, a Shield!"
The Young maid cried.
"Only a Shield
. \ncl 1'111 satisfied."'
There was a young lady named I,ate
\ \"ho thought she'd met her fate.
She saw Andrew go by,
Then she heaved a big sigh
And said, "\Vhat a shame I've no elate!"
~Iouser: '·Can you draw a chair in angular perspective:·•
Ree le: "\ \"hat in-Physics,,,

L. S.:

"Esther, if John comes before J get back, will you hold him till l come?''

Student:

··Turpentine is the best anecdote 1 know."

~l. "C rbany:
so hom e-sick."

··] don't know why it is, hut e\·ery time we haye de\·il's food it makes me

Professor G. : '"How do you prepare SO,, ..
~Iiss Philo: ··1 used Cu and consecrated H, SO,.''
~Ir. llill:
sulfid .,

"] do not understand the sympathetic (synthetic) preparation of hydrogen
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91!.)i~ctllancou~ ]okt~
Professor S.: '· \ \ 'hat do rotten eggs smell like)"
Frye: "I don't know."
Professor S. : '· \\ 'e re you ever on the stage)''
l\'ew Student: " \\ 'hat is the meaning of R S. V. P. ?"
Dean: ''Rat shows yery plain.
i\Ir. Cable ( in Com. Geography) : "W hy is it that the moon rises later each night?"
Bright Pupil : "Reca use the days on t he 1110011 are lo nger than on the earth."
lf Kittie \ \·. went down the street wou ld \ Vil liam Sleuter?
Professor S.: " \,\' hat composer are you in love with this year, Heironimous ?"
Hi.: ":\l e? Oh, \ \' agner for me."
i\fiss Xesbit: " J feel a draft."
i\fr. Seymour: \ Vit i someone close the book-case, please?"
\\'e t hink that Brian o ught to play the lead ing part in the "Heartbreakers."
Professor i\ Jo unt, in Exper. Psyc., testing for tone vibration, asked each member
of the class if he sang or not, and if so, what. Finally he said, " \\ ' hat do you sing, Miss
Foote?"
"Oh," said Gladys, "J sing 'Lucky :\Toon', 'You'll Come Back', 'The Barber Shop Chord',
and 'Quit That Tickling :\[e'."
Henry:

":I.Jr. :\ ler r ill, let's play that 1:-limmelische Liebe today.''.

If :\Jary saw Deacon, would she be Elder)
Leander Clark game at Toledo. B ryson played against a bald-h eaded man. Th e coach
gave him t he following instructions: '·Put a rabbit 011 his head and in a little bit he will
reach up and think it is a hair.''
]\[iss S. : "The librarian is sm iling at me; perhaps we had better be a little more quiet."
Cary Hale: "\ Vait until she smiles at me."
Miss Rud:

"Just can't keep the chaps off my lips.''

P rofessor K.: "You sta rted out so bravely ] t hought yo u would get it right until you
came to the last word. ~ow can you tell me what is the matter?"
Miss Lucas: "The last word, J guess."

ootanttb
Position as floo r -walker in a la rge department sto re. Experience of one year in a state
library building. Onto my job. Fo r P r\RTICOLAR refe rence. see librarian of T. S. T. C.
VAN SANT.
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NOTES TO Punuc.-Best care gi\'en those who attend library evenings. Special attention
W. IlOWARD.
given to ladies.
\V ANTED--A reliable agent to introduce my patent cough cure.
gallery need apply.

~

None who sit under the
G. W. SAMSOX.

1littlr ~bbirr to jfrr,,bmrn

Don't carry your pipe in your pocket. Suspend it by a pink ribbon around yourneck.
Don't try to bluff your teachers, for they can flunk you.
3. Come early to chapel so that you will be sure to get a seat.
Baldwin: "Professor, before I leave this college I want to thank you for your pains.
All I know I owe to you.
Professor Colgrove : "Pray, sir, don't mention such trifles."

r.

2.

Miss Rice ( talking about Caesar's march upon Rome) : "You know the saying, 'The
longest way,' etc."
Miss Green: "1 s the shortest way home."
Miss ·Rice: "Miss Green seems to know all about it."
Frosty ( entering a barber shop) : "Have you ever tried to shave a monkey?"
Barber: " To, but if you will be seated I'll try."
"Do you like codfish balls, Mr. Getchell?"
"I don't know, Miss; I never attended any."
'vVe want to know:
Can Baldwin build a fire?
Did "Shorty" get that dime?
Why Adolph built that house.
'vVill Joy ever get over being "Young"?

Never marry a girl whose name is "Anne."
indefinite article.

r.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
\\' e understand that one of the
"fair" set before him.

The dictionary avows that ''an" 1s an

Frosty's nerve.
Veatch's sagacity.
Kramer's constancy.
Adolph's hair.
Brian's wit.
John P's ego.
Carl's smile.
boys left a hoarding-house because of the miserable
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\

A LJTTLE SNOW

THE COLLEGE BA~D
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~tttnttton~ from tbt

~Ia~~

laoom

l\larriage-Harness for a pair.
A Book-Brains presen·ed in ink.
:Musician-One who plays when he works and works when he plays.
\Vater-A clear flui d once used for a drink.
Professor B.:

"J f you are present answer 'here', otherwise 'absent'."

~

Mlorb to tbt Ilabit~ 1912

Dare to be a Daniel,
Dare to stand alone.
Dare to have a pt11·pose strong,
Dare to make it known.

A W l .\TTER PIOJTC

~baunct!?'~ jfaboritt .muotation
'!Thou, Julia, hast 111eta111orphosed me,
]\fade me neglect my studies, lose my time,
\\ 'ar with good counsel, set the \\·orld at nought;
l\Iade with 111usic weak,
Hea r t sick with thought."
Two Gentle111en of Verona, Act II, Scene

I.
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~tn't ]t ~wtul ~abd
l;ootball clays have come again,
Th e gladdest of the year.
The ha! fback's nose is j erkecl awry,
The tackle's lost an ear.
0 bra ,·e, 0 happy, careless days;
Bow deep th e m ot her's joy
As all the time sh e thinks of things
They're doing to h er boy.
\\'ith honest pride she lays away
Hi s amputated ea r,
And puts his eye in alcohol
T o be a so uv enir.

Professor G.:
Miss Martin:
you love'."

" ] am on ly a chemi stry text-book, and abb reviated at that."
"Don't do a thing during 1·acation but practice on 'The lips of those

Miss Ward, coming late into cla ss on clay after being in oc ul ated, said: "Pardon me
for being late, girls, but I 've just been osc ul ated."
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J\Iiss Rice (at the faculty dining table, notici
ng l\ir. Pasini withou t a fork):
Bangs , will you please bring this little boy
a fork?"

"Mrs.

\Vhy call Mr. Coffey "Postu m"?
Becau se he is a poor imitat ion of coffee.
Very little is known about the narrow escape
Rex had at the M . E. Churc h, when he
follow ed the wrong girl to the front pew
while Olive was left standi ng outsid e. Rex,
did
you look puzzle d?
Straw Lcrry : "I made a elate with a girl tonigh
t.''
Hale: "Do you think she is as good as your
sister? "
Straw berry: '·Sure, she is. She also asked
me to take her to the basket ball game this
evenin g, but J told her that the walks were
too slippe ry for me to be out."

''Your behav ior is most singul ar,'' said a
young lady to a gentle man who had just
stolen a kiss.
"If that is the case J will soon make it plural
," he replied .
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force are there?"
Profess or Hersey ( in Physic s)-"Ho w many kinds of
force."
Neighb or-''Bo dily force, mental force, and police
around a post-" Oh, girls, how
Just a week after vacatio n-;.lary S., with her arms
?"
tonight
many rememb er what they were doing a week ago

Questi on-Is Stephen Arthur still visiting his aunt?
re you embark ing?"
Miss H., to Currel, as he was putting on his oversh oes-"A
never have though t of marryin g a
l\liss R.-"No w, if I had been in her place, T would
look d,own on a chair."
man below me. I would look down on hi111 as I would
for a class to pronou nce?''
Profess or Fullert on-"\~That th ree words seem the easiest
Dunca n-"I don't know."
Profess or F.-"Yo u hit it exactly ."
heads, Ames the sticks.
Iowa's greates t 111atch factory -I. S. T. C. furnish es the
cells, in fact, we are mostly all
We have a countle ss number of cells, blood cells, muscle
"sells."
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illemembrance5' of tbe !f?tar
Cedar Falls, Ia., Oct.

16, 1912.

DE,\R BOB:

I know I haven't written you for six whole weeks, but you musn't get mad,
because I've been awfully busy. Your last letter sounded jealous, but that is
unnecessary , for you know there are only a very few boys up here. So rest
at case.
Now for what I've done these weeks of silence. vVell, school opened the
fifth of September. Did you know that? I thought not. ,\nd I enrolled. Goodness gracious, but it was a fearfur ordeal, lots wo;-se than standing in line for
theater tickets.

Now I can sympathize with you.

September sixth, the Senior class organized, and we poor freshies felt rather
small, for the Seniors were 111ighty imponant, or thought so at least. But the
B. A's or "Cap and Gown Club" o rganized about the same time, and they were the
"most important" of all.
of walking.''

You could distinguish one a block away by the styie

vVhat interested me most were the society receptions. The Shakes gave the
eleYenth, the Clios the fourteenth. the Alpha the fifteenth, and the Neos the
nineteenth. In fact, all the societies had their turn. The new girls we re certain ly kept busy, but we enjoyed it, and all the receptions were so lovely. Champ
Clark opened the lecture course and it was fine; I wish you could ha,·e heard it.
Won't you plan to come to some of our lecture courses' 1 want to show you
to the girls. "Verstehen sie ?"
President Seerley entertained the Faculty on September thirtieth, and
wouldn't I have liked lo be a little mouse in the wall? I think Nature must
have been decidedly against the frivolous actions of the faculty, for she wept
so that night that some really had to give up going. Too bad, wasn 't it?
'vVe had a fine chapel speech about t11·0 weeks ago. when a very eloquent,
fiery young lad. Glenn Davis is his name, l think. gaye us an add r ess upon the
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subject, "Pep."
have heard him.

He is a wonderful orator, of 11iarvclous ability. You ought to
Be would haYe literally swept you off your feet.

But the treat came October fourth, when we saw an airship sailing in the
all" at the Aviation Meet here. It was a windy clay, so the man couldn't fly
yery high, but he flew just the same, and it was so inspiring.
Initiation stunts are beginning now, and the new girls are holding their
bre,ith, for fear they'll never get it again. The "news" had theirs October thirteenth, and J guess the new girls thought the thirteenth was a hoodoo day all
right. The tenth and thirteenth brought other Senior meetings. Their importance, the Seniors, not the meetings, passes all words and description.
On the fourteenth the Clios had their initiation with the Orios, the Alphas
had their reception, and the Ossolis also had their initiation. We all hope we
will survive. I wish you were here to protect me.
Today, Governor Carroll was at the college. Oh, we are important people
up here, belieYe me, and have distinguished guests.
I must close now and study, for I'm getting to be a very diligent student?
I hope this letter will make up for the past neglect. \Vrite soon.
NELLIE.

March 21, 19r2.
:\JEINE LIEBEN KATRINA:

V c ha f not heard from you for a long time now. Karl und me vunclers ,·at
is mit you at home yet since ve moved to der College town. Ve ha£ much to do
unt so many dings habben dat Karl tinks I must write to you all about elem.
Doze societies ha£ do much doings. Dey begin as soon as ve come alretty. Sept.
7th iss dcr Chresto spread. on der 14th der Ossolis ha£ a picnic unt on der 12th
den der Zetas-15th is der Eulalian Picnic and doze Chrestos go out .for breakfast! The 7th iss der Delphian picnic, ven dey ha£ doze initiations someting is
doing. Sept. 23 der X cos do diss und on Oct. 16, Ossolis, Zetas unt Eulalians.
Dat Clio anniversary iss a very big affair. It vas on der 20th. Dat Delphian
society hass a party on Oct. 27, und der next day doze Leandar Clark poys
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peats us

111 football vunce 26-6.
Dat i\ladame Gadski sings for us in chapel on
der 17th unt in a little vile on fer 27th ve hears der Le Brun Opera Co. Dese
people do some high singing. On the 21st two tings happens- der Chrestos
initiate unt also comes der Cli o-Orio banquet. Doze seniors gif to der school
a
nice picture on dcr 30th. Vun uff der boys makes a big speech den yet. Dat
lady

Bloomfield Zeisl er yat blayed here on NO\·. 2nd vass g rant. On der night after
di ss Karl goes lru a pad storm to dat big reception dat faculty giffs to der
students. On der next clay our poys blay Cornell unt cler count iss 9 unt 6.
On
Nov. ro der Ossoli s enclerclain der Zetas uncl cley alzo haf yat cley calls a Lint
· brogram. Lots of people goes to Des Moines to der Teach ers' Associatio n
unci
ven ve plays St. Joe der count is o to 3. Ven cley haf clat :\Jass Meetin before
dey blays Simpso n cley yells und haf a big fire. Dose Ames pays tink dey
can
debate mit un s uncl so cley peats us on No,·. 17th. On clat same afternoon
der
football blays Simpson . Dose girls link day VLtcl like to blay pasket pall nmce.
but cley gets squelched alretty on der 18th. Dat good orchestra vat ve ha! f
here
gifs un s 24th unt on cl e1· 28th school iss out. Next elem pevore Christmas is,
der
Zeta unt Neo ba rti es. Ven cler snow come, cler Chrestos unt Eulalian, bartie,.
Der Zetas haff a barly on Febr. 24.
You mu szt come up unl see uns, Katrina. und see Yal a fine school we haff.
\Vrit e to me unt tell me how you vass.
~litt Luff,
~IRS. BROCKE NSCL-L\U TT .

:\IIss Li.:ELLE :.IAsoN,
Pari s, France.

35 Rue du Louore.
l ·m terribly ashamed lo think of that big fat letter of yours which I received
before Christmas , and to realize that it remains unan swered. But I am going
to
make up for my laziness by writing yo u every bit of news l can find out anything
about from the ti me you left up to the present.

1 surely have missed you this
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term, but it is certainly line that you can be on such a rine trip.

Lots of people

inquire about you very often. and J always feel guilty when T say I owe you a
lette r.
Now for the news. Th e winter term oi;ened December 5, and of course there
was the usual pleasure of scheduling.

They hav e a new system now, so it was

r eally much easier.
The next e vent of any i111porta nce was a lecture gi,·en by the late Alfred
Dickens on the evening of December

12.

H was well attended and rather inter-

est ing, although very long.
Then December q, the football team was gi\'en the annual banquet.

Th e

special primaries made fa,·ors a nd they were quite pretty.

From all reports, the

banquet wa s a s ucc ess and the toasts unusually c le,·er.

T o111 Anderson wa s

elected captain for next season. and he will surely mak e good.
The nex t night, December 15, th e woman's inte r-s ociety wa s held.
were only -s ix repre se ntati,·es.

There

The Eulalian rep rese ntati,·e, Inez Parks, took

first place, and the Chresto, Theresa Coffman, took second.
Here my me111ory fails n~e. for it ,,·as nea r Christmas and every one was so
busy that we girls didn't writ e in o ur diaries any mo r e that week.
you kn ew that Cora Dilly was one of the typhoid patients.
February

1,

and e,·ery o ne is so glad to have her well again.

after Christmas on Janu a ry
here.

..j.,

Of co urs e

She was sent hom e
School o pened

and the next night J ohn Kendrick Bangs lectur ed

He certainly is good and one of the best numb ers we ha,·e had on the

lecture course.
Friday evening, January 5, there wa s a concert given
the benefit of the Y. :\I. C. A.
played and sang.
meeting January

111

And the Cecilians sa ng a double number.
10

t he auditorium for

The different me111bers of the; musical faculty
The Seniors had a

and asked to ha,·e an orator from o utsid e fer the commence-

ment address.
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January 13 was a big day, for it was the date of the Y. \V . C. A. carnival,
given in the gymnasium. lt certainly was a big success and every one had a fine
time. On that same evening om basketball team played with Coe at Cedar
Rapids. On the afternoon of January 19 the men's inter-society basketball
schedule was opened by the Orio-Philo game. The Philo score isn't recorded.
But the Orio's was 4-1-. That evening the fina l orato r ical contest was held, and
Carl Erickson was chosen to represent the school in the inter-state contest this
On that evening our basketba ll team played Leander Clark and
was defeated 32 to 25. The next ni ght they played Cornell at Mt. Vernon. The
next event of any special importance occurred in chapel January 2--1- when we
listened to an appea l from the Old Gold staff.
sprmg.

January 26 was also an impo rtant date. The mid-winter play, "The Girl
from Montana," was given that evening. It was \'er y well rendered and every
one had a hearty laugh. You will see the picture of the cast in the Annual.
The next night, Janua ry 27, our boys played Iowa University at Iowa City,
and were defeated 28 to 8. But we plan to pay them back when they play here.
February

2

was a full day.

Leander Clark played basketball here and we
Tn the afternoon there was a preliminary he ld for a
In the evening Carl Germane the magician, entertained a

defeated them 16 to 13.
dramatic contest.

large audience, and it was very interesting. On this same evening the Eula li ans
had a sleigh ride, and thru some mistake. when they reached \ i\Taterloo, the re
was no supper waiting for them, as had been planned.
On Februa 1·y 3 t he ~J'orni ngside prel iminary debate was held.

c:

The twenty-fifth ann i\·e rsary of the Y. \ i\T. and Y. 11.
A. was held on
IO, and rr, with the usual course of lectures, concerts and banquet.

February 9,
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On the afternoon of February q the college orchestra ga,·e a recital which
was certainly splendid. h·iday evening. February 16, there was an athletic
benefit given in the auditorium. It was well attended and quite humorous at
Gracious. it is nearly ten o'clock and I have two exams to study before
I seek my downy pillow . Now, Loll, do write whenever you can, for I am just
wild to hear about your trip and the grand sights you arc seerng. Ask me all
the questions you \\'ant to, and I will do my best to answer them. The we:ather
times.

is something terrible, cold and snowy all the time, so \\·e do not get out much
except for classes. The girls all send their lo,·e. and so do T.
Penitently,

Cedar Falls, la., Feb.

AN:N.

18, 1912.

Sure, Pat, 'tis mesilf that docs be sitting down today to write you the news.
'Tis been a long time since Oi had the pleasure of doing the same. but nel'ertheless you'.ve been kept informed by the girls up to date, so Oi'vc hearn. Sure.
Pat, Oi've been ha Yin' the time of my loife here at college, and Oi'll just give ye
a brief outline of the happenings. Come t<ebruary 16 and our boys played a
whirlwind of a game, but nivertheless Cornell gave us a foine batin' to the tune
of 50 to 16. Oi tell ye there was wapin' and nashin' of lath that avnin'.
The next thing on the prog ram was a permanent organization of the class of
which evint took place about February 15. Thinkin' I moit have to organize
some toime, Oi hruck into the gatherings. but was invoited to lave. Then Coe
1912,

knocked us all to smithereens through a basketball game. But glory be to the
saints. 't-is the last, and no more batings will be ours. On March r we had
spaches galore, and some of thim got first, second and third in the declamatory
contest. Then on :\Jareb 5 we had College Eye election, and because of the
great organizing ability of mesilf our candidates were elected in spoite of the
opposition.
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There was one candidate for each office. Sure, and to cap th e climax, the
great labor leader, J ohn :.\litchell, told us how he would cut clown our work and
raise our pay until loife would be only a picnick. His spach took place J\Iarch 8.
Oi'Ye been re sti ng eve r since, waitin' for the toime to come when Oi'll recave
111e pay for not workin'.
:.\Jarch J2 school closed and eve ry one of me professo rs did themselves
proud and gave me -1 in order not to waste any toime. We had a winter picnick
:\Jarch 13. What with trapsin in the snow. crakin' jokes, and ma1·chin ' home
again, we had a foine tim e. and Oi'll ne1·er object to another such shindig. The
next avnin', being as how the Y. l\ L C. A. boys were goin' off on a spree, Oi
that Oi'cl have to go a long and take care of them. Sure. and if they are Y. ;\l.
C. A . boys. Oi neve r wish to take care of the rest.
March 19 school opens and Oi'm back workin' for some more fours. Oi
a lready have me toime full for th e next six weeks. The A . B . class have a
doings l\Jarch 26, and Oi'111 on needles to know how to behave 111esilf. and Pat.
ye sho uld be her e to hear the l\linnesingers, April s. and 'tis mesi l f will be in
that, dressed in me swallow tail and fit to kill. Then on March 29-30-31, the
State Y. l\l. C. A. convention will mate here and the boys will come from all
over, and just t hi nk, Pat, to fill in betwane whiles they hav e a cou rse of fussology
in which Oi'm enrolled . Oi tell ye, Pat. take it all 111 al l, Oi wouldn't trade
places with the Empero r of Chi na him si lf if Oi had to lave this school.
fearing to make ye jealous Oi'll close for this toime.
Your affectionate brothe r .
:\11KE.
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DEAR FATHER :

news? Do you
Ha,·en't I been good tv write so often and tell you all the
about a few of
you
tell
to
going
am
I
wonder that it ta kes so much money?
d a friend of
promise
I
and
night
the e,·ents which a re to be. Tonight is Friday
the 25th,
l\[onday
V.
a
than
mine a cutter ride. I can not do that r ight for less
rybody
Eve
n.
receptio
the class. is invited to come to Dr. Seerley' s home lo a
best
my
do
so l shall
dresse5 their best there. You know I can not be outdone ,
he
said
The tailor
a im . You ought to see me in my new dress suit, swell sure.
in
the B. A.'s a1·e
would trust me fo r the price till summer . Tuesday evening
T shall need a car,·ited to a dinner; then, too, [ must dress up swell. Maybe
society.
big
for
way
riage: you know that is the right
the state Y. :\L
Then a :\linnesi nger concert on April 5. M.arch 29, 30-3 r,
I must give
and
C. A. confe; ence meets he re and maybe a co ll ection will be held
be generou s and send
some also, or the boys will call me a tight wad. So father,
it with much in terest.
me a good sized check in you'r next letter. I will look fo r
come to. I shal l
must
you
that
ng
somethi
is
:\Jay
in
Then. too, the big festival
. They give
Chicago
of
ra
Orchest
Thomas
big
look for you. lt is given by the
(you know,
Faust
give
sQciety
choral
two program s a nd in the last one the
accompa nithe
plays
a
orchestr
big
Goethe"s Faust set to music by Gounod ). The
societies
the
and
term,
the
ments. Then there will be some more recitals during
s on
evening
the
in
will ha ,·e their picnics up the ri,·er-an d, oh, the boat rides
the Cedar! Thafs the r iver here.
three fie ld meets
There is a course ticket out for six baseball games and
are some good
there
es
Sometim
arc.
this term. vVil! let you know when they

r
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shows clown town and some i11 \V aterloo, and I must go so that I can appreciate
the good a nd ac!Yisc the pupils in high sc hool next year. You know that
all
takes some time and mon ey, a11cl T am sho rt of both.
Then near the end of the term come the ba11d concert s, also the :\[orni11gs1 de debate, ?day ro. \V e want to beat them. Then the wind-up at the
encl
of the term will be co mm encem ent exercises. Then a commence ment recital
in
the e\'e nin g. K ext day the Men's Literary Societies ha ve their anniversar y.
On
Sunday, Dr. Seerley makes his big speach telling us just what to do in the fotnre
and how to live. Then on the next day will be the big concert day, band, orchestra. m en's g lee clubs and women's glee club s. :\fiss i\'[artin is training a squad
fo r a big class pl ay. It is fine. the whole schoo l and town turn out. One
day.
call ed comm encemen t day, is when the Seniors r ecei\'e their diplomas.
You
ought to see it all. v\T e haYe lea rn ed a lot. Th en the alumni business meeting
and th en the big feed. called here a lunch eon . after which I come home.
tired
a11d worn o ut, ready fo r a fe w weeks' rest. Don't yo u feel so rry for me?
Do
write and se nd me a check. The boys think yo u arc a brick. You kn ow
what
I thin k.
Your Joyi ng son,

JDI.

~~e
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T:F-IE SE.NIOR PROM.
" WHO WANTS TO KNOW THE DATE ?"
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.SNAP :SHOT.S
ARE: 1-IARD TO
N£1GHlloR

=-

l?fGJ.s t -AR

t

RE'. -.'SCHEDULING .

Nell ie l,ad a litt le box,
\ Vith conr black as jct,
And everywhere that Nellie went.
Th at kodak went. yo u bet.
She too k it once to vVaterloo.
And soon as she did spy
A pretty spot she snapp ed a shot,
It chanced that scene was Fry.
And now he is begging for the film,
Th e bribe he'd give is high,
But neYer min d, he'll never get
the picture. Wonder why?
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Glenn vVingate Davis, formerly noted for find ing a fi \·e
dollar bill in a ga rbage can, surprised an appreciative audience
at the Marshalltown Pilgrim
Hotel by popping a cork out of
a bottle into a bell boy's eye.
See "Pod" for particulars.

O}'

W13iTI'.R.

(:)

-=
Tf a body saw a bottle

Standing on a locker.
1f a body reported the bottle
\\·oulcl he be a knocker?

"HONEST

T'

G<1DDNI!SS T
NEVER SAW IT
BE FORE "
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I
I
EVENJNG

Criss says this is the fourth bet he has lost

"CENTLLMF.N WlI.l. NOT,
BOYS' .MU.ST .NOT"

m;!Je 1912 £Din dDoJn

I

CFf'£
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I

EATING

ICE

CREAM . IN PARIS.

Col{N ING PLAYI NG

· T ENN15 .
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fol?

GAWr, . #

W£'~c

A

Jo1.cY

J - o - 1.-1. •Y
GANC,
A Jo•LY
CJI.NC J. C -A • N · C . J'
A

#F

WHAT WE
THE TU#NEL ·FOR .

RESULT OF A COMPARATIVE STUDY IN SOCIOLOGY
T. S. T. C. LLBRARY-f\ bsolu te silence except in t he t unn el.
ANAMOSA-No speaking allowed except on business.

Date- About 12:30 A. M. Tri-weekly
291
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\
DATE--EVERY MORNING
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~!)e 1912 ®In dlioin

This Tick et admits bem·er to oue of the most popular
o rganization s which the School has - '.rhe Has-Been Club.
:\fany ai·e the m e mbe r s e nrolled therein, and each dejected,
di scouraged, defeated candidate for any olface or position is
received wHh open arms by the illustriou s m e mbers of the
Club.

AN.:>WE.RINCr

ONE.

OF

COLGROVE'.S "SHOT

OR . WHY /\RCHlBALD

WAS
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l'l IN UTES~~-::.-::.=.==:::~LATE FOR .SUPPER.

~t,e 1912 £Din ~ orn

SAY ff you N£Eo
A

DIM£ . /'LI. C,11'E

You

ortE ,.,.

~be <!Cbagrin of ~itcbcll
There was a young fellow named ;\Iitch,
Who aspired to be very rich.
He once saw ten cents
On a show-case, and hence
He straightway fo r that dime did itch.
Mitch began at the money to pick.
But soon to himself gave a kick,
Scarce believing his eyes,
So great his surprise.
That dime to the counter did stick!

Ilaboratorp <lftpcrtmmti3
Materials-One coat and a red hot iron. To find how long the iron will rest on
the coat without burning it. Elder gives this experiment, because he has had experience. For references see the coat.
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Pennants
and
Pillow Covers

The College Hill

I. S. T. C.
Jewelry

Pharmac y
DRUGS, BOOKS, ST A TIONER. Y AND
TOILET ARTICLES
vVe wish to thank th e Students of the lowa State Teachers College for their
liberal patronage during the past school year.
V,/ e most heartily assure you that it has been very 111uch appreciated.
As space will not per111it us to enu111erate all the good things we have to offer you
the coming school year, we will mention a few of them only. We are cons tantly
adding New Lines to our Stock.

COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS AND SCHOOL SUPPLIES
\ Ve handle all of the Text Books used in the lowa State Teach ers College and
a full line of School Supplies of all kinds.
AND OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

FANCY STATIONERY
WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF FANCY STATIONERY, BOX STATIONERY,
TABLETS, ENVELOPES, VISITING CARDS, ETC.

PENNANTS AND PILLOW COVER.S
Yo u will find in ou r store the largest and the most up-to-date line of Pennants
and Pillow Cove rs to be fo und anywhere.
ALL NEW AND UP-TO-DATE GOODS

TOILET ARTICLES

OUR SODA FOUNTAIN

The largest variety
of Toilet Articles
found in any
Drug Store

Come in and try our Delicious
If you
Sundaes and Sodas.
are hungry try our Soda Foun,
tain Lunch.

--

CLEANLINESS AND PROMPT
SER. VICE IS OUR
MOTTO

PRESCRIPTIONS
carefu ll y compounded.
W e use none but
the purest Drugs
FER.N BR.AND
CHOCOLATES

We cordially invite you to make our store
your headquarters

SEVERIN &- GRAY
DRUGGISTS
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SUNDRIES
OF ALL KINDS

-A Complete Line of
Drugs and
Patent
Medicines

FER.N BR.AND
CHOCOLATES

Abutrti.sing

VEATCH
THE

PICTUR.E

MAN

l\hutrti.aiug
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The Climax of a short acquaintance made while
on the way to Cedar Rapids :
DEARE,
i thot that i wud rite you a few lines to let you noe that
am well and i hope that you are the same. Can i kum to see you
sumtime. As i dont noe you no better i will close. i hope that you will
let me kum.
With luv,
1

THE MAN WHO NEVER GOES
( \Vritten by an l. S. T. C. Girl after experience)

Again 1 hear that creaking- stepHe's rapping at the door.
Too well I know the boding- sound
That ushers in that bore.
I do not tremble when I meet
The stoutest of my foes,
But h eaven defend me from the man
\Vho comes but never goes.
\Vhene'er he comes-that dreadful manDisguise it as I may,
I know that, like t he autumn rain,
He'll last throughout the day.

In vain I speak of urgent tasks;
In vain I scowl and pout;
A frown is no extinguisherIt does not put him out.

Abuet1isiug

ATHLETIC

I

GOODS

/

We carry a complete line of Athletic Goods for both indoor and field sports.
Send us your orders. W e prepay express, thereby saving you both time and
transportation charges.
DO Y OU KNOW TH E PLE ASU RES O F CANO ING?

'vVe are agents fo r the Oldtown Ca noe, the fastest, safest, and most graceful canoe
made. vVe can take your orde r and guarantee safe delivery to your address. Send for
illustrated catalogue, or if in Cedar Falls ask to see an Oldtown on the water. There
are many in use on the river here.

PENNANTS AND CLASS PINS
\V e quote prices to high schoo ls o n high schoo l pennants and class pins. Let us
make you a bid on your order.
\V e keep in stock pennants of all the leading sc hools in the count ry, as well as
a large assortment of I. S. T. C. pennants.

BOOKS BY MAIL
'vVe appreciate yo ur mail o rd er for any book whether stocked regularly or not,
and can take care of them promptly. It will pay yo u to send us yo ur orders as we
pay all transportation charges, saving you the postage usuall y cha rge d by the jobber
or publisher.

SCHOOL AND EDUCATIONAL JOURNALS
\N e can save you money on your school papers, giving a discount of 20 per cent

on single subsc ripti ons, with additional discounts on combinations.
us your li st and we will quote you prices.
2020 NOR.MAL STREET

CROSS & CO.
299

Bring in o r send

CEDAR FALLS, !OW A
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Broke, broke, broke!
On thy cold streets, \,\ ' aterloo !
And l wo uld that coins and bills
Around me in clusters grew.
0, wel l for the college boy's dad
That he limits th e monthly cash.
But alas for the college lad
\Vho spends at a rate quite rash.
And the mournful hours go on
Till midnight the town clock peals!
But Oh for the touch of a vanished V
And the sound of some silve r cart-wheels.
Broke! Dead broke!
.\nd eight miles from the Hill!
:\ fay the mem'ries drear of an allowance spent
X enr come back to \Vill !

1.

Thou shalt not enroll for cor r idor work.

2.

Thou shalt study ten hours a day.

.)•

Thou shalt not use tobacco nor strong drinks, neither tea, coffee, o r posturn.

-1--

Thou shalt occasionally return books to the library.

J"

Thou sha lt not put to death a faculty member without previous notice.

6.

Thou shalt not cut Gym more than twice a week.

I.

Thou shalt not murmur louder t han a lion's roar in the library.

8.

Thou ( unc ngaged coup le) shalt not occupy rear seats in the auditorium.

9. Thou ( Pr imary Student) shalt avoid meeting thy head critic when thou hast
cut C1·iticisms.
10. Thou (Senior Gi rl ) shalt not propose to a Freshman without the consent of
his parents.

The lowest priced house in Iowa, on all text books and school suppliesC. A. \VISE & SONS.
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POPULAR SONGS
ON COLLEGE HILL

$15.00
NO MORE NO LESS

There' Just One Girl I'd Like to
~Jarry.
CH.,uNCEY HousTMAN.

Do It Xow.
GLENN i\IITCHELL

Lonely.

I AM PROUD OF
THE PRICE

DA1SY

Echoes of
Horne.

YOU 'LL BE PR..OUD OF
THE CLOTHES

:i\IcLEoo.

:i\Iy Rocky

Mountain

ESTHER C.WANAUGH.

What's the Use of i\loonlight?
, \ LL THE GIRLS.

Loye 1Je and the \ Vorld is ~[ine.
TENNIS.

SUIT

I'm T rying So Hard to Forget You.

OR.

.:-\NDERSON.

OVERCOAT
MADE
TO YOUR.
MEASURE

, \11 that I Ask Is Love.
KR.\1[ER.

I Lo\·e the :fame of ~Iary.
FRlZ.

I'm So Glad I ~fct You.
XOLTE.

~fontana.
CARL FRYE.

FIT GUARANTEED

You'll Come Back
GL\DYS FOOTE.

" YOU'LL WONDER.
HOW WE DO IT "

How \\ 'o uld You Like to Be the
Umpire?
FACULTY.

WISE'S SODA FOUNTAIN

GLASGO \N
TAILO~ S

SAN ITARY SERVICE
MENU
DE LI C IOUS

The best place in town to cool off

3 0 3 E A ST 4T H S T P-.. EET

C. A WISE &- SONS

WATERLOO, IOWA
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VV. A. BEA TTY

~Iiss Rud and ~Ir. Brown were out
walking in the soft twilight, and as the
air was a little chilly he gallantly loaned
her his overcoat. After awhile she enquired the time and as all his matches

LADIES' AND GENTS'
SUITS
FR.ENCH
DRY CLEANED
AND
PR.ESSED

were in his overcoat pocket he had to
reach around for one. He struck it,
but it went out and he had to reach
three or four times before he succeeded
in reading the time. After a short

What variety of apples does Miss
Quaife like best? Baldwin.

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

~Ir. T. (reading thesis; : "We all
long for the sympathy of our fellows."

silence ~Iiss R. ventured timidly, "There
is another match left, Ira."

Benevolent Gentleman:
"My
boy, have you no better way to
this beautiful afternoon than to
in front of this house and idle
your time?"

GENTS
SUITS MADE TO
ORDER

little
spend
stand
away

Boy: "I ain't idling away my time.
There's a chump inside seeing his best
girl and he gave me a dime to watch
for the landlady."

:\Ir. Main (chemistry) :

"i\fust we
learn the automatic (atomic) weights?"

ALL THE LA TEST
STYLES AND FABRICS
MORSE CHOCOLATES-\i\Thitman's Fussy
Packages for fastidious folks.
The
world's best candy.

SUITS $16.50

to

$50.

WISE'S DRUG STORE
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Earl S. (at the breakfast table) :
"Esther, did Charles take any of the
umbrellas or hats from the hall last

PR.INTING
BY

night?"

PR. l N TE RS

Esther: "\Vhy of course not! vVhy
should he?"
Earl: "That's just what I'd like to
know. I thought he did because I heard
him say he was going to steal just one,
and-why, what's the matter, Esther?"
"Have patience, Chauncey! Luncheon
will be ready soon."
"I suppose so, Julia. l thought I
smelled something burning."
"My hair is falling out," admitted the
Freshman to her room-mate. "Can you
recommend something to keep it in?"
"Certainly," replied Alice; "a box."

Barresen

Mary: "Did you say that Kate's
room-mate was a blonde? I thought
she was a brunette."
Gladys: "She was, but she 'dyed'."

and
Rasmussen

Madge: "Gee, that 'Chocolate Soldier'
\vas great."

Oscar:

"Who said 'eats'?"

~OTES FROM THE HALL
My clear Hazel: Skip your next class
and meet me at the foot of the library
stairs.

It is important.

Yours forever,
MYRON.

Just reached around the corner and
found your pocket and thought I would
leave my love.

HOWARD H.

WISE'S DRUG &- BOOK STORE

CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

"The Store That Saves You ~foney."
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JOKES
1-larolcl ::\,J. (after the o rato ri cal contest) : '·Well, J oy, it's too bad!"
Earl: ''Yes, H arolcl, we're both 'hasbcens' now"\ Ve wonder why Laura S. is absent so
fr equently. l s it roses,
I like j uff when all the luff aint on
o ne side.
Frisby: '·Say, Condit, are you trying
to beat Hi' s time?"
Condit: ·'Oh, no; l'm only trying to
Ii II in the spare moments."
If :'l lary Stacey went to v\Taterloo
would Eel "Hunt"er,
HEARD I:N' PSYCHOLOGY CLASS
A.: "I don't like Poe. He may have
had some good ideas, but he had a bum
way of tcllin' 'em."
A"1'X0Ul\CED lN CHAPEL.
"'-: eotrophian girls, don't • forget to
ca ll for your hearts after these exercises. You will find them in the room
below this."
l X THE GERMAN CLASS
Professor K. (after illustrating passive verb and unconsciously putting his
hand to his head) : "Ich wercle gebissen."

'H EARD I'sf THE CHK\USTRY
One of the Brightest Pupils: "\Vhy
ue ions like lish' Because they exist
111 water and are attracted by the poles."
l\Iy Bonnie lies over the ocean,
But, Oh you American girls.

HERR H.
"T he man I marry," said Ruth, "must
be a hero."
"He will be," remarked Glenn, calmly.

STUDENTS--- When you go out to teach send
us your mail orders for all School Supplies.
Orders filled promptly at lowest prices.
THE SCOTCH WOOLEN MILLS

C. A WISE &- SONS
are his tailors .

We fit him why not you.

223 E. 5TH STREET

WATERLOO . IOWA

i\hurrtiaing

MORRIS LEVY
GIVES SATISFACTION

French Dry Cleaning
Done for Ladies and Gentlemen
Students given Special
Attention.
CALL AND SEE ME - "MOSE"
U . S. EXPRESS OFFICE

EAST SIDE MAIN STREET

Economy

Style
Our Footwear will suit you in these respects and more too. If
you try it once, you will like our store. You will
find your smart styles here and with
attention always.
213 Main Street

BOYSEN SHOE CO.
305

Cedar Falls, Iowa

Aburrtising

Well informed peop le shou ld

Its policies are up-to-•
date, with desirable privileges and P--.ESEP--. VES
DEPOSITED WITH
THE ST A TE. Its assets
are clean, surplus ample
and a "Square Deal" to
policy holders.

know of the reputation
of the

Equitable
Life
Insurance
Company
of Iowa

G. W . DICKEY

FOR

AGENT

Large Dividends to
Policy Holders

1316 Main Street

CEDAR FALLS, !OW A

THE LEADER SHOE STOP--.E

Chase's Jewelry Store

is the place to have your feet fitted with up-to-date
shoes, oxfords, pumps and slippers. Rubbers made
of rubber that wear twice as long as the usual rubber.

Is headquarters for the
Official Class Pin --also all
Society Pins--and can fur,
nish duplicates of any pin
or badge made since the
foundation of the College.
Our remodeled store and
increased stock, combined
with our low pnces,
make it pleasant and profitable to trade with

H. L. CHASE &- CO.
THE

LEADER.

3 I

3o6

I

M A

I N

S T R E E T
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CUT FLOWERS

PLANTS

HAROLD T. BANCROFT
DEALER

IN

SPO~ TI NG GOODS
UP , TO , DATE

SHEET MUSIC AND SUPPLIES

MILLER , OSTRANDER
PRINTERY
The facilities of a

FIRST CLASS JOB PRINTING PLANT ARE AT
THE COMMAND OF THE DISCRIMINATING
BUYER. OF QUALITY PR.INTING

We solicit your patronage
PHONE 492

I 04 MAIN STREET
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

The Most Complete Job Printing Office

Ailutrtining

NOBLE AND BROVVN
SELL THE FURNITURE THAT HAS QUALITY

LET THEM FR.AME
YOUR PICTURES
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

JOHNSON & WYTH CO., Inc.
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

Fine Cutlery, Hardware, Plumbing and Heating

FONG LEE
Does Laundry Work that Suits
LET HIM DO YOURS

SPECIAL INVITATION
We wish to extend to the Students of
the I. S. T . C., a special invitation to
make our store your headquarters-also
our branch out on the Hill. We carry
the best line of goods that can be bought,
a full line of Dry Goods, Cloaks, Suits,
Shirtwaists, Hoisery, Etc. REMEMBER
ITS THE BIG DOUBLE STORE-and
you will find out IT WILL PAY TO
TRADE at the

ROBINSON DR.Y GOODS CO.

Aburrtiniug

OLYMP IA CANDY
KITCHE N
COME IN AND SEE US

Our Homemade Candies are made by Best Candy
Makers in the State

TRY OUR NEW SODA FOUNTAIN

MANHATTAN SHIRTS

JOHN B. STETSON HA TS

O ur Motto :

High in Quality; Low in Price

. vVILLARD AND ALEXANDER
MUNSING UNION SUITS

ADLER'S GLOVES

1\buertiaing

TRY OUR SERVICE!
YOU WILL BE PLEASE D
Having installed a thoroughly equipped plant
fo r the scientific cleaning of Ladies' and Men' s
wearing apparel, we solicit your patronage· The
very latest improved machinery for doing the high,
est grade Dry Cleaning makes us, without doubt, the
most complete and best organized Cleaning and
Dyeing House in the State·

THE MITZE FREN CH DRY CLEA NING
AND DYE WORK S
GOODS CALLED FOR AND DELIVERED

11 7 WEST 2nd STREET

College Agent : A. C . MEYERS

AFTER ALL HAS BEEN SAID, QUAL ITY
SPEAKS LOUD E1' THAN WORD S

AWARDED GOLD MEDAL AT IOWA
ST A TE PHOTOGRAPHERS ASSOCIATI ON
HELD AT SIOUX CITY, JUNE 1911. . . . .

THE BIG GROUN D FLOOR STUDIO

CLA Y
3T0
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STAR
208 MAIN STREET

T

STORE
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

WHY NOT GET YOUR

TEAS, SPICES, EXTRACTS, COFFEES, COCOA, SODA
and POSTUM CEREAL
WHERE YOU CAN GET CHECKS REDEEMABLE IN

FANCY CHINA, GRANITE WARE, ETC.
Specia l Premium s w ith Ba king Powder

STUDENTS!
Have you presence of mind ? Do you think of the right thing at the right time,
or do your best ideas come too late ? To be absent minded is to be dull Cultivate
the faculty of attention and drink good coffee. P-.EMEMBER, w e have the
fin~st line of Tea, Coffee, China, etc. in the city.
MILLER BROTHERS, Proprietors

WILSON -- HALAN
COMPANY

THE PFEIFFE1' CO.
Leading Druggists, Booksellers,
and Jewelers

WE MAKE A SPECIALT Y OF

CLOTHIERS

FINE WATCH REPAIRING

FURNISHERS

AND

ENGRAVING

THE PFEIFFE1' CO.
OPTICIANS

It will pay you to supply your
clothing needs here

Eyes Tested Free

3n
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THE BRYANT ASPHALT
PAVING COMPANY
BUILDERS OF

SHEET ASPHALT PAVEMENTS
"THE ST AND ARD PAVEMENT OF THE WORLD"
DURABLE, NOISLESS, SMOOTH,
SANITAR-.Y AND SAFE
THE STANDARD WITH WHICH ALL OUR PAVEMENTS
ARE COMPARED

THE BRYANT ASPHALT
PAVING COMPANY
WATERLOO,

DES MOINES.

SIOUX CITY,

OMAHA

THE SANITARY LAUNDRY
IS THE

STUDENTS' LAUNDRY
Have our student collector call for your laundry. Do it once
and you will be glade to have him come back.

OTT ICE CR.EAM COMP ANY
W . H. MEVIS

H. W . OTT

Ice Cream, Frappes and all kinds of Frozen Delicacies
CONSOLIDATED PHONE

Special Prices to College Societies and Clubs
OFFICE AND FACTORY :

312

409 MAIN STREET

A~uertisiug

THE JAMES BLACK
D~ Y GOODS CO.
WATERLOO, IOWA

Is better prepared than ever.
Every department is fully
stocked with the best mer~
chandise in America. You
will be specially interested
in our Ready~to~Wear and
Millinery Departments.
YOU ARE INVITED, "COME"

BLACK'S

THE
CEDAR FALLS DAILY RECORD
L. E. BLADINE, Proprietor

Covers entire City and College Hill
Goes into 1250 homes in Cedar Falls
COLLEGE WORK GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION

WE GUAP-..ANTEE

3r3

our...

WOP-..K

i\hurrtt.ahtg
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RENTING OF CAPS AND GOWNS TO GRADUATING CLASSES
A SPECIALTY

E. R. MOORE
MAKER OF

COLLE GIATE CAPS, GOWNS AND HOODS
JUDICIAL AND CLERICAL GOWNS
BAPTISMAL AND CHOIR GOWNS
TELEPHONE GRACELAND 6981

4016 EVANSTON A VENUE

CHICAGO

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR OF CAPS AND -GOWNS TO THE
IOWA ST ATE TEACHERS COLLEGE

C. C . LEWIS, the College Barber, solicits a share of your patronage.

THE EXMOOR CAFE

50

INVITES THE STUDENTS OF
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THE D. L. AULD CO.
MANUFACTU P-.ING JEWELEP-.S
COLUMBUS, OHIO

MAKES A SPECIAL TY OF

Class Pins, Medals, Trophies, Invitations,
Announcements, Engraved
Cards.

Catalogs and Special Designs furni shed on request. P-.esults
guaranteed by reason of fifty , five years of experience.

LOOK!

STOP!

INVESTIG ATE !

A Policy in the

Fidelity and Casualty Insuranc e Co.
will protect you against loss of time, in case of
accident or sickness.
Better have the protection and not use it, than to have need of it a nd not
have it. Every prudent man carries it and you are no exception.

IT'S THE BEST POLICY ON EARTH
FOR A LIFE INSURANCE POLICY THAT IS
EQUAL TO ANYTHING SOLD, SEE ME

Fire, Lightning, Tornado Insurance a Specialty
Call, Write or Phone
At Paul Land Compan y's
Office

HE N ~I p Au L Agent

317

C edar Fa ll s. Iowa

1\hurrth,iug

WHAT DOES THE LOCATION MEAN ?
AUTHORIZED
CAPITAL $350,000

KEEP YOUR EYE ON THE PROPERTY LYING BETWEEN WAT,
ERLOO AND CEDAR FALLS.

-- -- - Popula.tiOn

/ oS

Pr';\'

; q"<--HILLS

C'_,,.\

JQ.O()O

GALLOWAY-- GIBSON INVESTMENT CO.
WATERLOO, !OW A

Ask yo ur dealer to show you the regular Safety and Self-Filling types.

318
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GUST. NYKVIST
"A LIVE MERCHANT TAILOR"

THE LADIES'
TAILOR.
East si de of M ain Street
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

J. T . BURKETT
ARCHITECT AND
SUPERINTENDENT

ENOUGH SAID

41 2 &- 413 LA FAYETTE BLDG .

WAT E R LO 0 ,

IOWA

Sabins' Educational
Exchange
FOUNDED 1893

INCORPORATED 1909

Henry Sabin, President
Elbridge H. Sabin, Secy. &- Treas.

easiest pen to

MANHA TT AN BUILDING
DES MOINES, IOWA

One of the features whi:h makes Moore's
an unquestionably s,1perior pen is the ease
and rapidity with which it can be filled.
Simply remove the cap, drop the ink in
and the pen is ready for use - no inky
joints to unscrew.

For over a dozen years has paid particula r attention to t he securing of good
pos it ions for college or no rm al trained
teache rs in al l of the western states.
Before enrolling anywhere, write to us.
Read our papers ; learn of our methods;
ask for mer students or ask your friends
about us; find o ut what we have been
doing. T his is our on ly req uest. Is it
not a fai r one?

M oore•• is a very satisfactory pen to carry around
in your pocket or bag. beca use it docs not afford the
slightest possibility for leakage. R emember also that
this pen never fails to write w ith the fint stroke requires no ahakina. lta ink. flow i1 alwaya free and
even.

Ever)J Moore '•Non-Leakable Fountain Pen carrlea
with it the mo3I unconditional guarantee.

For Sale Dy .Deniers Evezyw/,ere.

AMERICAN FOUNTAIN PEN CO

tldoms, ('uJninp a, Fo.st'er, Je/linJf tl'fenlJ.
160 Dt:VONSNIRE .ST.. 60STON, MASS.
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B. B. STILES
THE GAS AND ELECTRICA L SUPPLY MAN
has a complete line of
lighting supplies and fixtures

QUALITY and GOOD SERVICE
Our Aim
SEE US!
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

THEATRE BUILDING

$50 ---- AMERIC AN TYPEVVRITER ---- $50
A New Perfection

ANNOUNCEMEN T
We are Pleased to
announce that the new
Model No. 8 Amer,
1s
ican T ypewriter
now ready for the mar,
It embodies all
ket.
the strong features of
the Model No. 7,
which for five years
has demonstrated be,
yond question that a
standard, high , grade
typewriter CAN BE
produced at a REA,
SONABLE PRICE.

in Typewriters
Embodying Simp licity,

1

Durability and
Efficiency
A typewriter obviat,
i ng the mass of com,
mechanism
plicated
found in all the old
high-grade machines,
capable of doing just as
quick and perfect work
and selling for only
half the price.

.
\<,J. "'<
•

...... ,~

,.___

•

AND

ON ONE 5TEEL RAFI

This simple device of the ]j:ey and type on one stee l bar is the leading
invent ive triumph of the American Typew1·iter and alone saves 1,200 parts ,
15 pounds in weight. and $50 in price.
To patrons and readers of "1912 Old Gold" we will make a SPECIAL
IKTrtODUCTOTTY price on application. 'V\T rite for catalog and terms.

IOWA TYPEWR.IT ER. CO.
WESTERN BRANCH OFFICE, TOLEDO, IOWA
NOTE- Orders for the American T ypewriter may be left with " Old Gold " Management
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IOWA ST A TE TEACHERS
COLLEGE
The Special Educational Institution of the State of Iowa
for the training of all kinds of
Expert Teachers

This College maintains the following courses :

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Uniform County Certificate Course
The Normal Course
The Special Normal Courses
The Special Teacher Courses
The Junior College Course
The College Course

ALL THESE COURSES ARE IN STRICT CONFORMITY
WITH THE STANDARDS REQUIRED FOR THE
TEACHERS CERTIFICATE GRANTED BY THE STATE

So far as preparation of the highest and best grade and of the more
practical character is concerned, this College has no real competitor and does
not intend to have any second place in the recognition of the highest ideals and
standards.
Investigation will satisfy anyone that the Instruction is thoro, the Moral
Status is Admirable and the P-.esults are Unqualified. These facts guarantee
expenditure of time and money in being trained for an educational career.
Write for specific information to the

ST A TE TEACHERS COLLEGE
C E D A R

F A L L S,

32r

IOWA

i\11utrtta ing

DR. W. D.' ·WILER

DR. GEO. E. HEARST

DENTIST

CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

ABOVE SEVERIN &- GRAYS

BUR.R. HOTEL

DR. F. N. MEAD

UP, TO-DATE IN
EVERY RESPECT

CEDAR FALLS, !OW A

BUSS MEETS ALL TRAINS

DR.. W. L. HEARST

BROWN STUDIO

CEDAR FALLS, IOWA

PORTRAITS, FLASHLIGHTS
AND AMATEUR- FINISHING

THE WILD 0 . K. LUMBER CO.
2210 COLLEGE STREET
ABR. WILD, Proprietor

W. H. JEFFER.SON
BAKER AND CONFECTIONER Established 1899

Fine Ice Cream Parlor

Cor. 21st and College Sts.

CEDAR FALLS. IOWA

WILLIAM PEDICORD, Architect
425, 6 LA FAYETTE BUILDING

WA TEP-..LOO, IOWA

3 22

CASTLE,, PIERCE
PRINTING CO.
25 &- 27 HIGH STREET
OSHKOSH WISCONSIN

WHEN YOU PLACE AN OP-..DE R
FOR PRINTING REMEMBER THAT
IT IS THE CLASS OF WOP-..KTHE SERVICE- THE ABILITY TO
CP-..EA TE LIVE PP-..1 NTED LITEP-..A,
TURE THAT COUNTS.
WHEN YOU PAY A SALESMAN
HIS SALARY IT IS THE AMOUNT
AND CHARACTEP-.. OF BUSINESS
HE TURNS IN THAT DETERMINES
HIS WORTH .
LOOK UPON YOUP-.. PRINTING IN
JUST THIS SAME LIGHT.
PRINTERS OF THIS
COLLEGE ANNUAL
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